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ABSTRACT
Possible observational techniques and instrument types for the
measurement of meteorological parameters in the atmospheres of Mars and
Venus are described. The meteorological parameters considered are at-mos-
pheric temperature, pressure, density, wind velocity, water vnpor content,
and particulate suspensions. A wide range of techniques and instruments
are included since the purpose of the study was not to select instrumenta-
tion fora particular mission but rather to provide information on all
conceivable instrumentation for such measurements. The emphasis is on
in-situ observing instruments although information is also provided on
remote sensing (.from orbiters or flybys) techniques. The information,
4 ,..	 provided includes a discussion of the scientific basis of each 'easur.e-
ment technique, a description of the instrument and its operation,
procedures for the interpretation of the measurement, and details con-
cerning instrument characteristics, instrument output, payload integration
parameters, and the state of development of the instrument. The report is
essentially a compendium of information, with references, on possible
meteorological observing techniques and instruments for planetary explor-
ation applications.
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v1.	 INTRODUCTION
This final report presents the results of a six-month study of possible
observational techniques and instrument types that could be adapted for the
measurement of metes-.o,logical parameters in the atmospheres of I4ars and Venus.
A The meteorological parameters considered are atmospheric temperature, pressure,
density, wind velocity, water vapor content, and particulate suspensions
w (including liquid and solid aerosols and condensation products). 	 The objec-
tive of the study was to provide information oil the physical principles of
possible measurement techniques and onthe characteristics of the associated
instrumentation.	 No attempt was made to evaluate the relative merits of
r--
the possible techniques and instruments for a planetary mission. 	 However,
_ the considerable information provided on conceivable techniques and instru-
ments should aid space agency planners in the task of instrument evaluation
' and selection for specific planetary missions,
Although the scope of the study included in-situ (using atmospheric
capsules, landers, etc.) observations as well as remote sensing (from orbiters,
flybys, etc.) observations of both planets, 	 the emphasis was on in - situ obser-
vations, and, in particular, measurements of the near suvface meteorological
environment on Mars for a landed vehicle, 	 This relative emphasis is reflected
in the discussions of possible techniques and instruments.
For each meteorological parameter, there are a number of different possi-
ble measurement techniques.
	
For each measurement technique, there may be one
or more instrument types.	 In the study, those instruments associated with a
Y
particular measurement technique were grouped together.	 The results of the
^. study are presented in the following manner. 	 For each measurement technique,
a discussion of the scientific basis of the	 :echnique is presented.	 For each
instrument type, information is presented on a description of the instrument
and its operation, procedures for interpretation of the measurement, instrument
characteristics, instrument output, payload integration parameters, and the
` state of development of the instrument.	 To maintain uniform discussions, it
was decided to present the information on each technique and instrument type
with the use of a common outline.	 The adopted outline is shown below.
I.	 TECHNIQUE OR PHYSICAL PRINCIPLE
A discussion of the scientific basis of the measurement.
1.1	 INSTRUMENT	 -
1.1.1	 NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTRUMENT
1,1.2	 INTERPRETATION OF MEASUREMENT
Additional information needed to interpret measurement.
Method for analysis and interpretation of data.
L
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1.1.3 INSTRUMENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total and dynamic ranges
Accuracy
Signal to noise
Frequency response
Environmental effects
1.1.4	 INSTRUMENT OUTPUT
Output signal
Bits per observation
1.1,5	 PAYLOAD INTEGRATION
Weight
Volume
Power Pt
Radio frequency interference
Magnetic moment
Erection, orientation, or booms.
Compatibility with sterilization at 14500
Special requirements - mounting, viewing, etc.
1.1.6-	 STATE OF DEVELOPMENT
,Jll
REFERENCES
(Including commercial sources and literature)
r=
Since most of the techniques and instruments discussed in this report
have found application in the measurement of meteorological parameters of the --
Earth's atmosphere, they were not designed principally for measurement from
a space probe on another planet.	 Therefore	 in many cases, infarination'on some
of the payload integration parameters, instrument output parameters, and instru-
ment characteristics are presentl y unknown so that where poss,blre'estimates
have been made of these parameters. 	 Thus, this information should be considered
as a guide rather than as detailed specifications.
The following	 ix sections — one for each meteorological parameter — ofg	 g	 p
t"lis report contain the detailed discussions of possible in-situ measurement
techniques and instrument types.	 Each is prefaced by a short summary of avail-
able information on the magnitude and variations of the particular parameter
in the atmospheres of Mars and Venus_.	 Section 8 contains a discussion of poss-
ible techniques for remote (orbiter or flyby) observations of these meteorological
parameters`.	 A summary list of all techniques' and instrument types considered
may be found in Section 9.	 References of a particular technique or instrument
type may be found OAmmediately after the 'discussion of the technique or instru-
ment.	 References concerning our present . knowledge of meteorological parameters
on Mars and Venus are included at the end of the report.	 As part of the study,*
a survey of recent developments and references to meteorological instrumentation
for the Earth's atmosphere was performed.. 	 The results of this survey are con-
rained in the Appendix.	 In addition, a loose-leaf volume of commercial litera-
ture on meteorological instruments has been.assembled and furnished to the
'contracting agency, the Jet Propulsion Laboratory.
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IThe results of the present study provide a compendium of information
on possible meteorological observing techniques and instruments for
planetary exploration applications, A suggested next step would involve
the planning of specific planetary missions and the selection and speci-
fication of meteoro-logical payloads, based on the information pro l'ided in
this report, to accomplish the scientific objectives of these missions.
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2.	 WATER VAPOR
Spectroscopic observations of Martian rater vapor content indicate
values of the order of 10µ prec pitable water gaper (Kaplan et al._, 1964;
Schorn et al.,	 1967); photometric observations 	 (Dollfus . ,	 1963) suggest
values an order of magnitude higher. 	 If the water vapor is uniformly
mixed throughout the atmosphere (constant mixing ratio), the water vapor
pressure near the surface ii between 7.5 x 10" 4 mb and 7.5 x 10" 3 mb
(assumming a value of 0.5 for the ratio of the molecular weight of water
vapor to the molecular weight of Mars' atmosphere).	 The corresponding
frost points are 195°K and 21.0°K.	 For a constant water vapor mixing
ratio, the water vapor pressure would decrease with altitude at the same
rate as the pressure.
it is conceivable that the water vapor mixing ratio is not constant
with altitude, i.e., the water vapor mixing ratio may decrease with alti-
tude as is 'the case in the Earth's atmosphere. 	 Or it may vary locally.
If this i g true, the water vapor content near the surface may be higher
than the values given above. 	 To allow for this, we may assume that the
maximum likely water vapor pressure near the surface is perhaps an order
of magnit^de greater than the higher of the two values given above, or
7.5 x 10"	 mb, which corresponds to a frost point of 228°K.
Small amounts of water vapor have been detected photometrically
(Dollfus, 1963) and spectrometrically (Bottema et al., 1965; 	 Spinrad and
Shawl, 1966;	 Belton and Hunten, 1966)	 in the Cytherean atmosphere.
Because of the unknown scattering properties of the Cytherean atmosphere
and cloud's, it is difficult to derive an exact estimate of the amount of
water vapor detected spectroscopically`. 	 However, the order of magnitude --
of the precpitable water vapor content above the clouds is 100µ. 	 For a
cloud pressure of "'0.1 atmosphere, the water vapor mixing ratio is then
of the order of 10 "4, and the water vapor partial pressure in'the vicinity
of the cloud is of the order of 10 "
2
 
mb.	 1hese estimates, because of
uncertainties in the interpretation of the observaticns and because of
uncertainties in the vertical distribution of the observed water vapor,
may easily be off	 by an order of magnitude.	 A vapor pressure of 10" 2 mb
corresponds to a frost point temperature o f 2130K.
Preliminary results announced for the Venus IV spacecraft observations
indicate thatthe water vapor mixing ratio is between 10"3'and 7 x 10"3.
Assuming a value of 4 x 10'	 we obtain a water vapor partial pressure in
the vicinity of the Gloud-of 4 x 10" 	 mb, which corresponds to a frost
point temperature of 243°K. 	 This same water vapor mixing ratio yields a
partial pressure of water vapor near the surface of 80 mb (based on surrface
pressure of	 20 atm), which corresponds to a dewpoint temperature-of
315°K.
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2.1..1	 PHOSPHOROUS PENTOXIDE
2.1.1.1	 NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF TIME INSTRUMENT
This mixing ratio detecting instrument is a chemical
moisture trap and electrolytic cell utilizing a water vapor sensor that ab-
sorb,,j the water vapor from the air passing through a tube and, by an 40,
electrolyzing process, allows a current to flow that is exactly proportional
to the rate of water vapor absorption (MacCready and Lake, 1965). 	 The
measurement of mixing ratio can be made independent of ambient temperature
and pressure.	 Three basic components make up the instrument,	 These are
the moisture cell, the mass flow sensor ; and the pump system.	 The moisture
cell is an electrolytic cell, the operation of which is described by
rlacCready and Lake (1965):
"The trapping agent, P205 , maintains a very low water vapor pressure and
equilibzates quite rapidly.	 The electrolytic cell has two platinum elec-
trodes wound as a very tight double helix on the inside of a small glass
tube.	 The electrolyte,	 the P205.xH2O, is introduced as a 10 percent
solution in acetone.	 When the acetone has evaporated, a potential is
applied across the two electrodes to drive off the moisture which is
present in the hydrate. 	 The sensor is then prepared to	 pick up moisture
from the atmosphere, electrolyze it, and pass the current necessary to
read."
The mass flow through the cell must be determined
in order to ascertain , the mixing ratios.	 I*_ is convenient to servo-control
the mass flow rate to be constant.	 Thus, the flow sensor is always operating
at one point.	 Further, this allows the dell meter to be calibrated directly
in terms of mixing ratio.	 A heated thermistor bead is placed in and is
cooled by the flow.	 When the bead is placed in a Wheatstone bridge arrange-
ment, it gives an output as a function of mass flow.	 To stabilize the flow -
sensor, a second thermistor is placed at one of the other legs of the bridge
and the bridge is designed so -that both thermistors are at about the same
temperature.	 Also, the temperature of the flow sensor housing is controlled
'to prevent large temperature changes.
The diaphragm	 type pump system is constantly adjusted
by the servo- control to maintain the proper rate of mass flow.	 A radial
whirling rod on a do motor is used which pulls air in through the center
axis due to centrifugal force and aerodynamic effects at the rod tips.
2.1.1.2	 INTERPRETATION OF MEASUREMENT
Additional information needed to interpret the
measurement —	 The mass flow through the electrolytic cell must be measured
in order to determine the mixing ratio.
Method for analysis and interpretation of data. --	 The
output is electric current and varies essentially linearly with mixing
ratio.
6
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2. 1.1. s	 INSTRUMENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total and dynamic ranges -	 The total range of the instru-
ment is mixing ratios between 0.003 g/kg to 30 g/kg. 	 Calibration is difficult
to perform below 0.01 g/kg
	
The current through the cell becomes great enough
to heat the instrument above 30 g/kg.
;R Accuracy - Flight tests (aircraft) have shown that there
is good agreement between mixing ratio data for this instrument and radiosonde
data up to 650 mb. 	 Also, the instrument gave correct measurements inside
R clouds and responded rapidly to the strong moisture gradients which are pre-
sent near cloud edges.
Signal to noise - Not applicable.
Frequency response - The time constant varies from cell
to cell.	 Time constants i:ave been as small as less than a second up to ten
seconds.
	
There has been no noticeable variation of the time constant with
temperature, at least down to -20°C,
Environmental effects - Sudden temperature changes affect
the mass flow sensor system. 	 However, care has been taken in the design to
control this problem.
2.1 .1.4
	
INSTRUMENT OUTPUT
E Output signal - This is an absolute measuring technique
. with analog output.-_ There is a linear relation between output current and
mixing ratio.
4k, Bits per observation - It would require sixteen bits
per observation for the two place accuracy of both tike mass flow and current
measurements.
2.1.1.5
	
PAYLOAD INTEGRATION
the following statistics are for the MRI (Meteorology
Research,	 Inc.) Model 901 unit.
Weight - 16 lbs. 	 A special unit,- designed to measure
mixing ratios in a descent through the Martian atmosphere, weighs only
'	
'
11 ounces
Volume - Less than 1 ft 3.
' Power - 80 mW for the flow sensor, about 300 mW for 10-20
sec. to warm up the heater', and 100 mW for electronics. 	 -
Radio frequency interference - None.
,. Magnetic moment - Not known.
Erection, orientation or booms - None.
Y Compatibility with sterilization at 145°C - The pump
system is compatible with sterilization.
Special requir6ments - None. 	 f
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2.1.1.6	 STATE G.. DEVELOPMENT
Considerable effort has been expended on this tech- I
pique by MRI for JPL to develop a suitable instrument-to measure the
moisture of the Martian atmosphere, 	 The instrument is still, considered
developmental, but some operational uses have been made for it.
2.1.2	 ALUMINUM OXIDE
2.1.2.1	 NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTRUMENT
This element can be developed in several configura-
radiosondea base ofto
oxide that is 	 and. an  evaporated	 on-n	 Y	 g	 ,	 P
ductive coating of metal (Stover, 1963), 	 The base metal behaves as one elec-
trode, and the evaporated metal as the other, or outer, electrode.
The surface of the anodized	 Jason layer _is	 orousY	 P	 (
1965).	 !his porous nature of the oxide layers presents an enormous area
for the absorption of gases and vapors.	 At low humidities the measured
capacitance of the element comes almost entirely from the bulk mixing
dielectric which consists of air, aluminum oxide and water. 	 At higher
humidities, parallel conduction paths aee established through the absorbed
water down-the pore surface. 	 Thus, the electrical characteristics are
largely determined by'the magnitude of the combined resistance of these
conduction paths and the capacitance between the pore base and the metal.
The theoretical development for this element is done
for a circuit representing a single pore. 	 All pores are identical and
parallel so that any given area of the layer may be represented by the
same'equivalent circuit: with'appropriate values for the parameters. 	 The
capacitance between the two outer conducting layers separated by the mixed
dielectric of thickness d is Co and the parallel_ capacitance for a pore
'	 circuit is Cp at frequency f.	 The measured quantity Cp - Co is related
r	 to parallel resistance Rp by
2	 z
A	 1	 A_	 1
r:}
_	 +
Cp	 ^°	 gn2f2 - 2
_
Zn2f1	 n2!
P,
where A = 41t2f 2C2 + 1/R2C 2 and R2 is the leakage resistance through the
oxide at the pore base, and C2 is the pore base capacitance. 	 In general
Rp decreases as C 	 - Co increases.	 Also relative humidity increases as
C 	 - Co increases.
8
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2.1.2.2	 INTERPRETATION OF MEASUREMENT
Additional information needed to'interpret measurement-
The temperature must be known if the instrument is to be operated below
-15°C where the calibration begins to change with temperature.
-^x Method for analysis and interpretation of data - The
measured quantity can be the capacitance difference, C- Co, the parallel
paresistance Rp, or the impedance (radiosonde). 	 Roughly	 logarithmic rela-
tion exists
	
beween Cp - Co and relative tumidity (RH), and between RH and
Rp	 For the specially designed radiosonde circuit, measured impedance of
:. the element usually follows the curve o,f water vapor pressure.	 In this
latter case, the element gives a measure of absolute humidity.
2. 1. 2.3	 INSTRUMENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total and dynamic ranges - The theoretical total. range
of the sensor is from -90°C to around 600-700°C. 	 However, since sensor
development has been primarily oriented towards meeting standard meteor-
ological needs, most of the testing has been below 30 0 C.
Accuracy - Laboratory tests have shown the accuracy
to be about 1 to 2 percent RH except at the extremes of high and low
humidities:
	
Hysteresis effects are small provided the instrument does not
J have prolonged exposure to high humidities.
Signal to noise - The signal to noise data will depend
on the circuity and telemetry selected to send and receive the data.
step changes
to 21 sec at
the response
Frequency response - The time constant determined from
for the radiosonde designed sensor varies from 0 . 2 sec at 200C
-20°C (Chleck, 1966). However, other evidence suggests that
at the lower temperature is close to that observed at 20°C.
Environmental effects The-element cannot remain
exposed to high humidities for a prolonged period.
QL 2.1.2.4	 INSTRUMENT OUTPUT
Output signal-- The calibrated analog output generally
has been capacitance (Cp - Co) for laboratory measurements and the RH-
capacitance curve is approximately logarithmic.	 Impedance measurementts
from the circuit for	 the designed radiosonde element in analog form are
related to the water vapor pressure.
Sits per observation - The number of bits will depend
}4 on the form of the output desired. 	 With the. accuracies cited above a two-
place output seems logical. 	 Therefore, allowing for exponents andfor
simultaneous measurement of temperature,	 fourteen	 bits would be needed
per observation.
i
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2,1,2,5 PAYLOAD INTEGRATION
There are many different possible circuits and
instrument packages that support and relay the information from the
element itself. As a result the specifics of the payload integration
data coves a wide range. , The element itself is small. There are several.
varieties, The designed radiosonde element is 5/8 in. x 3/16 in. x
< 1/16 in. A rod element is a short 3 mm in diameter aluminum welding
rod, while needle elements consist of 1 /2-mm diameter aluminum wire
attached to a 3-mm diameter rods Obviously, the weight is small.
2.1.2.6 STATE OF DEVELOPMENT
This sensor is still in the developmental stage. No
flight testing has . been reported. At the present time, most research has
concentrated on solving the problem of calibration drift with storage.
2.1.3	 BARIUM FLUORIDE
2.1.3.1, NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTRUMENT
l
The barium fluoride element consists of a glass sub-
strate, a layer of chromium 0.15µ thick for the electrode, and a film of
BaF2 with a thickness of 0.3µ (Jones and Wexler, 1960). 	 This element
responds to variations in relative humidity with changes in resistance
that depend on calibration temperature. 	 The element, besides having
been laboratory'tested, has been flown simultaneously with a lithium
`	 chloride element on a modified radiosonde balloon (Jones, 1963).	 Due to
a smaller constant at low temperatures than either the lithium chloride or_
carbon	 strip Elements, the element is useful for radiosonde measurements
of tropospheric humidities.	 However, calibration drift difficulties have
been encountered when the sensor is stored. 	 Jones (1967) indicates that
the source of the drift has been found and that it can be controlled.
rte,
2,1.3,2	 INTERPRETATION OF MEASUREMENT;
Additional information needed to interpret measurement-
The temperature must be known along with the relative humidity to properly
r
interpret the relative humidity-temperature-resista nce 	calibration nomogram.
Method for analysis and interpretation of data -	 For
radiosonde-borne elements, the output is analyzed in the same fashion as the
lithium chloride output.
2.1.3.3	 INSTRUMENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total and dynamic ranges.- There is no,.theoretical:
limit to the range of the sensor.	 In practice the sensor has been used to
measure relative humidities between 1.5 and 10O . percent for dry bulb temp-
eratures between 33 and -59 0C.
10
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`	 Accuracy - No complete evaluation of accuracy over
the entire practical range of the instrument has been reported. From the
comparison flights between the barium fluoride and lithium chloride
sensors, Jones (1963) has indicated the capability of the sensor to
properly define cloudy regions (100-percent relative humidity) that were
located by radar. Thus, the instrument seems to give satisfactory results
at high humidity. At low humidities the accuracy is about 5-percent
relative humidity. Various laboratory tests conducted by Jones and Wexler
(1960) indicated an accuracy of 2 percent at various discrete values of
temperature and moderate relative humidities. The element also functioned
	
'	 properly after a prolonged exposure of 2 months at 97 - percent relative
humidity.
Signal to noise. Same as lithium chloride.
Frequency response - The average time constant,
determined in the laboratory, was 1.0 and 1.9 sec for increasing and
decreasing relative humidity respectively at -20°C and about 3 sec for
	
t	 both increasing and decreasing relative humidity at -40 %. These response
times are nearly an order of magnitude less than the time constants for
the carbon strip at similar temperatures and more than an order of magni-
tude Tess than those for the lithium chloride element.
Environmental effects The instrument is small and
rugged It should experience no adverse environmental effects.
2.1.3.4 INSTRUMENT OUTPUT
Output signal The calibrated analog voltage output
from the radiosonde package is 'linearly related to resistance which in
turn is nonlinearly related to temperature and relative humidity.
Bits per observation - Fourteen bits per observation
are needed.
	
^ 	 2.1.3.5 PAYL(NO INTEGRATION
Weight Less than two ounces.
Volume' - `The slide glass is 4 x 13/16 x 1/32 inches
and comprises nearly the entire size of the element.
Power - Approximately 0.1 U for electronics.
	
F	 Radio frequency interference - None,
Magnetic: moment Not known,
Erections, orientation, or booms - None.
	z	
Compatibility with sterilization at 145 °C -
Compatibility with sterilizationcannot be determined,
	
4	 Special requireakiknts - The element should be well
ventilated,
^^	 11
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2.1.4 LITHIUM CHLORIDE HYGROMETER
2.1.4.1 NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTRUMENT
Mathews (1965) describes *he lithium chloride radio-
sonde hygrometer as "a polystyrene blank with conducting tin edges that is dip-
ped in a formula of lithium chloride, polyvinyl alcohol, water and a nonionic
surface active agent. It,p resistance varies with relative humidity and
temperature, and is read by the radiosonde measuring circuit." Changes
in ionic mcaility occur with variations in the relative i"umidity. The
radiosonde is the payload on a helium-filled balloon which rises at a rate
of about 1000 ft/min to a height of about 30 km where the balloon bursts.
Telemetered resistance measurements relating to the relative humidity are
acquired by the receiving station along with pressure and temperature infor-
mation.
{
2.1.44? INTERPRETATION OF MEASUREMENT
Additional information needed to interpret measurement
Simultaneous measurement of temperature is needed since the resistance isa
function of relative humidity and temperature.
Method for analysis and interpretation of data - The
received voltage data are in continuous wave form. -Frequency of oscillation
is determined by resistance due to relative humidity, temperature, and a
reference resistance. A modulated FM signal is received with the frequency
associated with each parameter in sequence as determined from a prearranged
schedule. Since pressure is always decreasing with height, the switching
device is controlled by changes in pressure. Relative humidity is computed
from a nomogram where temperature and resistance are known, the resistance
1
F
being a function of the received signal.
2.1.4.3
	
INSTRUMENT CHARACTERISTICS I
Total and dynamic ranges - The range of the sensor is
from surface conditions (as high as 40°C dry-bulb temperature) down to when
the dry-bulb temperature reaches" '-40 °C for a relative humidity range of
11-100 percent.	 Below -40 0 C, the element becomes too sluggish to be eval-
uated,
Accuracy -- The sensor tends to read too low by about
10 percentwhen the element is in clouds.	 Outside of	 clouds, the electro-
lytic strip has an ac•curacy` of ±2.5 percent at -10°C, between 15 and 96
percent relative humidity. 	 The manufacturer's specification accuracy is
±5 percent and a selection accuracy of ±3 percent is used.	 Test points
near 35 and 80 percent relative humidities are used.
Signal to noise -	 A signal 'to- noise ratio of 10 dB
is sufficient for clear reception-of th	 signal
Frequency response - The time constant is dependent on
the ventilation rate as well as the characteristics of the sensor.	 With a
12
ventilation rate of 21 mCsec, the time constant varies between 51-74 sec at
-20°C and 120-480 sec at -40°C. The time constants are much smaller for
temperatures higher than 0°C.
Environmental effects - The instrument is rugged and
can withstand a fairly wide range of temperatures over a long period of
time without seriously affecting the calibratio ►.. Condensation of liquid
water sometimes collects on the sensor as it passes through: clouds leading
to a "washout" effect.
2.1:4.4 INSTRUMENT OUTPUT
t
Output signal - The calibrated output is in the form
of an oscillating continuous wave. It is linearly dependent on both
temperature and resistance.
Bits per observation - Both temperature and resistance
information are necessary to determine the relative humidity'.: Two place
accuracy of the observation along with an exponent for the output of both
quantities would require 14 bits.
2.1.4.5 PAYLOAD INTEGRATION
Weight The weight of the element is less than
2 ounces
Volume The strip of polystyrene is 4 x 11/16 x 1/32
inches. This strip is dipped into the lithium chloride solution
Power Approximately 0.1 W for electronics.
Radio frequency interference None.
f '	 Ma—netic moment Not known
Erection, orientation, or booms	 None.
l	 Compatibility with sterilization at 145 0 C
!	 Compatibility wtith sterilization cannot be determined:
Special.. requirements - ; he sensor must be well venti-
lated to reduce the time constant.
2.1:4.6 STATE OF DEVELOPMENT
This sensor has been thoroughly tested and has been
used operationally with the radiosonde by the U.S. Weather Bureau for
20 years.
2.1.5 LITHIUM BROMIDE
The characteristics of this sensor are very similar to lithium
chloride. Substitution of this compound for lithium chloride extends the
u operating range of the sensor down to 5 percent relative humidity.
s
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2.1.6 LLAD IODIDE
The lead iodide element is another one of the series that is
being tested for possible radiosonde use (Jones, 1965). Nearly all the
testing has been in the laboratory at room temperatures of 24 0C. One test
flight has been reported (Jones, 1963). The lead iodide element has
greater storage stability and a significantly smaller temperature coef-
ficient of electrical resistance than the o;her film elements.
Lead iodide elements are constructed by depositing the com-
pound into glass substrates which are 21-m wide and vary in length from
8 to 63 mm.
Laboratory tests were conducted with an ac ohm meter circuit.
A multivibrator provided 100 cls excitation to the film specimen. The
film was connected into a voltage divider which had four pairs of "front-
to-back" silicon diodes, whose voltage current characteristics made the
divided voltage proportional to the logarithm of the film resistance.
The divided voltage controlled the frequency of a voltage-controlled
oscillator. Thus, the frequency from the oscillator was related to film
resistance.	
ai
Unlike other elements the effect of temperature on resistance
might be negligible at temperatures down to -30 0 0 by placing the electrodes
over, rather than under, the film. Thus, temperature would not have to be
knew  in order to determine relative humidity. The logarithm of resistance
was found to vary linearly with relative humidity between 45 And 92 percent
relative humidity according to the relation
R	 R (RH)-
7 ' 0
C,
where	 R surface resistance,
R resistance characteristic of the individual film specimen
(depends principally on the length),
RH, relative humidity.
A discontinuity seems to be present in the R11-resistance relationship at
45-percent RH, and a linear relation above 92 percent RH has a different
slope. Most of the research effort on studying the characteristics of the 	 ^4
element has beeft concentrated in the 45-92 percent RH range. The standard
error in this range was least (1.2-percent RH) for elementswith lengths
of 8 and 23 mm and greatest for the 63-mm length (3.6-percent RH).
Lack of understanding of the resistance-RH relation has dampened
the development of this sensor. Research is being concentrated in this area.
At ' present its development lags that of the othersmentioned above,
14
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2 l. 7 CARBON STRIP
2.1.7.1 NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF THE MEASUREMENT
The carbon element sensor is gradually replacing
the lithium chloride; element for relative humidity measurement in the
troposphere and lower stratosphere. This replacement has occurred due
to the carbon element's faster response with low temperatures, resistivity
to washout effects, and narrower hysteresis loop.
The term carbon strip is probably a misnomer since
the finely divided carbon contained in the element is comparatively inert
to water vapor. "Cellulose electric hygrometer" is probably a more cor -
rect description of the sensor since the cellulose ingredients are more
sensitive to water vapor changes. The carbon particles are the conductive
part of the sensor and are suspended in a metriK (consisting of hydro-
ethylcellulose, sorbital, and gelling agent) which expands and contracts
with variations in the relative humidity. 	 Dilation and contraction of
the matrix changes the spacing between the carbon particles and thus the
conductivity.
The carbon sensor is flown on the radiosonde balloon
in the same general configuration as the lithium chloride element.
2.1.7.2 INTERPRETATION OF MEASUREMENT
Additional information needed to interpret measurement
Simultaneous temperature measurement is necessary since the relative humidity
resistance relationship is a function of temperature.
Method For analysis and interpretation of data The
.analysis of the output is essentially the same as that for the lithium
chloride element.
F
2.1.7.3 INSTRUMENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total and dynamic ranges This sensor operates over
the dry-bulb temperature range of + 40°C to -40°C between 10 and 100 per-
	
'	 cent relative humidities (same as lithium chloride sensor),
Accuracy Factors affecting the accuracy of this
sensor include aging, hysteresis, washout and contamination. No polariza-
tion problems have been reported, The hysteresis loop is smaller for this
sensor than for lithium chloride and the sensor is not affected by Conden-
sation or liquid water unless it is immersed for several hours. Aging
offers no serious problem if, with proper storage, the sensor is used
within two to four years after manufacture.' The overall accuracy of this
sensor is better than lithium chloride, especially in clouds.
i	 xl	 Signal to noise - "Same as lithium chloride.
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tFrequency response - Under laboratory testing conditions,
the time constants are 0.5 sec at 25°C, 2 sec at -5°C, and 6 sec at -20°C.
All of the above constants were with a 3m/sec ventilation rate (assumed
balloon conditions).
Environmental. effects - The sensor is rugged and can
withstand the temperature variations of the troposphere and lower strato-
sphere.
2.1.7.4 INSTRUMENT OUTPUT
Output signal The calibrated analog voltage output
has a nonlinear variation with temperature and relative humidity.
Bits per observation	 Fourteen bits per observation
are needed.'
2.1.7.5 PAYLOAD INTEGRATION
Weight Less than two ounces.
1	 Volume - The cellulose strip used for radiosonde
flights is 2z-inches Yong, 11/16-inch wide, and 0.040-inch thick.
Power - Approximately 0.1 W for electronics.
Radio frequency interference	 None.
Magnetic moment Not known.
Erection,_ orientation, or booms - Done.
Compatibility with sterilization at 145 0 C Compati-
bility with sterilization cannot be determined=
Special requirements Sufficient ventilation is
required for the time constants mentioned above.
l
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!'x	 2.1.8 CERAMIC SENSORS
There are a wide number of ceramic elements that can be used
to sense relative humidity. Most of the sensors consist of a specially
compounded ceramic base impregnated with slightly soluble inorganic salts.
KAOLIN BASE WITH LITHIUM FLUORIDE OR LITHIUM CHLORIDE
The body of this element is made of soft fired kaolin treated
with boiling dilute solutions of either lithium fluoride or lithium car-
bonate (Amour and Nelson, 1965). The characteristics of the sensor with
either salt are about the same. A very small fraction of the total area
of the sensor (a dish about 1/8-inches wide and 11 inches in diameter) is
involved in the humidity-activated conductivity mechanism. The water
molecules are probably sorbed only in certain polar positions within the
structure. Further, the bulbs of the internal area most likely have
little attraction for water. Contamination particles compete with the
water vapor for the relatively small number of available positions. As
a result, this element has a serious contamination problem.
The element is best used for the range of dry-bulb temperature
between -5 0 C to 70°C. Calibrations have been prepared down to -25°C for the
logarithmic relation between resistance and relative humidity (R11). The
calibration varies with temperature. For a given RH, the resistance
increases as temperature decreases. Also the inst-nment.appears to have
a stable calibration curve between.10 and 100 percent RH.. There are no
hysteresis effects in the.ordinary sense.: However, secondary changes
in resistance do occur. For example, a sensor exposed for several days
at 10 percent RH experiences a 2-percent shift in RH. No accuracy esti -
mates have been reported. The time constant is 15 sec at room temperature.
Due to the luck of stability of the calibration due to con-
tamination, development of this sensor has been discontinued.
CERIUM TITANATE
-: This is another type of ceramic sensor that has better calibra-
tion stability (Johnson and Duggan, 1965). 	 The sensing element is comprised
of a blend of powdered cerium oxide and titanium dioxide. 	 The compound-is
fired twice to temperatures up to 2200°F and powdered again between firings.
aY The finished humidity sensor can be shaped in many ways, the most reproduc-
ible' being a green pill approximately 1 /4-inch in diameter and 0.475-inches
thick.	 The density of the finished element is importat ►t since the electrical
characteristics are sensitive to this density. 	Both the speed of response
and intrinsic impedance decrease withincreasing density.
r t^ The instrument output is current and varies approximately 
linearly with RH.	 The impedance is very high; at <a temperature of 24 °C
and RH of 20 percent, the impedance is about 2000 megohms. 	 The reported
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range of operation is between 10°C and 38°C, it is possible that the
instrument can operate outside of this range. An ac circuit must be used
since the electrodes become oxidized with a do circuit. As a result, the
effect of shunt capacity makes measurement of RH below 20 percent diffi-
cult. The impedance changes somewhat with variations in temperatures for
a give RH,
The time constants are different for increasing and decreasing
d'	 o example, at 24"C' the time constants are 5 sec for increasinghumidity. For 
	 ,	 en	 _
humidity and 18 sec for decreasing humidity. The element may be subjected
to 100-percent RH indefinitely and still not be affected.
This instrument is currently in the developmental stage.
Progress has been made to reduce the impedance without affecting the other
parameters. However, no method has been discovered to improve the response
and calibration accuracy at RH < 2-0 percent.
a
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DEW/FROST POINT MEASUREMENTS
Small drops of water or ice crystals condense on the surface of a
solid	 body when it is cooled to the dew/frost point.	 When the tempera-
cure of the surface of the body is measured at the inception of the
phenomenon, that temperature is the dew/frost point.
In most cases the solid body has a thermostated, mirrored surface.
This mirror is cooled until the dew or frost forms. 	 Then, a stable
condensate formation is maintained by controlling the mirror temperature
by a sensing and central circuit.• The condensate is generally detected by
an optical system. y"
There are inherent difficulties with this system that prevent"
improvement over present accuracies.	 This is because there are two
physical effects that tend to induce the appearance and disappearance of
the condensate over a range of temperatures around the actual dewpoint.
The first of these effects is the presence of water-soluble.material'on
the surface of the mirror. 	 This leads to incipient dew/frost formation
at temperatures above the actual dewpoint (Raoult effect).	 In the
opposite direction, a suppressibn of dew/frost formation at the dewpoint }
occurs due to an elevation of vapor pressure of small droplets arising
from the internal pressure generated by surface tension (Kelvin effect).
^F 2.2.1	 PELTIER DEW/FROST POINT HYGROMETER
2.2.1.1	 NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTRUMENTi_
n
rU Most dew/frost hygrometers determine the dew or
frost point by measuring the temperature of a polished surface upon whichf rl chew or frost has just begun to form.
	
A number of me;thods of observing and
controlling the dew or front 	 formation on the surface have been tried.
The instrument to be discussed here consists of a thermoelectrically-
cooled surface controlled by an optical dew or frost detecting system and
J two platinum resistance bulb temperature sensors for determining both
ambient temperature and the dew point.	 This unit was developed and is
manufactured by Cambridge Systems Incorporated of Newton, Massachusetts.
The instrument consists of a transmitter unit,
containing the aspirated temperature and dewpoint transducers, a control
°h unit, containing the transducer amplifier and signal conditioning equip-
ment, and a readout recorder group, which varies considerably depending
on requirements.
	
The transmitter unit and control unit are designed for
site installation, and are capable of withstanding the full rigors of
the elements, whereas the readout hardware is intended for installation
^ in sheltered, indoor environments.
C` The dewpoint measurements is made with a primary
sensor, utilizing a Peltier-cooled mirror automatically held at the
dewpoint temperature by means of a photoresistiwe, condensate-detecting,
optical system.	 With the mirror so controlled, the mirror temperature
t
is determined withan imbedded platinum resistance thermometer, which
then represents the true dewpoint temperature. 	 For dew points below
32°F, the system tracks the frost point.	 The air temperature is deter-
mined with a separate matched platinum resistance thermometer-, mounted
ti in a thermally shielded and aspirated thermometer well. 	 The resistance
changes of both thermometer elements are converted to millivolt outputs
by means of zener-regulated bridge circuits located in the control unit.
For installations where the dataare transmitted only a short distance,
the 0-50 mV outputs are transmitted over conventional signal circuits. `
k For longer runs, a 0-5 volt do signal is furnished. 	 All output charac-teristics are essentially linear, and follow the-Callendar -VanDusen
` equation for platinum. 	 Temperature sensors used are`NBS - traceable, and
are furnished with certified calibrations, which include the thermometerr
coefficients
The sensors are exposed in 'a double-walled and
thermally shielded aspirator, so as to eliminate errors from solarheating
?
at all radiation angles. 	 The transmitter is finished in a tough white
epoxy enamel to further reduce heating effects, and all exposed hardware
is of stainless steel so as to minimize corrosion.
}
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2.2 1.2 INTERPRETATION OF THE MEASUREMENT'
Additional information needed to interpret measurement-	 j
The pressure of the atmosphere must be known to determine the specific
humidity or water vapor content.	 j
Method for analysis and interpretation of data The
output of the sensor itself is a resistance change with the temperature of
surface upon which the dew or frost-is :forming. This temperature is known
,as the dew or frost point and is related to water vapor content. The
resistance change is measured using a 'bridge circuit which has an output
of from 0 to 5 volts do for .the full range of the instrument as a standard
feature.
2.2,1.3 INSTRUMENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total and dynamic ranges -
4
Standard System: Dew/frost points of from -50°C to +500C
Special Systems: Dew/frost points of from -80°C to +95°C
Accuracy - Dew points ± 0.5°C, frost points ± 1.0°C
Signal to noise ratio	 Depends upon electronics.
Frequency response	 Typically, 3 0C/sec.'
Environmental effects Ambient temperature limits:
Sensor -70 to +85°`C; control unit 0°F to 1400F.
2.2.1.4 INSTRUMENT OUTPUT
Output signal Linear 0-50 MVDC or 0-5'VDC signals
corresponding to span covered.
Bits per observation For ± 0.55°F resolution_, 	 A
9 bits are required using the standard instrument.
2.2.1.5 PAYLOAD INTEGRATION
.	 :r
Weight - Total system less than, ten pounds.
Volume - Approximately one-third cubic ft.
Power - 20 watts.
Radio frequency interference - All circuits adequately
RFI suppressed to eliminate noise.
Magnetic moment , - Unknown.
Erection, orientation, or booms 	 None.
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Compatibility with sterilization at 145°C - Unknown.
Special requirements - None.
2.2 .1.6	 STATE OF DEVELOPMENT'
Commercially available.	 In use aboard both Gemini
and	 Apollo
2.2.2	 GASEOUS COOLANT HYGROMETER
2.2.2.1	 NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTRUMENT
This instrument has an optical -electronic-thermal servo loop
to continuously control a mirror at the frostpoint temperature. 	 One
phototube receives light specularly reflected by a mirror in thermal
contact with a freon 13 heat sink, and another: phototube receives light
scattered by the mirror and directly from a lamp used to illuminate the
mirror.	 The amount and optical characteristics of the condensate on the
mirror determines the relative proportion of light which reaches the two
phototubes.
	
The phototubes are connected in a bridge arrangement which
governs the output of an rf oscillator which feeds an rf heating coil
surrounding the mirror.	 This induction heating balanced against the heat
sink of freon 13 controls the size of the condemsate spot 	 on the mirror.
The temperature of the mirror is measured by a bead thermistor embedded
^w
in the	 g	
t	
frostpoint temperature.	 A conventional
r	 trad iosonde transmitter is used to 	 frostpoint temperature,. air.
temperature and an audio reference signal.
,
j
2.2.2.2	 INTERPRETATION OF THE MEASUREMENT
Additional information needed to interpret measurement -
In addition to the mirror temperature, ambient air temperature has to be
known.. To determine relative humidity, atmospheric pressure is required in
addition.
Method for analysis and interpretation of data The
temperature measurement furnished by the embedded bead thermistor is the
dew/frost point temperature. Relative, or specific humidities can be
derived from this and the ambient temperature pressure determinations.
2.2.2.3 INSTRUMENT CHARACTERISTICS
w
	
	
Total and dynamic ranges Dew/frost temperature
from about +30% to less than -100°C (information on exact lower limit
is _ not available) .
Accuracy,- of the order, of 1/2 degree.
'Signal to noise'- Dependent on surface contamination
of the mirror.
Frequency response - Not specified, probably of the
order of tens of seconds to minutes.
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Environmental effects - Dust contamination can
seriously impair accuracy, of device.
2.2.2.4.	 INSTRUMENT OUTPUT
Output signal - Analog signal from thermistor dew/
frost sensor, calibrated inverse function of dew /frost temperature.
Bits per observation - 8 or 9, depending on range
(for a 1/2 0 C resolution).
2.2.2.5
	
PAYLOAD INTEGRATION
Weight - Exact value not available, probably less
than 10 lbs and more than 2 lbs.
Volume - Approximately one cubic foot.
Power --Unspecified, could be at least 10 watts.
Main power consumer is the induction heater.
I:adio frequency interference - 'Probably high due to
rf field set up by heating system.
Magnetic moment = -Not known.
Erection, orientation, or booms - Free access of
ambient air to sensing mirror has to be assured.
Compatibility with sterilization at 145 0 C -
E	 Undetermined.
a
Special requirements - Supply of freon 13.
2-.2.2.6	 STATE OF DEVELOPMENT
Balloon-borne stratospheric investigations are being
conducted routinely with an essentially operational instrument.
MR
..
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2.3 CAPACITIVE HYGROMETER
The capacitive hygrometer is a liquid film instrument developed at
the University of Washington (Charlson, 1964; 1955; Charlson and Buettner,
1964, and Charlson, Buettner, and Maykut, 1966). Its operation is based
on Raoults law which states that the ideal relation between the equilibrium
mole fraction of water in a nonionizing hygroscopic Liquid and the ambient
relative humidity is expressed by
P	 n
—
PT nw+ns
where R is the relative humidity at the temperature of the instrument T,
Pw and PT are the partial pressures of water vapor in the air sample and
over water at the instrument temperature, respectively, nw ie the number
of moles of water and ns is the number of moles of solvent. At low
relative humidities (nw << ns)
n
R = wns
At high relative humidity, nw becomes large. As a result, a large mass
of liquid phase will tend to bleed out of the capacitor. The solution
is to raise the teiaparature in the instrument. Thus leakage is prevented
and a linear relat 'i.onship exists between R and nw.
` 	
With the assumption that the dielectric constant is directly pro -
portional to nw , then
&&C PT	 a UC PT
w MC +h s (X AC + 1
where B is the proportionality constant in moles per picofarads, a B/ns
(sensitivity constant in picofarads" l ), and AC is the change in capaci-
tance above the dry value due to the sorption of n
w
 moles of water (in
picot-arads)
At relative humidities less than 10 percent
P
w 
= a L1C .^
PT
Thus, with a controlled temperature of the sensor, a useful linear relation
between R and ,C, when Pw « P T , has been established.
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2.3.1 LIQUID FILM HYGROMETER
2.3.1.1 NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTRUMENT
The sensor is a porous capacitur. The dielectric
material is granulated fluocarbon (Fluoropa.^ 80) covered with a thin
(about 0.25") coating of polyethylene glycol (Carbonox 400) acting as
the solvent. If the surface area to mass ratio of the solid is large,
then a significant fraction of the mass of this heterogeneous mixture
can be in the liquid phase. The above 0.25µ glycol coating gives a
20 percent by weight mixture for the hygroscopic liquid, Fluoropak 80
has a surface area of 1 squire meter per gram.
The air to be sampled is drawn through the capacitor,
which consists o f the porous material sandwiched between fine mesh or a
sintered porous material. Water vapor contained in the sample maintains
an equilibrium with moisture sorbed in the solvent. T}e variations in
the amount of water vapor are related linearly to changes in the capa-
citance (Pv << PT ) .
2.3.1,2 INTERPRETATION OF MEASUREMENT
Additional infotmation needed to interpret measurement
The temperature of the instrument must either be known or controlled within
0.1°C.: This is necessary in order to know capacitance changes (AC) within
0.6 percent. If the ambient relative humidity is to be determined, then
the measurement of the ambient temperature is needed.
Method for analysis and interpretation of data - As
long as Pw <<. PT the 1C--R relationship is nearly linear. The Pw < PT
condition can be satisfied by operating the instrument at an elevated
temperature.
2.3.1.3 INSTRUMENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total and dynamic ranges The instrument operates
most effectively at R <50 percent. Above this value of R, sensor damage
	;mot,	
probably occurs. Instrument noise becomes a problem for Pw r_ 0.01 mb.-^41
Accuracy - The overall accuracy of the instrument is
estimated to be 3 to 5 percent provided that the optimum calibration point
can be found'. The optimum calibration point is one that will be close to
the expected unknown humidities. There is virtually no hysteresis.
	
,.	 Signal to noise	 The noise level of the instrument	 -
is about Pw 0.01 mb. It is independent of humidity and random.
Frequency response - For a given sensor, the time
j	 constant varies with the flow rate of air through the sensor tkpd with
s	 ti. temperature. As the temperature of the.-sensor decreases and tie flow rate
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Jdecreases, the time constant becomes larger. Response time can also be
shortened by decreasing ns at the cost of a decrease in AC for a given
Pw. A time constant of about 20 sec is representative of most sensing
elements at an instrument temperature of 300°K.
Environmental effects - None.
2.3.1.4 INSTRUMENT OUTPUT
Output signal - The analog calibrated output is
capacitance. The relative humidity with respect to the instrument temp-
erature is nearly linearly related to the change in capacitance above a
reference dry value as long as R is small. The R-AC relationship begins
to losa its linear character rapidly at about R = 2.5. Ambient tempera-
ture and instrument temperature must be known in order to compute ambient
relative humidity.
Bits per observation - For each observation of
ambient relative humidity, measurements of ambient temperature and LAC
are required.	 It is assumed that instrument temperature, once determined,
remains constant.	 Thu:, for 3-place accuracy of temperature and 2-place
accuracy of 6C, 21 bits are required.
.2.3.1.5	 PAYLOAD INTEGRATION
Trre specifications given below were estimated from
diagrams and descriptions of materials.
Weight - Probably less than 10 lbs (this does not
include support electronics):
Volume - Probably less than 1 ft 	 (this does not
include support electronics). .'
Power - Depends on associated electronics and pump.
Radio frequency interference-- None, -
Magnetic moment - Not applicable.
Erection, orientation, or booms - None.j C:Ompatibility with sterilization at 145 0 C - The I 4M
sterilization compatibility could not be determined although this instru-
ment has operated at temperatures up to 6`0°C.
Special requirements - Adequate ventilation is
important for the sensing element.	 A rate of 20 liters/minutes was used
for one experiment.	 Also, the temperature of the instrument must be
kept constant.	 Therefore, a sensitive heating device and proper insula-
tion are necessary.
	
-
2.3.1.6	 STATE OF DEVELOPMENT 1
The instrument is in the developmental stcage. ^ Efforts'-
are vigorously being made to improve the calibration -characteristics and to
discover methods to reduce the problem of strictly controlling the instrument
temperature.	 Some flight tests have been conducted,
s.	 28
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}.4 SPECTROSCOPIC HYGROMETRY
Several schemes have been developed. For the measurement of the water
vapor content in the atmosphere through its absorption of selected wave-
lengths in the electromagnetic spectrum. Most of the absorption lines
due to water vapor are either in the ultraviolet -or in the infrared, and
hygrometric measurements have been made in both spectral regions. The
choice of a particular wavelength is based on many considerations which
in general fall into two groups, natural and instrumental, Natural
factors are, among others, sensitivity of a particular absorption band	 r
to the presence of water vapor, uniqueness with respect to other absorbing
gases which may be present in the sample, path length requirements, etc.
Instrumental factors are source and detector spectral characteristics as
well as path length characteristics. 	 s
I
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2.4.1 VACUUM ULTRAVIOLET AND LYMAN ALPHA HYGROMETERS
2.4.1.1 NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTRUMENT
Water vapor absorption bands appear at wavelengths
shorter than 19009 and several experimental systems have been built using
that part of the spectrum. It presents several disadvantages with respect
to infrared spectroscopy mainly because of the lower atmospheric trans-
parency in the region below 20009. The best wavelength in the ultraviolet
for the measurement of water vapor concentration appears to be the band
at 12209 which contains the strong Lyman-alpha line of atomic hydrogen.
That wavelength (1215.67A) also coincides with an "oxygen window" wh•.Lch
is not available at other H2O ultraviolet absorption bands. A typical
Lyman-alpha ultraviolet hygrometer consists of a hydrogen lamp fed by a
suitable power supply (2000 V approx.). This lamp generates, among other
wavelengths, the Lyman-alpha line of interest. A measuring path, of the
order of one centimeter in length, separates this source from the detector,
a nitric oxide ion chamber or a. photomultiplier, followed by an electrometer
and a logarithmic amplifying circuit. Lithium fluoride windows are used
both at the source and at the detector.
2.4.1.2 INTERPRETATION OF THE MEASUREMENT
±i
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In addition to the output of the instrument it is
necessary to transmit a reference signal based on the UV emission of the
lamp since it can be expectedto vary. Furthermore, knowledge about air
density and composition are required to introduce output ccrrections.
The detector current I follows the equation;
I 1  exp[-k(p/po)x1
"'	 where:
Io current for vacuum conditions in the path,
k	 absorption coefficient for water vapor (387 cm- 1 at
Lyman alpha),
po = water vapor density at STP,
p = water vapor density under ambient conditions,
x = path length
Thus, through the use of a logarithmic amplifier, the output of the device
becomes approximately proportional to the inverse of the water vapor
concentration.
2.4.1.3 INSTRUMENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total and dynamic ranges 	 The lower limit of detection
depends on the refinement of all the elements of the instrument; concentra-
tions of	 10 ppm at STP can be achieved without excessive difficulty.
c
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JAccuracy - Of the order of five to ten percent.
Signal to noise - Dependent on signal level, usually
minimum detectable level is noise limited.
Frequency response - 10 to 100 Hz.
Environmental. effects - Traces of gases absorbing
at the operating wavelength will affect the validity of the measurement.
2.4.1.4
	
INSTRUMENT OUTPUT
calibrated	 approximatelyOutput signal - Analog,
	
g	 PP	 Y
inversely proportional to water vapor concentration.
Bit-s per observation	 - 'Seven.
2.4.1.5	 PAYLOAD 1NTEGRATION
These parameters will be given for a hypothethical
device designed for planetary applications on the basis of estimated
State-of-the-art.
'I
	
Weight - I lb approximately.
Volume - 30 in. 3 approximately.
2Power -	 W approximately.
Radio .frequency interference - None.
Magnetic moment - Not known.
Erection, orientation, or booms - Not critical.
Compatibility with sterilization at 145 0 0 - High.
Special requirements - None.
'2.4.1.6	 STATE OF DEVELOPMENT -
Experimental devices have been, used for aircraft
soundings.
2.4.2	 INFRARED ABSORPTION.HYGROMETER
2.4.2.1	 NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTRUMENT
Two types have been developed, one, passive, using
solar radiation as the source and the other, active., using an artificial.
source.	 Several variations of each exist, especially of the second group.
Since many of th;	 cIharacteristie.s of these two groups are similar, only
a general description will be ;liven and the important dif-feaences will be
pointed out. 7
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A typical passive system uses two detectors, one
responding to an H2O absorption band, for example 0.935µm, and the other
a wavelength unaffected by water, for example 0.88:1m. The signals of
the two detectors can be compared continuously by means of a ratio
bridge and the resulting signal is then amplified, An alternative solution
is the use of one detector with a wavelength selective filter wheel. The
system uses an equatorial sun-following mount. The typical active device
uses an infrared source, a tungsten lamp, a sensing path of the order of
one meter, a two wavelength detecting configuration consisting of a
detector (lead sulfide or similar), and an oscillating or rotating filter
system with one wavelength at an absorption band and the other at a refer-
ence transmission band. Typical wavelength combinations are: 1.34251.m
and 1.3375µm, 1.9µm and 2.2µm, 2.61= and 2.45µm, etc. The peak to peak
amplitude of the resulting alternating signal is a function of the H2O
absorption in the sensing path. This signal is averaged and amplified,
either linearly or logarithmically depending on the desired range of
operation,
2.4.2.2 INTERPRETATION Or THE MEASUREMENT
Atmospheric pressure should be known to interpret
the output of the instrument. Its effect is especially important at
higher water vapor concentrations, under practical conditions. The
absorption of water vapor (over limited ranges) follows approximately
an equation of the form:
1	 1	 1
A (P/Po)"(To/T)4KWZ
where
A = fractional absorption,
To y Po standard temperature and pressure,
K constant depending on wavelength,
W water mass in centimeters,
T, P = ambient temperature and pressure.
The fact that t1a actual pressure dependence of the output is dependent
on water vapor concentration is caused by the nonideal transmission at the
reference wavelength.
DI
Frequency response Dependent on chopping frequency,
detector and amplifier response, usually of the order of 10 to 100 Hz.
Environmental, effects Atmospheric pressure and
temperature are factors influencing calibration.
2.4.2.4 INSTRUMENT OUTPUT
Output signal - Analog, calibrated, approximately
inversely proportional to water vapor concentration.
Bits per observation Seven to ten depending on
desired resolution.
2.4.2.5 PAYLOAD INTEGRATION
These parameters will-be given for a hypothetical
device developed for planetary use on the basis of available information.
Weight	 ten lbs approximately.
Volume 100 to 200 in. 3 approximately..
Power	 10 to 100 watts (depending on lamp power).
Radio frequency interference None.
Magnetic moment - Not known.
Erection, orientation, or booms - Sun pointing
equatorial mounting and drive for passive system, not critical for active
system.
Comoatibility with sterilization at 145'C High, with
i
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2.4.3 LASER TECHNIQUE
The vert calprofife of the molecular number density of water
vapor may be determined by a polychromatic light detection and ranging
(PLIDAR) from measurements of the height derivativo of the ratio of the
intensities of light backscattered from two giant pulsed ruby lasers.
This can be accomplished provided that the water vapor absorption is
known (Harris, Nugent and Cato, 1965). The temperature profile must be
known since the molecular number density is a function of temperature
and pressure.
To accomplish the measurement, two giant pulsed lasers or one
laser, which can provide two simultaneous pulses at different frequencies
by Raman shifting, can be used. One of the pulses will operate at a strong
water vapor absorption band and the other will be tuned to an adjacent
atmospheric 'window".
Another technique (Schotland, Chang, and Bradley, 1965), called
DASE (differential absorption of scattered energy), records the time history
of the spectral distribution of the backscattered energy. This technique
employs a ruby pulse laser. This measurement is interpreted in terms of
the spatial distribution of water vapor. The DASE technique is based on
an inversion of the transfer function
i
Pv(z)	 2K (X	 az in R(z)
w i
where	 ov(z)-is the vapor density as a function of height,
w ( may ) ; 1=.s the spectral characteristic of the water vapor line,
R(z) is the ratio of measured intensity of backscattered light
received at the ground in the absorbing band to that re-
ceived in an adjacent spectral region. ,
Before DASE or other optical probing techniques. can be really
successful for probing, more must be understood regarding the effect of
temperature and pressure variability of the long path absorption coeffi-
cient and the shape of the H2O absorption lines. {
REFERENCES - LASER TECHNIQUE 4
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2.5 PSYCHROMETER
The psychrometer consists essentially of two thermometers exposed
side by side; one is an ordinary thermometer, perfectly dry, known as
the dry thermometer or dry bulb, while the other has its temperature
element surrounded by a thin wet material or covered by a film of water
or ice, and is known as the wet thermometer or wet bulb. The temperature
of the wet bulb is generally lower than that of the , dry bulb, due to the
evaporation of water from the wet bulb. The drier the air the more
intense will be the evaporation, and the greater the difference in temp-
erature between the two; the vapor pressure can be deduced from the two
readings. The reduction of the psychrometer reading to vapor pressure
is represented by
e e' - 0.00367 B(T - T') l + T1--5 2
where a is the vapor pressure, e  is the pressure for satuyated aqueous
vapors at temperature T , T is the dry bulb temperature, T is the Wet
bulb temperature, and B is the barometric pressure.
Any type of bulb thermometer may be used in the psychrometer. The
units used should be shielded from radiation and aspirated in some manner.
The speed of response and accuracy of the wet bulb depends somewhat on the
ventilation rate._ The methods of measuring of the actual wet and dry bulb
temperatures, if resistance bulb thermometers are used, are the same as
those discussed under temperature sensors and the same instrument speci-
fications apply.
For automatic sensing using the psychrometer, some means must be
provided to supply the wet bulb element with water to insure a correct
wet bulb temperature. Systems using gravity feed for supplying water
have been developed for psychrometers on Earth. However, for applica-
tions in space and involving space travel, these systems would hardly
be adequate. With the exception of the water supply design, the _measur-
ing element specifications are identical with resistance bulb thermometers.
a
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2.6 THERMAL (ULTRA-DRY BULB) HYGROMETER
This hygrometer operates on the principle of a temperature rise due.
to release of heat during sorption of water vapor by hygroscopic material,
The temperature rise is related almost linearly to absolute humidity,
2,6.1 POROUS BED THERMAL HYGROMETER
2.6.1.1 NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTRUMENT
The instrument consists of a porous bed of silica
gel granules contained in a tube with thermocouples mounted in the air
close to each end of the tube (Downes and Nordon, 1963). The thermocouples
are connected differentially, the net voltage being measured on a poten -
tiometer recorder, Air is pumped through the tube at a controlled rate
and the temperature difference is measured.
2.6.1.2 INTERPRETATION OF MEASUREMENT
Additional information needed to interpret measurement
The rate of flow of the air through the tube must be measured.
Method for analysis and interpretation of data- There
will be two outputs. The first is the temperature of the gas before the
moisture is removed, and the second, the temperature after sorption of the
water vapor. The absolute humidity is nearly l -..Carly related to measured
temperature difference. Curves of the temperature difference versus time
show a peak difference within 2-3 minutes after the experiment has started
(for dry bulb temperature of 20C). This peak difference is the quantity
that is used to determine the absolute humidity.
2.6.1.3 INSTRUMENT CHARACTERISTICS
	
0
Total and dynamic ranges_- The instrument has been
tested for absolute humidities- as high as 13.3 g/kg, 	 No specific mention
is made of a specific low point for its range; however, it is mentioned
that the instrument retains its sensitivity at very low values of humidity.
Accuracy - The principal factors that determine the
accuracy of the instrument are the precise knowledge of the heat of sorption
of the silica gel and its dependence on moisture, and the absence of a
"plateau" instead of the observed peak for the maximum temperature differ-
ence.
	
Downes and Nordon indicate that this latter feature detracts from
the us sfulness of the method as a practical hygrometer.
Signal'to noise - Signal to noise was not determined;.
Frequency response -For a dry-bulb -temperature of
2.0C and absolute humidities between 6.9 and 13.3 g/kg, the time constant
is about 1 1/2 minutes,
38
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rEnvironmental effects - None.
2.6.1 .4 	 INSTRUMENT OUTPUT
Output signal - The output is a two-analog trace of
voltage which is easily converted into kemperature according to the cal-
ibration.	 As mentioned above, the peak of the temperature difference curve
is nearly linearly related to the absolute	 humidity.
Bits per observation - Twenty-two bits per observation
will be required for the two voltage readings (accurate to three places
with exponents),
2.6.1 . 5	 PAYLOAD INTERGRATION
Weight - The bed containe 431g of silica gel. 	 The
entire apparatus appears to be lightweight.
Volume - The tube that contains the silica gel is
about 15 cm in diameter and 1,8.5 cm long.
Power - The power for the operation of the two ther-
mocouples is not discussed by Downes and Nordon ( 1963) .
Radio frequency interference - None anticipated.
^Y
t
Magnetic moment Not known,
Erection, orientation, or booms None
C	 tib ` 1't	 ith t r'1 z Lion at 1 r It-cannotocgpa
_
	 y w	 s e	 a
be determined if this instrument would be affected by sterilization at
143n U.
Special requirements None
2.6.1.6 STATE OF DEVELOPMENT
Some tests over the high humidity portion of the range
have been performed on this device. Tests for low humidity conditions have
	
y'	 not been reported. Further development seems necessary for this instrument'
to become operational.
REFERENCES - Tti AWL (ULTRA-DRY BULB) HYGROMETER
	
r	 Downes, J. G., and P,.Nordon, 1963:,. The thermal or ultra-dry hygrometer,
J. of -Sci. Instruments, 40(12): 596-598.
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2.7 COOLED VAPOR TRAP
This technique, which has been described by Barclay, et al (1960),
attempts to freeze out the water vapor and carbon dioxide directly from
the atmosphere by drawing the atmosphere through a vapor trap cooled
with liquid nitrogen. The amount of carbon dioxide collected is used
to determine the total amount of atmobpbere sampled, assuming that the
CO2/atmosphere ratio is known and that it remains constant during the
sampling period. The technique has been used in the Earth's stratosphere,
The present system requires recovery of the payload.
2.7.1 BALLOON-BORNE VAPOR TRAP
2.7-1-1. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTRUMENT
The apparatus consists of a U-tube vapor trap, a
Dewar flask which houses the liquid nitrogen, a centrifugal blower, and
a disc-type rotary valve. Air is forced through an intake pipe, then
through a valve and the stainless steel vapor trap. The air exits
through another port of the valve and past the blower.
After the balloon-borne apparatus has been flown
and recovered, the amount of water vapor is determined by converting the
.water vapor to hydrogen by passing the gaseous contents of the trap over
heated zinc. By measuring the pressure and volume of the hydrogen, the
amount of water vapor originally present is deduced.
2.7-1.2 INTERPRETATION OF THE MEASUREMENT
Additional information needed to interpret measurement -
In order to determine the mixing ratio, the amount of carbon dioxide must also
be measured. The volume of air that passed through the trap is determined
from this measurement.
Method for analysis and interpretation of data - As it
is presently designed, the instrument package must be recovered. 717e collected
of	 11carIar A 4 ^-w4 de "A titer n or are n"01 7oA in Hia 1_mhn-rnf-nr _q Qal&	ci aF C3;,	 on 	 W	 r	 .7	 .7
described in the previous section. There are no electronics involved in trans
witting the output, only in the operation of the moving parts while the apparatus
is conducting the experiment at altitude, For application to the planets,
automation of the analysis procedure is required.
If
2.7.1.3	 INSTRUMENT CHARACTERISTICS.
Total and dynamic ranges - This instrument is designed
to measure stratospheric moisture. It is assumed that it traps all the water
vapor present in the air. Theoretically, it can measure any mixing ratioo
In the flight test of the experiment that was reported, a mixing ratio of
0.037 g/kg was determined. Some contamination does occur on the ground ' prior
to flight. It was es'timated that 0.5 mg of water are contributed to the
40
woverall total by leakage and the g.as analysis technique. 	 Thus, measure-
ments of very small amounts of water might have a large percentage error
associated with them.	 However, by drawing large amounts of atmosphere
through the trap, very small mixing ratios caU be measured,
. Accuracy 
	
There is some uncertainty in the collection
	 y
efficiency of the trap as well as in the contamination and gas analysis
11 7 error discussed above.	 The uncertainty regarding collection efficiency can
be minimized by the selection of a long tube for the trap. 	 No attempt was
made to determine the absolute error, but comparison of the observed mixing
F ratio 'measured in a flight test were compared with others determined by
different experimenters	 The vapor trap results compared favorably.
Signal to noise - If the "noise" is considered to
be the weight of water that comes from leakage and from gas analysis, then
the signal to noise ratio would be the measured weight of water divided by
" the estimated weight of water from leakage and gas analysis.
Frequency response - There is no time constant in
the strict sense.	 However, enough air must be drawn through the apparatus
to get a reasonable	 amount of water — more than the amount resulting
from leakage and gas analysis.
Environmental effects - Leakage must be kept to a
minimum.	 This can partially be accomplished by pre- and post-.flight
storage in a dry place.
2.7.1.4
	
INSTRUMENT OUTPUT
MON
` -	 Output signal - Not applicable, since automated
analysis procedure not yet developed. 
Bits per observation - Not applicable, since auto-
analysis procedure not yet developed.mated
2.7.1.5 PAYLOAD INTEGRATION
,.	 Refers to system used in Earth's stratosphere.
Weight	 90 lbs.
Volume - Not stated, probably less than 4 `°tom`,.,
Power .A 24-volt silver-zinc accumulatot tow %vL,
to power the equipment.
Radio frequency interference None.
Magnetic moment Not applicable.
Erection, orientation, or booms - None.
Compatibility with sterilization at 1450C Yes.
41
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Special requirements - Special care should be
taken before the flight to minimize* leakage error and the gas analysis
should be performed as soon as possible following the experiment for
the same reason,
2.7.1.6	 STATE OF DEVELOPMENT
This instrument is in the experimental stage.
R":rors have not been precisely determined. 	 Barclay, et al do mention
that further design could substantially reduce the size of the instru-
ment.	 Application to unmanned missions to planets would require
development of automated analysis procedure.
- COOLED VAPORREFERr;;,XES	 TRAP
Barclay,	 F.R.,	 M.J.W. Elliot,	 P.	 Goldsmith,	 and ,J.V,	 Jelley,	 1960:	 A
p
direct measurement of the humidity in the stratosphere using a
cooled vapor trap.	 Quart.	 .T	 of Roya l Met.	 Soc. ,86 	 (368),	 259-264.
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2.8 HAIR HYGROMETER
The hair hygrometer measures humidity by means of the change in dimensions
expera,.need	 by hygroscopic substances when their moisture content. varies.
When hair is oxposed to an atmosphere containing water vapor it absorbs
moisture with a resultant rearrangement of the crystals and thus a slight
elongation. The reverse procese occurs when the hair is dried.. Human
h4ir is found to yield one of the best percentage elongations although
syxcthetic materials such as nylon are now being used. For a change in
relative humidity of 0 to 100%, the increase in length is :about 2.5%. The
temperature coefficient of hair is small and negative, causing small errors
in the measurement.
A mechanical lever is connected to the hair element and provides mech-
anIcal magnification, of the elongation to drive an indicator or transducer.
A apacitor is used :in the Finnish hair hygrometer for radiosonde. The
element i attached between a fixed surface and a movable plate of the
capacitor. As 'the hair changes length the capacitance is varied and is
a measurement of relative humidity when used with a calibration curve .. The
hair hygrometer is useful over a very narrow range of temperature :6: -30
to +150oF and reliability is doubtful below OOF. Therefore, the hair
hygrometer is not recomirended for humidity measurements where temperature
extremes are Lately to be encountered.
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2.9 MICROWAVE REFRACTOMETER
At 'frequencies of 10,OOOMliz and beyond, the atmospheric refractive
index is a strong function of water vapor density due to the large dipole
moment of the water vapor molecule, Although the '?water vapor pressure
seldom exceeds 3 to 4 percent of the total atmospheric pressure, it can,
account for as much as 50 percent of the atmospheric 'refractive index,
The refract0e index is also a function of temperature and dry air density.
The actual computation of water vapor density is desctibed below.
The microwave refractive index of the air is deteriml.ned by measuring
the resonant frequency of a perforated cavity of fixed dimensions contain-
ing an air sample. The resonant frequency of the cavity is given by the
expression
f
f	
n 
0	 0 
6
311,0
1
where
resonant frequency with ambient gas density
f = resonant frequency w l(th cavity evacuated0
n = refractive index of ambient gas
N (n	 1) x 10- 6
Since n rarely exceeds :1.004,	 the variable N is more often used for atm6s-,;.,,
pheric applications.
	
In terms of pressure
	
temperature and humidity
(National Bureau of Standards Circular #6744):
77.6	 3 e
N	 (P_+ 4.81 x 10
T
where
P total atmospheric pressure in millibars
e e water vapor pressure in millibars
T temperature in degrees Kelvin
IT
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3Finally, the relationship between water vapor density and N is given by
v
p	 a NT - PP
t'	 where
p = water vapor density in gym 3
tx	 5,8004 x 10-4
45011x 10,2
In practice, the cavity is used as the frequency determining com-
ponent of a-microwave oscillator. The difference in frequency between
this oscillator and a 'reference oscillator in a sealed cavity is used
to measure the refractive index.
j
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32.10 COATED CRYSTALS
The sensing element of this instrument is a radio frequency quartz
crystal. The frequency of the oscillation is decreased when the crystal
gains weight due to water sorption of a hygroscopic coating. Since fre-
quency changes can be measured accurately and rapidly, this results in
an accurate and simple moisture analyzer. Initial experiments indicate
the sensor may be used over a wide range covering moisture contents from
quartzless than one part per million to a relative humidity of 90%. The 
crystal is used in a crystal controlled oscillator circuit whose frequency
is a measurement of water vapor content of an atmosphere. The instrument
has been under development by Esso Research and Engineering Company.
I
A3. WIND VELOCITY
Wind can be expected to be the most variable of meteorological
parameters. For Mars, theoretical work (Leovy and Mintz, 1967; Ryan,
1964; and Tang, 1966) and observations of the drifts of yellow clouds
(Gifford, 1964) suggest that winds will vary from zero to about160
m sec" l in the free atmosphere and from zero to at least 100 m sec-1
near the surface. One would expect the maximum values to occur only a
very small percentage of the ime. Average free atmosphere wind speeds
are probably low (< 20 m sec - ) in the summer hemisphere and high at
middle latitudes of the winter hemisphere (— 50 m sec -1). Average
surface winds would follow a simUar variation, but with generally lower
values.
Theoretical and observational indications of winds on Venus are
inconsistent with each other. Sine Venus rotates very slowly, Coriolis
effects can be assumed negligible as a first approximation. The resultant
circulation would then consist of a cell with rising motion at the subsolar
point, flow toward the antisolar point at upper levels, descending motion
at the antisolar point, and flow toward the subsolar point at low levels.
Several recent,theoretical models of the Gytherean atmospheric circulation
reveal this general pattern (Goody and Robinson, 1966; Hess, 1967; Ohring,
Tang, and Mariano, 1965). These models indicate geierally low wind speeds
(< 10 m ;sec -1 ) for the rower half of the atmosphere. Maximum winds in these
models occur at high levels near the antisolar point and can preach values.
of 40 to 50 m sec - (Hess, 1967)• It should be realized that the theoret-
ical work on Cytherean ciri;.ulations is of a highly preliminary nature.
'	 Observational indications of winds on Venus have been obtained from analysis
A
3.1.1	 HOT WIRE ANEMOMETERS
The cooling of a hot wire in a moving air stream depends prin-
c ipally upon the normal component of the air mass velocity (that is, the
component perpendicular to the hot wire) and upon the temperature differ-
ence between the hot wire and the air stream.	 In fact, the normal
component of the air mass velocity is sometimes called simply the "cooling"
velocity".
r
A single hot wire may be used to measure the cooling velocity
if, for example, the temperature difference between the wire and the air
stream is maintained constant by placing the hot wire in some appropriately
controlled electrical heating circuit, and the electrical power supplied
to the wire is displayed as the deflection of a needle on a panel meter.
The meter scale can then be calibrated in "cooling velocity" units directly.
When the hot wire is rotated slowly in the plane of the flow, the reading
will reach a maximum when the wire is perpendicular to the air stream and
it will reach a sharp minimum when the wire is parallel with the air
stream.
	
The maximum reading is the true mass velocity, and the direction
of the air stream may be measured accurately by observing the orientation
at which the minimum readin g occurs.
_
To measure velocity and direction simultaneously in two-dimensional
flow, two hot wires in a fixed X-array may be employed.	 If the X lies in the
plane of the flow,then at any instant the mass velocity is given by the vector
sum of the two cooling velocity readings and the direction is given by the
It quotient of the two readings. 	 If a nondirectional measurement of velocityis desired in two-dimensional Flow, it is only necessary to hold a single
wire perpendicular to the plane of the flow.
^.x In three-dimeng4onal,flow	 three mutually perpendicular  hot wires
may be employed.	 The velocity is then equal to 0.707 times the vector'sum
of the three readings, and the direction is given by two quotients (using
any two pairs of readings)
<r If a hot wire is held fixed (say perpendicular to the air t^,tream,
for tha maximum rate of cooling) and the air mass velocity is, increased
slowly, starting from zero velocity, the rate of heat removal rises steeply
at first and tends to level off at high velocity. 	 This nonlinearity is basic
rk to ail hot wire measurements and is a central problem in circuit design and
t?- data analysis.	 Electrical linearizing circuits can, in principle, be 	 con-
structed to provide an output voltage directly proportional to the cooling_ i
r velocity; but at present such circuits can be used only over small velocity
ranges	 because of electronic stability limitations.
Response times as short as a -few microseconds can bel,attained
{ by using extremely fine hot wires (0.0001-inch diameter or less) and elab-
orate electronic circuits. 	 Response time of a few milliseconds are
r
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attained with ordinary hot wires (0,0003 inch to 0.001 inch) in simpler
circuits.
There are four basic types of hot wire circuits in wide use,
the "uncompensated constant current", the "constant resistance ratio,"
the "constant resistance ) " and the "compensated constant current."	 All
operate on the principle that the electrical resistance of a hot wire
increases with its own absolute temperature, and therefore produces a
bridge unbalance which depends on the cooling.	 Each circuit has exclusive
advantages in certain applications.
The mode of operation closest to that suggested in the opening
statement is the "constant resistance ratio" circuit in which the ratio
of the resistance of the hot wire to an identical, but unheated wire is
automatically maintained constant by feedback.	 The hot wire heating
current depends on the coolia6 velocity in this case, and air temperature
effects are minimized. 	 If the wire current in such a circuit is displayed k
on,a panel metes, then the meter may be calibrated in cooling velocity
units.
In practice, it is possible to attain better resolution of slow
fluctuations with the "uncompensated constant current" circuit and faster
responses to rapid velocity fluctuations by using either the "compensated
constant current" circuit or the "constant resistance" circuit.	 But these
alternative circuits are rather sensitive to air temperature. changes;.
typically, a 5°F change in air stream temperature may produce a 5-percent
error in the velocity reading.	 Of course, manual controls can be provided
that permit readjusting the operating resistance of the wirewhen the
stream temperature shifts from one steady state level to a new one, to
compensate for the air temperature change.	 But when these circuits are
used to measure instantaneous velocity in an unsteady flow where the temp-
erature is fluctuating by more than a few degrees Fahrenheit, then either
the hot wire must be operated extremely hot or temperature fluctuations=,
must be measured independently (perhaps by using a second unheated wire
or a resistance thermometer) in order to determine corrections.
In still air, heat is removed from the hot wire principally
by conduction to the surrounding air and to the metal end supports."
Free convection is negligible except in the case of an unusually long
wire (length diameter ratio greater than 200) held in a vertical position.
Radiation is negligible unless temperature gradients of many hundreds of
degrees Fahrenheit exist in the air stream or at the boundary' walls.
Conduction of heat to the massive metal end 'supports (which remain at
air temperature) may account for as much as 50 percent of the total heat
removal for ordinary hot wires, but this end conduction does not alter
the'form of the steady state forced-convection equations presented
below.
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The rate of heat transfer by conduction is proportional to
the temperature difference AT between the wire and the air, and to the
thermal conductivity. Since the thermal conductivity of air varies approx-
mately as TO-86, where T is air temperature, the rate of heat transfer
increases with air temperature even if AT is fixed.
In moving air the additional heat transfer due to forced con-
vection depends upon the Reynolds number, defined as pUD/It where D is
wire diameter, p is Viscosity, and p is atmospheric density. Since
viscosity varies approximately as T0,71, the increase in rate of heat
removal for a given hot wire held perpendicular to a moving air stream
depends upon the quantity pU/TO • 71 . Extensive testing during the past
fifty years has shown that the form of the dependence is exactly a
square-root function (King's law). The increment in hot wire cooling is
thus exactly proportional to the quantity:
_FPU_1TO -
Finally, if the hot wire were infinitely long, then only the
normal velocity component (U sin P) would carry beat away from the wire.
But for wires of ordinary length-diam6ter ratio (say 200 to 1), the velo-
city component along the wire also removes enough heat to affect the wire
cooling measurably. Fortunately, for most practical purposes, the effect
of direction upon the cooling can accurately be described by the simple
factor (sin f3) 1/k , where k is a constant equal to about 1.1 for ordinary
wires.
Putting these facts together results in the equation of the
•neat balance for a single hot wire of resistance ,R heated by current I to
temperature TW , in an air stream of velocity U, temperature T, specific
gravity p, and direction P, relative to the wire:
1/k
2	 0.86	 s i ^n
	
(TI R	 (T W T)(T/T)	 (A) I +	
C
0
where A, k, and Co are calibration constants which take into account wirediameter and end conduction effects.
Depending on the point of view of the user, the hot wire may
be said to read velocity, mass velocity, or the pressure-velocity product.
In the analysis presented here, the position is taken that the quantity
most easily measured is in fact the "cooling velocity" C equal to
, )U(sin ) 1/k (T /T) 0.71
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which is of course simply a quantity proporti o nal to the Reynolds number
of the hot wire. A general expression relating this cooling velocity C
to the electrical properties of the hot wire (I, R, R E) is derived
I2 R Roo	 RED	 Itr.;o + b 0.86	 2C .. Co I2 
oo	 R R
E-
	
PC + b
00
Strictly speaking, the equaton.should be further modified
for the case of unsteady air temperature, to take into account time
variations in end conduction due to the thermal inertia of the metal end
supports. To avoid this complication, however, we assume that only ex-
tremely long wires (length-diameter ratio of 500 or more) will be used in
cases where instantaneous velocity is to be measured in an unsteady
temperature environment
3.1. 1.1 NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTRUMENT
A constant temperature anemometer instantaneously
measures flow parameters by sensing the heat transfer rate between an
electrically heated sensor and the-flow medium. The basic signal depends
on the fluid composition, mass flow, and temperature difference. For
many measurements, density is constant and the instrument measures velo-
city. When temperature varies, compensation is provided to maintain a
constant temperature d;fference.
The sensors themselves are available in 1 number of
types, each offering some advantages.	 The tungsten u;*ire offers big
strength but is limited to operating in environments of under 300 * 0 in
temperature-, while the platinum wire has relatively low strength but can
be operated in environments of up to 800°C. 	 A platinum-iridium ware
combines the advantages of both the tungsten and platinum wire but is
limited in its sensitivity. 	 Quartz coated thin film offers most of the -`
advantages of hot wires and, in addition, 	 is less susceptibleto, contam-
ination.	 However, due to the increased size, quartz coatind 	 sensors have y"
a response time much longer than any of the wire type sensors. 	 Wire
sensors are general-'y recommended for altnost all air and gas flow measure-
ments.
	
Films and quartz coated sensors are most useful in: environments -
where particles larger than three times the wire diameter are expected or
under severe conditions.
The sensor is heated by current from the amplifier.
incre ases , t e sensor tends to cool causin 	 an off-ba. y anc^e ofAs the flow 	 h	 g
the bridge measuring circuit..	 This off-balance is immediately sensed by
the amplifier which then corrects the current flow intothe sensor to
bring the system back into balance. 	 In this way, the sensor is controlled
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Zit a specific resistance which is dependent upon the control resistor in
the opposite leg of the bridge circuit,
J Measurements of temperature are made by plotting a
nonlinear calibration curve of flow vs voltage required to supply the
heating current or by adding a linearizing circuit and monitoring the
heating voltage to yield a more convenient output,
3.1.1.2	 INTERPRETATION OF THE MEASUREMENT
Additional information needed to interpret the
measurement - 1)	 Ambignt temperature of the atmosphere, 2) density of
the atmosphere, 3) composition of the atmosphere.
4 Method for analysis and interpretation of data - The
basic output signal is a voltage which is related to flow, approximately
Tr as
E2 
^ [A + 8 (PV) 1/n I	 its
 - 
t e)
where A and B are constants depending upon the medium properties, p is the
medium density, V is the velocity, n is an exponent that varies with range
and medium praperties, is is the sensor operating tomperature and to is
the medium temperature.	 The relationship between voltage and velocity
is nonlinear and has a residual dc voltage at zero flow.
3.1.1.3	 INSTRUMENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total and dynamic range - The minimum flow range of
fu heated sensors depends upon the free convection currents generated by thelc^ sensor rather than the electronics.	 Velocities down to 0.2 f/s in air
can be measured.	 The maximum velocity is generally a physical limitation
rather than a,heat-transfer limitation. 	 For velocities above 1000 ft/s
in air, quartz coated films mounted on	 wedges or cones are used.
Accuracy	 ±0.5 percent with individual sensor cali-
bration.
I Signal to noise - Depends on electronics.
Frequency response - 71be system frequency response
depends upon the choice of sensor, the medium, and the velocity. Typical
time constants for wire-type sensors are approximately 0.001 seconds,
Environmental effects	 Susceptible to sensor damage
or degradation in presence of ,,aerosols.
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3.1.1.4 INSTRUMENT OUTPUT
Output signal - Dependent upon the particular bridge
circuit and amplifier selected; typical output signals are: 0-1 V full
scale, l0 kS2 output impedance, and 1 - 100 c js frequency response. Signals
generated at the bridge, output are nonlinear but are generally conditioned
with additional circuits to be linear and proportional to velocity.
Bits per observation -11 bits per observation are
needed to Field anprecision of ±0.05 percent.
3.1.1,5
	
PAYLOAD INTEGRATION
Weight - Total. system, 35 lbs; 	 probe Less than 8 oz.
Volume - Dependent upon system chosen. 	 Probe volume
is approximately 0.1 inch cubed.
Power-- 150 to 200 watts.
Radio frequency interference - None. f
Magnetic moment - Unknown.
Erection, orientation, or booms - Mast be erected
into the free stream of the atmosphere and oriented into the flow.-
Compatibility with sterilization at 145 °C - Yes.`
Special requirements'- None 1
3.1.1.6
	
STATE OF DEVELOPMENT
Commercially availablefor Earth atmosphere, near--
.. surface wind observations. _.
REFERENCES	 HOT WIRE ANEMOMETERS-
Flow Corporation, Technical Bulletins 37, 71, and 65.
Grant, H.L.,	 R.W.	 Stewart, and A. Moillient, 	 1962:	 Turbulence spectra
from a tidal channel. 	 J.	 of Fluid 'Mech. ,_12(2).
i Grant, H.P., and R.E. Kronaner, 1962: 	 Fundamentals of hot wire anemometry.
Symposium on Measurements in Unsteady Flow, May 1962, ASME.
Pankoff, S.G., and R.S. Rosler, 1962:	 Temperature hot film anemometers as
a tool in liquid turbulence measurements. 	 Rev. of Sci.	 Instr.,`33(11).
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3.1.2 HEATED THERMOCOUPLE ANEMOMETERS
The heated thermocouple "a nemometer is basically a hot wire
anemometer where the output of a thermocouple is used to determine ahe
temperature of the wire rather than measuring the resistance of the wire.
The sensor itself consists,of three noble metal thermocouples made from
thin wires mounted on a framework. Two of the three thermocouples are
connected in series and .form two measuring legs of an ac bridge and the
third thermocouple is connected to the junction between the other two
and is in series with the measuring portion of the bridge. The remaining
legs of the bridge circuit are formed by a center-tapped ac power source
which is used to supply the heating current for the sensing element.
Figure 3-1 is an electrical diagram of a basic heated thermocouple ane-
mometer.
Thermocouples A and B are heated by the ac current. A charge
in flow causes a change in temperature of the thermocouples, resulting in
a change in the do output from the thermocouples. The third thermocouple,
C, is in the do meter circuit. This thermocouple is unheated. A change
in ambient temperature develops voltages across all three thermocouples,
but the transient effects in heated and unheated elements are equal and
opposite, so the unheated unit compensates for ambient temperature
changes. The thermocouple instrument is a mass flow meter as long as
p is constant,, where K is the thermal conductivity, S is the specific
heat at constant vol.ume, and p is the atmospheric density. The relation-
ship between velocity and thermocouple output is dependent upon an
individual calibration and varies with the type of thermocouple material.
used,
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3.1.3 WAKE 'DETECTOR
3.1.3.1 NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTRUMENT
The wake wind di_ection indicator is shown in
Figure 3-2. It consists of a central coiled wire, which is heated, and
sixteen surrounding temperature measuring wires. Each wire comprises
one ana of a four element bridge; the other three elements are exposed
to the ambient atmosphere and provide temperature compensation. An
amplifier-detector is associated with each of the sixteen bridges. The
amplifier-detector determines whether or not each wine has detected the
warm air flow from the heater. This circuit has a fixed level which
the signal must exceed before the temperature is said to be different
from ambient. A gating system follows the bridge network, and it allows
only one of two adjacent wires to trigger a corresponding output. Finally,
the output selects a voltage proportional to the wind direction from a
voltage divider network. This technique depends upon the fact ;hat the
change in the ambient temperature across the device is smaller than the
discrimination level. This requirement will in turn determine the heater
power. At the present, this has not been determined but it is felt that
a heater power of 0.1 watts or less would produce a temperature change
of several degrees,a readily detectable level. The only problem would be
the incidence of small scale, large tem perature turbulent fluctuations
in the atmosphere.
3.1.3.2 INTERPRETATION OF THE MEASUREMENT
Additional information needed to interpret the
measurement - None.
Method of analysis and interpretation of the data
The output of the instrument is is the form of a voltage level which is
proportional to the wind direction.
3.1.3.3	 INSTRUMENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total and dynamic range - Total range 0 to 3600.
Accuracy - 12.5°.
1
Signal to noise - Unknown but is dependent upon
electronics and temperature discrimination ability.
ti•' Environmental effects - Contamination of either the
heater or sense wires will degrade the data, and large turbulent tempera-
ture fluctuations may also affect the output.
3.1.3.4	 INSTRUMENT OUTPUT
Output, signal - An analog signal whose amplitude is
proportional to the wind ,direction is available as an output.
Bits per observation -`A six-bit word is needed to
make use of the maximum sensor resolution for each reading.
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3.1.3.5 TAYLOAD INTEGRATION
Weight Maximum of 12 oz,
Volume - Maximum of 35 cubic inches,
Power - 0.5 watts during observation,.
Radio frequency interference - None.
Magnetic moment - Unknown.
Erection, orientation, or booms - Must- be erected
in the free-stream wind flow and oriented in a: known direction.
Compatibility with sterilization at 145 0 C - Yes.
Special requirements - None.F	 q
F, 3.1.3.6	 STATE OF DEVELOPMENT
Undeveloped;. however, circuitry is straightforward.
Major problem is the design of the heat source to obtain maximum temper-
ature at the detectors,
I
.	 i
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The kata thermometer eons;€sts of an alcohol thermometer with
a large bulb exposed to the air strea -m. The bulb is heated to a temper-
ature typically 40 or 0'F above, :ianbiont; the Heat .input is theninter-
rupted and its time to cool over a give4 temperature interval, above
ambient is measured. Ibis cooking time is related to the average air
velocity during that period of time. The theory of operation is sim ila.r to
that underlying thehot wire anemometer with the difference that no heat
input has to be considered during the coo ling ,period.
This technique :has very limited applicability to remote
planetary measurements and in addition its long integration time precludes
determinations of the structure and variability of winds. Further discus-
y;
sion of this instrument is considered unnecessary.
I
E
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0I	 3.2 ACOUSTICAL TECHNIQUES
The measurement of wind velocities using acoustical techniques is
based upon the propagation of sound through a gas medium.	 Sound waves
arepropagated through gas by virtue of the elastic properties of the gas
molecules.	 1bus, the velocity of the sonic disturbance is superimposed
upon the mean gas velocity.
3,'.1	 SONIC ANEMOMETER
The velocity of sound in a gas at rest is given by
CT
M
where C	 velocity of sound in still gas
7	 ratio of specific heat at a constant pressure to specific heat
at a constant volume,
R	 universal gas constanto
M	 molecular weight of the gas,
T	 absolute temperature of the gas.
For any given gas, the velocity of sound is a function of tempilxature only.
Changes in pressureard	 density at a constant temperature have no effect
on the propagation of sound. 	 A measurement of sound velocity in still gas
is the basis for the sonic thermometer. 	 However, at a given temperature,
the speed of sound is a function d' the molecular weight of the ga ls.	 In
air the most important factor, other than temperixture, contributing to
variations itt the speed of sound	 Ls the water vapor concentration.	 The
velocities in Ni, 02, and CO2 are similar, but the 'velocity in H2O is
consideratly higher. 	 The velocity of sou9	 s nd given here is based upon ideal
gas properties and is satisfactory at low frequencies, while at high
frequencies, dispersion takes place.
A point source of sound prop.-Agates as a spherical wave in an isotropic
medium at rest.	 Considering a two-dimensional plane through the source,
11 L the wave is circular in this plane.	 The equation for the position of asonic disturbance in a p lane through the noint source in a stationary
tI
d
} 6
it the gas is moving with velocity V at an angle 0 to the abscissa, then
this is superimposed upon the above coordinates. Thus,
iF
4
Ex	 ( t 	 Q )V Co' s
 61 + CY - (t - to )V sin 01 ^= c2(t - to)2
The sonic anetnome:fer measures the gas velocity V by means of the
measurements of th e sonic tran,..t time along orthogonal, axes,
The time required for the sonic disturbance to travel from its
origin acros s a path of length L in the x-direction can be found by
.solv,ing for (t-to ) when ,; = L and y = 0
a	 1 12 sin' 0 - V cos 0
c	 1 - (V/c)
Similarly, the time in the direction of y can be found by solving for
(t - to ) when y=L and x=0
2
c	 1- V2 cos 0	 V sin 0
L	 c
x=0 - c 2	 1 _ (V/c) 2 	}
Since c and L are known for a given path and gas temperature, the velocity
V	 can be found front the measurements of the sonic transit time on the
orthogonal axes.
Since c is always larger than V, a small percentage change in
c can result in a change in (t - to) that is larger than the effect
of velocity Vi	 This can be eliminated by measuring the time required for
a sonic disturbance to trave l from x = 0 to x = L and subtracting it from
the time for another sonic disturbance to travel from x = L to x _ 0
The expression from this latter time i5
?	 c	 1	 - 12 sir" t:)	 + V cos 0
- old_(t	 ctp) =O	 c,2	
a	
V/02
Y=O	 (
and subtracting from it the :first: equation results in
2L	 'V cos 8
c 2 [l  -	 (V, c) 2 ]
which is the basic equation for, the s^,,, ►1ic anemometer.
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3,2.1.1 NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTRMIENT
Sortie anemometers have been developed and used in
the field by J.C. Kaimal of AFCRL, V.E, Suomi of tha University of
Wisconsin, R.M. Stewart of Iowa State University, and Cambridge Systems
of Newton, Massachusetts, The instrument developed by Kaimal serves
both as an anemometer and a sonic thermometer. The instrument discussed
here is the Cambridge Systems unit which has been recently developed and
marketed commercially.
The transducers themselye6'and their associated
mounting hardware are the most important components of the whole system,
,since their performance dictates the overill system specifications. The
transducers employed utilize cylindrical piezoelectric ceramic tubes mounted
in a hermetically sealed stainless steel case. The diaphragm of the trans-
ducer is a thin stainless steel membrane which serves co couple the
displacement of the ceramic element to the atmosphere. The transducers
are mounted on 3/8-inch heat treated aluminum supports. Relatively light
supports can be used with the pulsed technique because the par-nLengEn
must remain constant only during the transit time of approximately I m.	 ,,,,
The entire array is waterproof and rugged, lending it&elf to field use.
tr	 3.2.1.2 INTERPRETATION OF THE MEASUREMENT
Additional information needed to interpret measurement-
To obtain velocity measurements, the following data must be available for
a given medium: molecularweight of the gas and specific heat ratio.
Method analysis and interpretation of data - The
output of the instrument is a digital representation of the wind velocity
over a given averaging period or an instantaneous value.
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The Cambridge Systems Sonic Anemometer is available
in a one, two, or three axis model. 1%le unit utilizes the pulse tech-
nique of alternating the direction of transmission of short bursts of
high frequency sonic energy at 230 kHz over a fifteen-inch path, The
transducers alternate as transmitters and receivers on a 5-ms basis.
Pulses travelling with the wind arrive sooner than those travelling
against the wind. The difference between the two transit times in a
direct function of the wind velocity along the axis, Since the pulses
traverse the same part ac approximately the same time, 5-ms apart, the
resulting measurement is free from the first order temperature effects
on the propagation of sound. A clock is used to determine the difference
between the two transit times, The frequency of the clock has been, chosen
so that each clock pulse is a representation of a wind velocity of one
knot. A temperature dependent network modifies the clock frequency by
approxi, aately 0.17 percent/° C in air temperature,removing the second
order temperature effects.
9
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3.2.1.3
	 INSTRUMENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total and dynamic range - 0 to 150 knots in any axis,
Accuracy - 3 percent of reading,
Signal to noise - Depends on electronics.
Frequency response - Time constant of 5 ms.
Environmental effects - None anticipated,
3.2.1.4
	
INSTRUMENT OUTPUT
Output signal - Digital signal proportional to the
medium velocity.
Bits p er observation - Eight.'
3.2.1.5	 PAYLOAD INTEGRATION
N
Weight - 1/4 lb (sensor only) .
Volume - 20 m by 1/4-inch cylinder.
Power
	
Unknown.
Radio frequency interference - Produces some rf
kHz,radiation at 230
Magnetic moment = Unknown.
Erection, orientation, or booms - Transducers require
mounting in the free stream of the wind flow.
Compatibility with sterilization at 145 0 C -	 Yes.
1
r,	 {
Special requirements .- Mounting of transducers in
free stream of wind flow.
3.2.1.6	 STATE OF DEVELOPMENT
Commercially available.
REFERENCES - SONIC ANEMOMETER
1
Cambridge Systems, l967: 	 Technical Specifications and Brochures for
Sonic Anemometer s.'
.0	 and J.A.u ^,n er	 1963:	 A continuous wave sonic anemometer-Ka ima 1,	 J	 . ,	 s . , ^
JJ
.1
thermometer.	 J. -Appl.'Meteor.
1963:	 Preliminary results from a continuous wave sonic
anemometer-thermometer.	 J. Appl. Meteor.
'	 Suomi, `V.E, ,	 1956:	 Energy budget studies at the Earth's -surface and
development of the vaonic anemometer for power spectrum analysis
AFCRL Tech,, Rpt. 	 56-274.
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3,2. 2 EXPLODING GRENADES AND MICROPHONE ARRAY
t
r.
3,2.2,1 NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION AND MICROPHONE ARRAY
An accoustical technique for determining wind veloc-
ities is employed in the earth ' s atmosphere for altitudes between 20 km
and 100km, This technique employs an ar ray of acoustic detectors at
ground level to record sound pulses propagating down from a series of high
altitude grenade explosions. The grenades are sequentially ejected from
a rocket travel l ing through the atmosphere. To determine temperature and
wind velocity for each height increment between successive grenade bursts,
`-
	
	 it is necessary to know the exact burst coordinate and burst time of the
grenade and the subsequent arrival time at each sound detector of the array
whose geographic coordinates are also known to a high degree of accuracy.
The average temperature for the height region between
two successive bursts is determined from the calculation of sound speed
and the mean molecular weight of the atmospheric height layer, The latter
is assumed to be well known in the Earths atmosphere but would not be in
a planetary atmosphere.
s
	
	 The horizontal wind velocity is determined from the
magnitude of the spatial difference in a horizontal plane between the
projection of the burst point on to the plane of the sound detector array
and the virtual point source of the sound pulse that can be determined
from the differences in arrival times among the sound detectors in the
array. Thus, each sound pulse will have a differisnt virtual point source
as determined by the microphone array. This difference between the co-
ordinate position of the virtual so gxce and the actual grenade burst
position defines a vector that is associ.ated with the integrated effect of
atmospheric wind throughout the entire dept- ,h of atmosphere between the
burst point and the microphone array.
Grenades used in the atmosphere sounding application
,.' are of various sizes.	 The required weight of explosive charge is determined
mainly by the altitude to which sampling is desired. 	 Theoretical calcula-
tions indicate that a 1 oz`,	 (28 grams) explosive charge could be detected
up to heights of 60 km. 	 Actual experimentshave detected the l oz. charge
to 70 km on all occasions.,and to 82 km with multiplex acoustical recording;
_ 355 gm grenades have been detected to 107 km.	 In the altitude region 100-
150 km aluminized grenades have an associated
	
glow reaction that is
-`
.. visible and	 hoto ra hable at height.	 A hi he& upper limit ofP	 $	 F	 g	 g	 pP	 190 km
exists for twilight conditions where resonance radiation suppl e me nts the
chemiluminescent glow reaction that causes the nighttime luminescence.
r
The wave shape of the sound pulse received at each
sound detector in the -.array is not used to extract information other than
^.x
to identify weak signals from very high altitude grenade bursts.
	 Even the
recording of exact wave shape is not 	 essential in this experimental'
,
6
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technique. The detection of acoustic energy at the ground level is the most
sensitive part of the experiment and the principal source of error.	 In its
application to atmospheric sounding of wind and temperature where micro-
phones ate separated by distances up to 30 km,extr aneous noise is generated
by, in addition to atmosperic turbulence, the process of transmission and
reording of the sound pulse signal from the microphone array to central
processing equipment.
The acoustic detectors that have been evaluated for
atmospheric applications are;
(a)	 the microbarograph,
(b)	 the capacitor microphone, t
(c)	 the hot wire microphone;
(d)	 the Solion infrasonic microphone (Collins et al. 1964).
3.2.2.2	 INSTRUMENT CHARACTERISTICS
(a)	 Microbarograph - A microbarograph is normally used at
lower frequencies than those in grenade experiments.	 A control volume in
the instrument will change in response to variable atmospheric pressure.
The lowest frequency detectable is determined by the variable lean: mechanism
that allows the control volume to come to ambient pressure. 	 The highest
frequency detected is determined by the mechanics of the volume expansion
1and the method by which it is detected, i.e., whether by mechanical
linkage or by an electronic sensing of a variable inductance. 	 The mech-
anical system is normally more reliable, not being subject to electronic
drift.
4Frequency range;
	
10	 to 1 c/s i
Sensitivities:
	
l to 10 dynes/cm 2 in the
atmosphere (0.1 dynes/cm
2
 actual),
(b)	 Capacitor Microphone - A variation of the enclosed
volume technique of the microbarograph.	 It consists of a-thin metallic
diaphragm mounted against a rigid back plate.	 Back plate and diaphragm
are electrically insulated. When external pressure exceeds that of the 1
enclosed volume, the diaphragm moves changing the electric capacity.
Variations in capacity are transformed into an AC voltage changes when a
constant charge exists between the electrodes.	 The charge ' is maintained
by a stabilized DC polarization voltage with 'a time constant much lower z.
than the period of the sound pressure variation. 	 This type instrument
has a wide linear range _of response up to 20,000 cycles/sec.	 The lowest
frequency to which it responds ,is fundamentally limited by the air
equalization technique whereby ambient pressure is restored, although
normally the low frequency limit is determined by the AC electronics.`
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s(c) Hot Wire Microphone - The hot -wire microphone is
basically a Helmholtz resonator in which air oscillates between the enclosed
volume and the ambient air. The largest velocities occur in the "neck"
or throat that couples the enclosed volume of the oscillator with the
atmosphere. A hot wire element woven into the form of a grid is placed in
the throat of the oscillator. The element is kept just below red heat by
passing a DC'current through it and because of its low heat capacity it
readily changes temperature when the air in the neck of the resonator is
in motion.
}
	
	
A perfect Helmholtz resonator responds to a single
tuned frequency. This resonant frequency, f r is represented by the
formula
fr C. _s ,/
V
where a is the conductance of the neck, V is the enclosed volume, and c
is the sound speed. The frequency response of the resonator can be
modified and sensitivity increased if the unit is coupled to another
cavity, either a pit or internal resonator.
A hot wire microphone, a microbarograph, and a capacitor
have been compared in a study by the Schellinger Research Labovatories for
NASA (Pruitt, 1964) and it was shown that the hot wire output does not
truly reproduce the wave shape of the arriving signals, However, time
of arrival, not wave shape, is the important input in co mputing temperatures
and wind profiles from grenade soundings. The advantage of the hot micro-
phone is a better signal to noise ratio for the low frequency return asso-
ciated with the highest altitude explosions.
3.2.2.3 STATE OF DEVELOPMENT POTENTIAL
There are many problems that would accompany any
attempt to utilize this technique in.planetary exploration.
(a) The problem of establishing an array of microphones
with sufficient separation and then determining their coordinates. I
(b) Whether the grenades are dropped from an orbiter or
carried up from the surface of the planet is an important question; but
regardless of the technique used, a more serious problem is to determine
the ' coordnates and time of 'burst of the grenades. ^I
At this stage of development of planetary exploration,
y`	 the exploding grenade technique is too complex to be seriously considered.
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3 .3	 ION TRACER ANEMOMETER
Ion tracer anemometry is based on the measurement of the time interval
between the upstream in ect.on of an ion cloud and its dowstream detection
at a known distance.	 Ion injection can be accomplished by ionizing
r radiation or electrical discharge.	 This latter approach is generally pre-
ferred because it is well suited for well controlled generation of short
duration ionizing pulses.
This technique with its inherent independence of air density, Lem-
perature and composition makes it particularly useful for remote planetary
applications.	 The basic character of its operating principle makes cal-
ibration unnecessary and provides an absolute measure of air Velocities
r without the need for additional measurements. 	 The operation of an electrical
discharge ion tracer anemometer improves with decreasing air density down
to about 10_ 3 or 10-4 kg m- 3 (air) because of the combination of lower
i discharge potentials (Paschen's law) and decreasing ion recombination rates.
At even lower densities than the above, increased ion diffusion results inj loss of ion cloud definition. 	 Anemometry based on this technique appears
especially suited for the Martian surface where the atmospheric density is
very nearly at an optimum value for the use 	 of electric discharge ion
3 tracing.	 Furthermore, the relevant electrical characteristics of 002
(breakdown potentials and recombination coefficient as a function of den-
sity) are very similar to those of air.
3.3.1,	 INSTRUMENT - ION TRACER ANEMOMETER
3.3.1.1	 NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTRUMENT 	 1
An operational ion tracer anemometer for the measure-
VA ment of air flows at stratospheric air densities in ducts has been develop -
ed ( Lilienfeld et al.„ 1967) and successfully field tested on a research
# balloon flight,	 It incorporates semiconductor circuitry and an output
suitable for direct telemetry. 	 It operates in the closed loop retriggering
IJ
mode, where the signal generated by the ion cloud at the detector probe
triggers the next discharge at the ion discharge probe. 	 This type of
operation results in a pulse train whose frequency is directly proportional
to the average air velocity between -the -ion emitter and detector probe.
The output frequency is f = v/L, where v is the air velocity and L the
distance between probes ('10 cm. for the operational unit). 	 The above
mentioned instrument was designed to operate at altitudes ranging between
about 20 and 50'K,/m (10` 1 to 10-3kg m" )but this technique can be extended to
cover densities above sea level values, with increased discharge potentials.
The operational apparatus includes a start-keep alive circuit for the pulsed.
} discharge, which is quenched under normal operation.
M For meteorological wind application a modified version
has been proposed (Lilienfeld, 1967)' which would provide directional sensing
;.. in addition to the basic velocity measurement. 	 The essential difference
of this approach with respect to the above described unidirectional device
resides in the design of the detector probe which consists of two coplanar
f
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rings, one inner spiral and an-outer circular electrode concentric with
respect to the ion discharge source. Both detector elements are common
to the input circuitry and the sequential ion detectim provides
directional information and velocity measurement. Instrument details will
be given for the operational unidirectional device, and in parentheses
for a proposed omnidirectional. version,
3.3.1.2 INTERPRETATION OF MEASUREMENT
Additional information needed to interpret measure-
ment None
Method of analysis and interpretation of data Air
velocity is a direct function of pulse rate (pulse width indicates azimuth
for the omnidirectional instrument)
3.3.1_.3 INSTRUMENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total and dynamic range The available device operates
over the range of 5 to 50 m see - over a density range of 10- 1 to 10-3 kg M-3
(without change in calibration) • Wider ranges can easily be accomplished.
Accuracy Five per cent of actual measurement (can
be improved).
Signal to noise About 50 db.
Frequency response - >lKHZ for individual pulse
duration measurement.
Environmental effects - Unusually large ambient ion
.concentration fluctuations > 10 $ ions/cm3 sec could affect accuracy of
instrument
3.3.1,4 	 INSTRUMENT OUTPUT
AM
Output signal - Pulse train, 10V amplitude, 1 m sec
width (variable width for direction sensing version).	 t-jlaolute pulse
rate linear with respect to air velocity. Rate dependent analog signal
is also availablg.
Bits per observation - Typically up to 10.
3.3.1.5
	
PAYLOAD INTEGRATION
-Weight	 3 lb s..	 (0.5 1bto 1	 _ .
Volume - 70 ins withoiut probes (10 ins without probes,
omnidirectional probe about 1031n).
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i
Power - 1.7 watts (<0,5 Watts) .
Radio frequency interference - None detected between
0.55 and 108 MHZ; no measurements were performed outside this rguge,
Magnetic moment. - None
Erection, orientation, or booms - Probes should
be properly oriented with respect to the local horizontal and away from
wind obstructing structures.
Compatibility with sterilization at 1450C - Good
if electronic components are adequately chosen,
rp~
Special requirements - Positioning has Lo permit
unhindered wind flow from all directions_.
3.3.1.6 STATE Or DEVELOPMENT
Unidirectional instrument is operational; omnidirec-
tional version is in the proposed stage.
REFERENCES
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I3.4 PRESSURE AN1;Atf,?METRY
Berncuilli's equation relating the tonal pressure pt , at a point on
a horizontal streamline of a moving; fluid, to the fluid velocity v, at
that point is
apt =ps-h0v
where pis the fluid density, c is a coastant dependent on geometry, and
p s is the static pressure. The above equation shows that the total pressure
head at apoint is equal to the sum of two terms, the static head and the
velocity pressure head, The fluid stream velocity can be determined from
the measurement of the difference between the total. pressure and the static
pressure, or by direct measurement of the velocity pressure.
s
Y
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3. 4.1	 PITOT STATIC TUBES
r
3,4,1,1	 NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTRUMENT
rG	 -.
i
` Pitot static tubes are available in a number of con-
figurations depending upon the specific application, 	 In general, the air
enter ing the mouth of the double-walled tube, which is pointed in the
exact opposite direction of the flow, is brought to rest so that the
pressure inside the mouth is equal to the total head; the static pressure
is experi,enCLd in the wall, of the tube which is opened to the outside
through holes drilled in the wall at right ang l es to the axis of the tube
at theint.	 The difference in pressure between these two spaces is
measured by connecting them to opposite limbs of a sensitive manometer.
The measurements obtained using this method are dependent upon the medium
, density in addition to the velocity. 	 The spec ifications for the measure-
ments of wind velocities with a pitot static tube are generally determined
by the pressure transducer used to determinw the differential pressure at
the picot tube output.	 Physically a pitot tube must be mounted heading
directly	 nto the wind due to its poor response with varying angles ofy	 P	 p	 S
attack.	 The density of the medium must also be known to obtain correct
velocity.
3.4.1.2	 INTERPRETATION OF THE MEASUREMENT
Additional information needed to interpret the
measurement -
	
Atmospheric density,
Method for analysis and interpretation of data - The
1 differential pressure, c,^P, is related to wind speed, v, by
AP ^ K P v
where p is the density and K is a constant factor determined by the design
of the anemometer head.
3.4. 1.3 INSTRUMENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total and dynamic range - The total range is almost
unlimited depending upon the mechanical design of the instrument while the
dynamic range is determined by the type of pressure transducer.
Accuracy Depending upon transducer and electronics;
however, normally 5 percent of reading.	 #
. Signal to noise - Dependent upon electronics.
s_
^-	 Frequency response Dependent upon transducer.
k	 Environmental effects 	 None.
w .	 {
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3.4.1.4 INSTRUMENT OUTPUT
Output signal - Dependent upon transducer and
electronics,
Bits per ubservation - Dependent upon eleeLrQnias.
J#4, 1-5	 VAYWAV IVTL TUX T.LVDI
Weight - Less than 2 lbs.
Volume - ApproXimaLoly 0.5 cubic feet.
Power • Approxit-,ately 2 Watts.
Radio frequency interference - None,
Magnetic moment - Unknown.
Erection, orientation, or booms - Must be erected
into free stream wind flow and be free Lo turn.
Special requirements - None.
3.4.1,6	 STATE OF DEVELOPMENT
For planetary application, integration with an elec-
trical pressure sensor would be required.
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3.4.2 PRESSURE PIATE ANEMOMETER
3.4.2.1; NARRATIVF DESCRIPTION OF THE NS'xRU NT
If the wind pressure on a flat ;p late placed normal to
the wind direction is balanced by a restoring force brought about by the
deflection of the plate, the deflection of the plate is a measurement of
wind speed. The force (F) on a plate held normal ^^o the wind is given by
F = 1/2C A p v2
where G is a constant depending upon the size and shape of the plate, A
is the area of the plate, v is the velocity, and p is the air density,
The earliest anemometers worked on this pressure
plate principle, and consisted of a hanging plate pivoted about a horizontal
axis and kept approximately normal to the wind. This type of instrument
is not in general use today. However, very light instruments have been
used in turbulence studies using photographic means of observing the motions
of the plate. It must be realized that resonance is likely to be set up
between the gusts and the plate resulting in erroneous readings if the
instrument were to be used in the field. The yaw factor, the correction
that has to be applied when the wind does not meet at right angles, is not
as great as one might expect, being approximately zero over the are from
0 to 450 angle of incidence,,
i
A reliable commercial version of the swinging plate
anemometer is manufactured by Alnor Instrument Company.
	 This instrument
has a moving element that consists of a double pivoted spring-controlled
_	
,,
aluminum vane mounted in jeweled bearings. 	 The wane transverses a chamber-
specially shaped so that the deflection of the attac'hed pointer is pro-
.. portlonal to the wind speed.	 Damping	 is provided through the use of a
second vane located in a strong magnetic field.
	
Balance of the system, is
such that the instrument may be used in any position and only the vane comes
in direct contact with the air flowing through the case. 	 Electrical
representation of the air flow has been accomplished by Sherlock and Stout
i by modifying the instrument.	 The impedance of a coil is altered by attach-
ing its armature to the moving plate ,%nd allowing the armature to move in
r the coil as a function of the wind _speed
3.4.2.2	 INTERPRETATION OF THE MEASURMENT
} Additional information needed to interpret the mea-
surement	 Gas density.,
Method, of analysis and interpretation of the data
k« The measurement of wind velocity is indicated with a mechanical. pointer.
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cModification of the instrument to provide an electrical signal that is
analog to the wind speed, such as that made by Sherlock and Stout, may be
acceptable.
3.4.2.3 INSTRUMMU CHARACTERISTICS
Total and dynamic .range - The range of this instrument
is dependent primarily upon the selection of the input jet design. Input
jets are available for ranges between 20 to 2400 feet per minute.
Accuracy - For any given scale, the accuracy of the
mechanical pointer is + 3% of the full value,
;s
G ;:f
Signal to noise ratio - Unknown
Frequency response Approximately 2 c/s
Environmental effects None
3. 4. 2.4 INSTRUMENT OUTPUT
t is possible to modify the instrument to produce
wind speed..
	
i
r
3.4.2.5 PAYLOAD INTEGRATION i
Not ,st developed for electrical readout or' remote
sensing. Payload integration parameters,therefore, are unknown.
3.4.2. 6 STATE OF DEVELOPMENT
Commercially available without an electrical signal
output
}
REFERENCES
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Her Majesty's Stationary Office, 1961: Handbook of meteorological	 t s
instrument, Part, London.-w
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ISherlock, R. M., and M. B. Stout, 1931: An anemometer for a study.of wind.
gusts, University of Michigan, Eng. Res. Bull., No. 20, ,Ann Arbor,
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3.4.3 BRIDLED ANEMOMETER
The rotation anemometers turn by virtue of the pressure of the
wind on their rotating ,parts4 I£ these pars are prevented from turning,
the force necessary to prevent rotation is a measurement of wind speed.
By making use of a set of sprigs to prevent rotation but allowing a
displacement of the cups with changing wind forces, the displacement of
the cups is proportional to tLe square root of the wind force and hence
to the speed of the wind. The angular displacement of the cup wheel is
measured with a position sensitive transducer whose output is a linear
representation of the wind Speed. The instrument is not in general use
and its accuracy and range are limited. Its calibration is dependent upon
the characteristics of the restraining spring and does drift with age and
extreme use. A bridled cup anemometer was developed by Bandi.x Aviation
Corporation which consisted of a wheel containing 32 cups. This instrument.,
however, is no longer being produced.
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f3,4. 4 W-PRIMS ANEMOMETER
The W-prime meter is based upon tie principles of the pressure plate
anemometer. A flat plate is mounted in the horizontal plane and mechanically
connected to a float resting at equilibrium in a pool of mercury. Forces
developed by the vertical component of the wind-flow on the plate are trans-
mitted to the Float thereby changing the height at which the balanced
condition is reached. Linear movement of the float with increasing vertical
wind speed is made possible by the use of a wedge shaped float. The float
if positioned on a shaft connecting it to the flat plate with the float's
smallest extremity inserted into the pool of mercury. With a properly
shaped float, the force necessary to drive it in or out of the pool in-
creases as the square of the distance it is driven. Linear movement of
the float is achieved in this manner, as the pressure developed on the
place by the wind-flow also increases as the square of the wind speed. A
lc:^ torque position transducer is used to determine the level at which
the float is riding and by the use of a calibration curve the vertical
component of the wind-flow may be found. Many sizes and types of both
plates and wedge floats have been experimented_ with. One instrument was used
G. C, Gill to obtain field meacurrements; however., full development of the
technique has not been completed. In any case, the sensor only measures
the vertical, component of the wind and is primarily deoigned for turbulence
observations.
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3.4 5 WIND VANE
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Standard wind vanes indicate wind direction by means of a
body mounted asymmetrically and free to turn about a vertical. axis.
The body takes up a position such that the direction of the resultant
force on it due to the pressure of the wind passes through the vertical
axis, and such that the center of pressure is to the leeward of the axis.
A transducer is attached to the body at the vertical axis as a means of
obtaining the azimuth information. The desirable properties of wind
vanes are:
(1) The turning friction of the pivot should be minimum.
(2) The vane should be balanced to prevent bias when not
perfectly oriented
(3) The vane should be designed to produce maximum torque
for changes in wind direction.
(4) Sufficient damping should be provided to prevent oscilla-
tion at its resonant frequency.
;`ind vanes have been constructed of numerous shapes, sizes and materials;
for example, flat plates, splayed vane, air foils and dual mounted vanes.
Each of the individual designs exhibits its own characteristics and may
be used for particular applications. The vane constructed to be an air-
foil section is a somewhat superior 'type in that it responds to small
changes in wind direction more readily than other types, The best modern.
vanes are airfoil sections with the span being three to four times the
cord of the design. These vanes generally will indicate the wind direction
with an accuracy of ±1° except in very low wind speeds. One of the terms
used to define the operating characteristics of wind vanes is the distance
constant D defined as
v
D	 T Vv
3.4.5.1 NARRATIVE DESC91P TION OF THE INSTRUMENT
The instrument discussed here is a Heckman and Whitley
Model 50.2. This vane is a modern airfoil designed for turbulence studies,
This wind direction system is supplied with either of two vanes. The first
and more sensitive of these is longer and must be orientated with more care
than the smaller version, In the Earth's atmosphere these vanes exhibit
	
r^
^kthe following characteristics: 	 rF
Vane 1
	
Vane 2
Threshold
	 0.7 mi/h at 10	 0.7 mi/h at 100
Distance constant	 5.7 ft	 3.7 ft
Damping ratio
	
0.6
	 0.6
The vanes are coupled to the instrument transducer
through low torque bearings 	 As the wind direction changes, the vane moves,
causing an air gap capacitive transducer to phase-shift a 1 kc sinusoidal
signal relative to a 1-1diz reference signal by an amount directly proportional
to the wind direction azimuth, The output in this Form is transmitted to
the instrument translator. The translator converts the difference in phase
between the reference and signal wave forms to a do signal that is analog
to the wind direction,
3.4.5.2 INTERPRETATION OF THE MEASUREMENT,
Additional information needed to interpret measurement
A known reference point in the horizontal plane with regard to the system
output must be available to correctly identify the wind direction.
Method for analysis and interpretation of data 	 The
	
1.	 d	 1	
h _	 d
output of the sys tem 	 .s a do signal which is
	
inear an	 ana og to t e win
direction.in a 0 to 360	 representation. _.1
3.4.5.3	 INSTRUMENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total and dynamic ranges - 0 to 360'.
Accuracy - i`2° of azimuth.
Signal to noise '- Unknown.
Frequency response - Dependent upon wind speed.
Distance constant = 3.7 ft/min. +
Environmental effects - Vane material will not stand
temperatures above 140°F.
-	
3.4.5.4, INSTRUMENT OUTPUT
Output Signal - The output of the sensor is a 1 
signal. whose phase angle varies directly in a linear fashion with azimuth 
angle.
	
The translator output is ' a dc, signal which varies in a , linear }'
fashion directly with the azimuth angle.
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Bits per observation - For an accurate measurement
of the wind direction azimuth of tO.7 0 , a nine-bit word must be uoed.
3.4.5.5 PAYLOAD INTEGRATION
Weight - 2 lbs, approx.
Volume	 1/2 ft3 , approx.
Power - 12 volts do at 600 mA, 7.2 W.
Radio frequency interference - Radiation possible at 1 kHz
Magnetic moment Unknown.
Erection, orientation, or booms - The instrument must.
be erected into the free stream of the wind flow away from any obstruction.
It must alsi be oriented in such a way that an azimuth reference pointwith
regard to the instruments output can be obtained in order to obtain proper
data from the sensor.
Compatibility with sterilization at 145% The materials
used in the present model of this instrument will not withstand temperatures
greater than 140°F. However, an instrument using materials capable of with-
s-sanding greater ambient temperatures maybe manufactured.
Special requirements The sensor must 6e mounted level
with respect to the horizontal plane and oriented in a known direction.
3.4.5:6	 STATE OF DEVELOPMENT	 1
i'
This instrument has-been Fully developed for use in
the Earth's atmosphere.	 Development of new designs using different materials
A,L must be undertaken in order to make use of this instrument in other planetary
atmospheres.
,I
REFERENCES - WIND VANE
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Mountain View,California.
Her Majeaty's Stationery Office, 	 1956:- Handbook of Meteorological Instruments.
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SPHERE ANEMOMETER3.4.6
3.4.6,1 NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTRUMENT
Sphere anemometers are based upon the pressure or
drag forces exerted upon a body when it is placed in a moving fluid or
gas. The sphere anemometer is capable of measuring both speed and direction
in three dimensions. As the sphere encounters flow, the fluid exerts a
drag.force over the cross section area of the sphere. A force balance
system translates this drag force into force components via strain gauges
in each axis.
Determination of the wind velocity through measurement
of these forces is a well known technique. To find the force vector acting
on the sphere, the output voltage of each strain gage system must be
squared and added and' the square root of the sum then taken. The vector
angle in each plane is simply the arc tangent of the components. The
velocity vector lies along the force vector and its length is proportional
to the square root of the force vector, Flow Corporation of Cambridge,
Massachusetts, has developed and currently markets a sphere anemometer.
3.4.6,2 INTERPRETATION OF THE MEASUREMENT
Additional information.needed to interpret the measure-
ment - Atmospheric density.
Method for analysis and int erpretation of data - The
output of the instrument is in the form of three voltage outputs one for
each plane, Both speed and direction of the wind flow are found from a
vector analysis of these outputs.
3.4.6.3 INSTRUMENT CHARACTERISTICS
i
i
1
^,j
Bits per observation For a 11 resolution, three
I ^	
eight bit words are needed.
3.4.6. 5 PAYLOAD INTEGRATION
J
Weight Under 2 pounds
Volume - 'Approximately 1 cubic foot
Power 115 Volts ac
Radio frequency interference - None
Magnetic moment —Unknown
-J,
Erection, orientation, or booms - Must be erected
into free stream wind flow and oriented into a known position.
Compatibility with sterilization at 145 o C _ Unknown
Special requirements None
3.4.6.6 STATE OF DEVELOPMENT
83 5 ROTATING AUMMOMETER;
Their operation is based on the continuous or transient transfer of
kinetic energy from the air stream to a rotating system. The speed of
S
r
	
	
of rotation of these devices is a function of the average wind speed.
Under steady-state conditions, kinetic energy may or may not be trans-
ferred from the flow stream, depoanding on the type of rotor (except for
mechanical frictional losses which require a continuous supply of kinetic
energy from the flowing air for all types of rotors),
Ile
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3.5.1 WIND MILL
3.5.1.1 NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTRMIENT
y
This type of anemometer has a horizontal spindle with
radial arms upon which a set of light vanes is mounted. A transducer is
attached to the spindle as a means of observing the instrument ' s performance.
The axis of the spindle must be parallel to the wind directio n. ; thus the
instrument is generally mounted upon a type of wind vane. If bearing
friction could 'ae neglected, the vane speed, u, is related to the wind
speed along the spindle taxis, v, by
u = v tan
where 0 is the angle the vanes are inclined to the wind direction. As 0
is usually in the range of 40 to 50 0 , a is approximately equal to v, instead
of about one-third of v as in the case of cup anemometers. This and the fact
A.
that the radial arms are generally short, means the rate of rotation is
very high, and as a consequence, this type of anemometer i s unsuitable
for measuring high wind speeds. They respond welleven to wind speeds below
0.5 mi/h
In variable winds,, as with the cup anemometer, thet	 i,
mean wind speed is over-estimated; the error is, however, less than
1 per cent for a sinusoidal variation of the wind speed of an amplitude
{	 of 10 per cent of the mean wind speed. The error increases as the square
of the variation amplitude and may be significant in some natural winds.
j
	
	
Systems for using three propeller type anemometers,
one in each of three',planes , have been developed. By fixing the position
of each anemometer and sampling each of the anemometer outputs, resultant
wind velocity vector may be found, thus yielding both wind speed and
{	 direction. A commercial version of this type of anemometer system is
{,I	 manufactured by R. M. Young of Ann Arbor, Michigan, and the following
characteristics apply.
3.5.1.2 INTERPRETATION OF THE MEASUREMENT
Additional information needed to interpret the measure-
ment - Further investigation into the _effects of density of the gas are
needed.
Methods for analysis and interpretation of data
E The propeller of the instrument drives a do generator whose output represents
wind speed in a linear fashion. The relationship 'between output voltage
E and wind speed U is approximately
r
U	 0.5 + 41.6E
^;
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3.5.1.3 INSTRUMENT CHARACTERISTICS
1
r
Total and dynamic range - O to 50 mi/h,
,Accuracy Not available
Signal to noise - Not available
Frequency response Distant constant = 2,4 feet
Environmental effects - Propeller is constructed of
foamed polystyrene and cannot withstand temperatures above 1400r, Bearings
must be protected against dirt and dust particles in extreme conditi.ans.
3.5.1.4 INSTRUMENV OUTPUT
Output signal - The output of the instrument is an
analog do voltage which represents wind speed in a linear fashion.
x
Bits per observation - Using the instrument with a
50 mi/h range, a seven bit binary word yields a resolution of 0.78 mi/h.
3.5.1.5 r,,kYLOAD INTEGRATION
Weight - Approximately 1 lb.
bF
.1
Volume - Approximately 20 cubic inches.
Power - None, except for possible amplification for telemetry.
Radio frequency interference - None
Ma g tVtic moment - Unknown.	 Magnet is used as field`
for generator.
Erection, orientation, or booms - Must be mounted and
oriented into the free stream of the wind away from obstructions.
Compitabi.lity with sterilization at 145 0C - Propeller Y
material cannot withstand temperatures above 1400F.
Special requirements - None
M1Y
3.5.1.6	 STATE OF DEVELOPMENT
The instrument is commercially available • however,
currently it is not in widespread.use.
,
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03.5.2 ROTATING CUM'S
3.5.2.1 NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTRUMENT
The cup anemometer normally consists of three or four
cups mounted upon a vertical shaft so that the diametral plane of each cup
is vertical.. As the force on the concave side of any cup, due to wind, is
greater than that on the convex side in a similar position, the cup wheel
rotates. For any given anemometer, the speed at which the wheel rotates
depends, to a good approximation, only upon the wind speed, provided the
wind speed ic steady and great enough to overcome the friction of the
instrument bearings. The rate of rotations does not depend upon wind
direction, nor to any appreciable extent on the density of the air.. A
further investigation into the density effects i g needed when considering
the use of cup anemometers in atmospheres other than earth's.
The speed of rotation of the wheel at the cup centers
with relation to wind speed varies in a complex fashion with the dimensions
of the anemometer but, in general, is approximately three. If v is the
wind speed and V is the linear speed of the cup centers, it is possible to
express the relationship between them for a given anemometer in the form
of a power series
v	 a+bV+cV2+ .._.-*
d
in which a, b, and c are constants. 	 The best designs are ones in which
the constant and the coefficient of V2 and higher powers of V are zero or
very small.	 Many experiments in wind tunnels have been made to determine
the beat cup anemometer design.
	
In each case, the dimensions, shape and
materials have-been varied. 	 These experiments have concluded that among
other things a three-cup wheel is superior to four-cup systems; a semi-
conical shape is better than a hemispherical shape, and beaded edges of
the cups reduce errors in turbulent winds,
	
As a result modern cup anemo-
meters are light, small, have large ratios of cup diameter and respond to
^s described heremuch lower ',find speeds than older designs. A modern cup i V,
and is manufactured by Beckman Whitley Inc,
The rotating cup wheel is attached to a shaft which
in turn drives a capacitance transducer. 	 The transducer rotates to produce 1
an amplitude-modulated signal which is demodulated to provide a sinusoidal
.	 output_ voltage, the frequency of which is 40 times the shaft rotation.- I
This signal may be either interpreted directly or further reduced to furnish
wind speed data,
v
3.5.2.2 INTERPRETATION OF THE MEASUREMENT
Additional information needed to interpret the measure-
ment - Further investigation into the effects of
	
gas density is needed..
i
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Method of analysis and interpretation of the data -
The frequency of the instrument output f, is related to wind speed u, by
tl-
I u	 0.75 +	 f11.8
3.5.2.3
	
INSTRIUM&1T CHARACTERISTICS
Total and dynamic range - Total range - 0 to 90 mi/h
Accuraoy - f 1 per cent of absolute value ,
Signal to noise - Unknown
Frequency response - Distance constant is equal to
.	 5feet of air.
Environmental effects - Bearings must be protected
from dirt and dust particles. a
3.5.2.4	 INSTRUMENT OUTPUT
Output signal - The 'output is a modulated ac signal
where the frequency of the modulation is proportional to wind speed and
may be us(-..d in a digital system.	 Some form of time period over which the
information is gathered must be used.
Bitser observationnervati  - [using a one minute time period
approximately 65000 counts must be either accumulated or transmitted.
3.5.2.5	 PAYLOAD INTEGRATION
Weight -,Approximately 2 lb.
' Volume	 Approximately 0.5 cubic ft,	 APPr...	   
r"„`.	_ ^
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3.6.1 BALLOONS
In the earth's atmosphere there are four different types of
balloons used for wind measurement: ROSE (ascending), ROBIN (descending),
radiosonde, and Jimsphere. The ROSE is a superpressured 2-meter diameter
aluminized (for easy radar tracking) spherical, balloon; the ROBIN is a
superpressured 1-meter diameter mylar sphere; the radiosonde is a various-
sized neoprene and rubber balloon; and the Jimsphere is a dimpled super-
pressured ROSE balloon designed to give more detail to recovered wind
profiles. The two balloons most widely used from the above listing are
the ROBIN (rocket flights) and the radiosonde (routine meteorological
soundings). The particulars of the radiosonde balloon will be discussed.
Where the ROBIN differs from the radiosonde balloon, this will be noted.
3.6.1.1 RADIOSONDE
The radiosonde balloon is helium filled and is released
from the surface. It rises at an assumed rata until it bursts, generally
around 30 km. Various radars can be used. as tracking equipment to measure
azimuth and elevation angles, and slant range.
3.6.1.2 INTERPRETATION OF MEASUREMENT
Additional information needed None
Method for analysis and interpretation of data
Balloon position is computed from the radar data, and the wind vectors
are computed for different intervals based on altitude.
3 6 1.3 INSTRUMENT
Total and dynamic range - Dependent on altitude and
integration time.
Accuracy - The accuracy depends on the type of balloon,
used, the type of radar used for track :,ng, the height of the balloon, and
the elevation angle. Two of these parameters are considered in the
following expression
a 	
0.9h x 10_
2
/sing a	
1I
where a is RMS vector error in knots, h is the height of the balloon in
thousands of feet and ot is the elevation angle. There is general agree-
ment that the error, which increases with height, reaches a maximum of X15
knots at around 30 km.
ROBIN accuracy RMy error, 4ktsat 60 to 70 km; 2 kts
at 50 to 60 km; 1.1 kts at 40 to.50 km.
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Signal, to noise - Depends upon the type of tracking
equipment and the reflection characteristics of the balloons.
Frequency response - The balloon is assumed to be
completely responsive to the wind for the time intervals used to compute
the individual wind vectors.
Environmental effects - No special environmental
effects are encountered.
3.6.1.4	 INSTRUMENT OUTPUT
Output signal - Typical radar output.
Bits per observation - For azimuth angle to within
50 , 7 bits; for elevation.-angle to within 50, 5 bits; for slant range,
2 bits, for an order of magnitude, 7 bits for 1 per cent accuracy.
3.6.1.5	 PAYLOAD INTEGRATION
No balloons of this type has been designed for plane-
tary study.	 Also, special radar equipment would be required.	 The balloon
itself weighs only a few pounds and can carry payloads up to about 6 pounds.
Generally, it is less than 6 feet in diameter fully inflated at the surface.
3.6.1.6	 STATE OF DEVELOPMENT
The radiosonde balloon is a throughly tested opera-
tional wind measuring device as is the e4uipment that is used to track it.
Et
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3.6.2 RADAR REFLECTIVE PARACHUTE
3.6.2.1 NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTRUMENT
This atmospheric tracer is deployed and tracked in
much the same manner as the ROBIN balloon sphere. Two different types
of parachutes have been used. The first an 8-ft metalized parachute and
the second a 15-ft silyered silk parachute.
3.6.2.2 INTREPRETATION OF MEASUREMENT
Additional information needed None.
Method for analysis and interpretation of data - The
method for analysis of the data is essentially the same as that for the
ROBIN balloon sphere. Slant range, azimuth, and elevation angle are the
tracking parameters, and from these observed data, the winds can be
computed. The winds are averaged over a selected time period for each
accepted observation.
3.6.2.3 INSTRUMENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total and dynamic ranges - Dependent on altitude and
integration time.
Accuracy - Accuracy estimates have a rather wide
range. For the 15-ft parachute the total wind error is about 3 m/sec
for 1-minute averaging time (JSAG, 1961). Smith and Vaughan (1961) state
that the error in rocketsonde wind speeds is approximately 8 m/sec or 10
per cent of the speed, whichever is greater. Jenkins (1962) found a 30 kt
difference in winds measured "simultaneously" by chaff and parachute at
7 0 lam
Signal to noise - The signal to noise ratio depends
primarily on the nature of the tracking equipment.
Frequency' response - Once equilibrium is reached with
the wind, the parachute is assumed to be completely responsive to atmo-
spheric motion over the time intervals used to compute the individual wind
vectors.
Environmental effects - No special environmental'
effects are encountered.
3.6.2.4	 INSTRUMENT OUTPUT
Output signal - Typical radar output
Bits per observation - Total of 21 (see radiosonde
awl
balloon).
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3.6.2.5 PAYLOAD INTEGRATION
The type of tracking equipment will primarily deter -
mine the payload integration details. The weight of the 1S ft parachute
is 2.14 lbs and the distance from the base of the chute to the base plate
slightly above the payload is 1819".
3.6.2.6 STATE OF DEVELOPMENT
The parachute system is one of the major wind measuring
instruments used by the Meteorological. Rocket Network. Therefore, it is
a thoroughly tested system and operational.
i
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3. 6.3	 DIPOLE CHAFF
3.6 .3.1	 NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF THE TNSTRUMNT
Lightweight dipole chaff particles are carried aloft
by a rocket and ejected into the atmosphere near the apogee of the rocket
trajectory.	 The chaff are generally made of copper, mylar "suchy" metalized
material, or aluminum-coated plastic ,foil.. They drift down through the
atmosphere and the patch is tracked from the ground,
	 It is assumed that
the majority of the particles remain together in a cluster so that tracking
data does not become erroneous due to dispersion.
3.6.3.2	 INTERPRETATION OF THE MEASUREMENT
Additional information needed to interpret the
measurement -	 None,
Mothod for analysis and interpretation of data - Like
the other tracked objects, the necessary position parameters are obtainedJ	 ^	 p	 P
and the winds computed from these observed data.	 The individual wind
observations that constitute a wand profile are time averaged.
3.6..3.3	 INSTRUMENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total and dynamic range - Dependent on altitude and
i.nte g ration..tirne,
Accuracy - The dispersion problem is one of the chief
difficulties with the chaff-measurement technique.	 The aluminum-coated
plas tic 	 standard error deviation o	 23 knots.	 Errors for the other'^  h as 
chaff types cannot be specified accurately.
Signal to noise - The signal to noise ratio depends
on the reflection characteristics of the chaff and the nature of the
tracking equipment.
Frequency response - After ,the chaff has been released
and approaches the wind velocity, it i s assumed that the chaff responds
instantaneously to changes in atmospheric motion, at least on the time
averaged scale that is used to compute each observed wind vector.
Environmental effects - No'special environmental
effects are encountered.
..
3.6.3.4	 INSTRUMENT OUTPUT
Output signal - Typical radar output.
Bits per observation 	 Total of 21 (see radiosonde
balloon).
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3.6,3.5	 PAYLOAD INTE'V"RATION
Payload integration will depend primarily on the
type of tracking equipment that will be necessary to perform the exper-
iment.
3.6-3.6	 STATE OF DEVELOPRENT
Chnff wind measuring techniques are eurrontly employod
by some parts of the Meteorological Rocket Notwork. Thus,	 the technique
is operational and has been thoroughly tested.
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3.6.4 AEROSOLS
3,6.4.1	 DOUBLE-BEAM RADAR
This technique considers two infinitely thin radar
beams radiating from a single transmitter, feeding a single receiver, and
separated by angle 25 (Atlas and Wexler, 1965),	 The wind vector w is
assumed constant across the angle 26. 	 Echoes from naturally occurring
aerosols moving across the first beam produce a small radial Doppler
shift	 f, = +(2/X)wb	 while those passing through the sec^ortd beam pro-
duces equal negative shifts	 f2 = -fl	 where X is the wavelength of the
radar.	 The resultant echo received at the antenna from both of the
above echoes, which arrive simultaneously, fluctuates with the frequency
F = fl -	 f2 = 2F 1 . (2/X)	 (2w,5.)
Thus, the dual beam configuration would produce a fluctuation frequency
which can be measured by conventional radar which is uniquely related to
the transverse component of the wind speed. 	 Since actual beams are not
infinitely	 thin, each beam will observe a.spectrum of velocities, 	 Also,
the incident radar will observe a spectrum of frequencies, 	 If no contam-
inating effects were present, the Doppler spectrum observed on each beam
would follow a Gaussian function with breadth proportional to the cross-
wind component,	 However, with two beams the Doppler spectrum will be an
image of the two-lobed pattern.of the antenna and the spacing between
the peaks will be a unique function of the crosswind component. 	 Each
lobe of the spectrum will be broadened by natural atmospheric processes,
but as long as the peaks are clearly defined their spacing will not be
changed.
For each Dop pler spectrum there is a fluctuation
spectrum which is given by
Q til %rill	 R(vl	 q (v	 4- ti)du
AW I
and SM for the combined beams can be expressed as
(v + v 0) 2	 (V	 0) 2
S(v) = exp I -	 2	 1 + exp I	 2Za	 2o-
where	 vo Doppler component of wind along axis of one beam v,,= w sin 5,
a2 .. total variance of cr02 + 0.12 )
0'02 = variance due to beam width broadening for a single beam,
0°1 2 = variance due to turbulence, wind shear and variable fall
speeds of the particles.
Combining (1) and (2) we have
If 2 s	 (U- 2'V 0) P.	 ( (u-2vo) 2
S(u) C 2 exp	 + exp	 + exp
4o• 2	 4o- 2	 40' 2
where
CS(u)du
8 vrit cr	 8 ,/g0"CO
In some cases it can be more practical to measure the
autocorrelation function P(T) of the intensity I(t) rather than the fluctu-
ation spectrum where T is the correlation time. This function is given by
00
P(O	 S (F) cos 21c FrdF
where S(F) is the fluctuation spectrum and F = 2u/X. The wind speed can
be determined by the position of the minimum, at -v = 1/2F0 or the secondaryrj
maximum which occurs before T = 1/ro.
Practical experience has shown that it is much pimpler
to measure the variance of the fluctuation spectrum. The variance S4 is
expressed by
S2	 2o•2
 + 2o-2W2
2
The variance for single beam measurements is 2cr	 'Thus the difference in
the variance between single beam and dual	 is 20,2beam variance	 w which is
measured by simple instrumentation. Therefore, 2o-'% ,2 is a unique measure
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of transverse target velocity and is independent of either beam width or
spectral broadening by contamination, provided that both variance and wind
are constant over the beam spacing.
Detectable scatterers are necessary to measure winds
by this technique.	 While it is uncertain whether or not sufficient reflec-
tive material may be
	 present in the Martian atmosphere, the atmosphere of
Venus with its clou ds offer a greater prospect.
	
This technique can be used
Lor radars wi.,th wavelengths between slightly less than l cm to 10 cm.
There is no apparent upper boundary to the wind speeds
that can be measured.	 In fact s is generally smaller for large wind
speeds.
The errors encountered are a function cf wind speed
and beam separation.	 For a given wind speed the error decreases with
increased beam spacing. 	 For example, wind speed error is i'4 m/s for 2°
beam spacing versus ± 1 m/s for 8° separation. 	 Naturally, the use of as
large a beam spacing as possible is desirable. 	 However, this might cause
sizeable differences in both wind and variance from one beam to the other,
i
3.6. 4, 2	 LASER TECHNIQUE
The measurement of wind velocity w,th laser techniques
involve, the application of optical Doppler techniques to polychromatic
Tight detection and 	 ranging (PLIDAR) signals from atmospheric aerosols
embedded in the wind field.	 It is assumed that the aerosols are small
enory gh to be completely responsive to the ^?ind at their level.
For the PLIDAR technique to obtain wind velocities,
the Doppler-frequency shift must be greater than the output pulse frequency
bandwidth.	 Particle velocitiesup to 500 m/s can be mea aced with the
Doppler-velocity technique. 	 If higher velocities are to be measured, th e
laser beam must be subcarrier modulated.	 White, Nugent, and Carrier (1965)
state:
it is readily apparent that transmitter characteristics are
Jcritical factors in any laser system designed to measure wind velocity by
Doppler techniques. 	 Direct optical Doppler will require excessive receiver
bandwidth; however, it will allow better range resolution.	 Subcarrier
Doppler, or the other band, while requiring receiver bandwidths of only
tens of kilocycles, will require absolute transmitter frequency stability
on the order of kilocycles, and range resolution can be seriously degraded."
Aerosols are very responsive to atmospheric motions.	 -
".I'his feature gives the aerosol tracer an advantage over other; possible
tracers.
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3.6..5 ELECTRO-MAGNETIC ACOUSTIC (EMAQ PROSE
3.6.5.1 NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTRUMENT
In this wind measuring system (Allen and Wainer,
1963), the Doppler radar tracks an acoustic shock wave which creates a
change in the index of refraction. The relation between P r (receivedpower), P i
 (incideut power) and n (index of refraction) is
Pr _ hn 2 .
	
..	
Pi	 2
If there is a train of N-shock waves, the reflected power is increased
	
s	 according to
Pr 1 Lin 2 N2
Pi	 2
Wind speeds can be calculated from
2
a 	 Vr _ .a + V cos	 - a
	
sing	 (1)
i where ar =	 radial component of sound velocity;
V - radial component of wind velocity,
r
f
V =	 wind speed,
a- speed of sound,
=	 angle of radar antenna with horizontal.
The left-hand side of (1) can be determined from the Doppler shift, f-fo
y from
t.
f _ f	 (a	 4- v )o	 c	 r
where f is the .frequency of the returned signal, f 	 the frequenc	 of the
radiated signal and c the speed of light.	 t
'Me wind direction can be determined from pointing
the radar heam in two different directions and measuring the radial veto-.
cities. These velocities plus knowledge of the separation angle between
the two measurements is enough to define the wind direction.
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-The most feasible sound source suggested is a burst
of sound waves whose wave fronts would steepen to become shock waves
with.n a few hundred fees; of the source. 	 These waves would retain their
shock character for about two miles,
	 However, under moist conditions,
greater attenuation occurs and the shock character would be retained for
shorter distances.	 Thu,, it becomes apparent that measurements cannot
be made over large areas with This system.
3.6.5.2	 INTERPRETATION OF THE MEASUREMENT
Additional information needed to interpret measurement-
Since the speed of sound varies with the square root of temporature and the v.
ratio of specific I-eats, simultaneous meas ,irement of the gas composition
and the average temperature between the wound source and radar are needed.
Method for analysis and interpretation of data - The
Doppler shift in frequency, 	 f-f , is the measured quantity.	 Since turbulence
is present in the atmosphere, tRe returned signal bas a spread of frequencies. Tv,The Doppler shift is measured by comparing the phase difference between
transmitted and received signals -as a function of time.	 Then the wind speedis computed from (1).	 Knowledge of two radial velocities measured in differ-
ent directions and the separation angle between the measurements defines`
the wind direction.
3.6.5.3 INSTRUMENT' CHARACTERISTICS
1
u:
Total and dynamic ranges ..	 The wind speed range of
the sensor has not been indicated precisely.	 However, it is estimated that f
winds up to 100 ft/s could 'be measured. 	 Further, the antenna size and pulse`
repetition frequency limit the maximum unambiguous radial velocity that can
be measured.	 This velocity is not specified.,'
Accuracy -	 From theoretical considerations, it is
deduced t'< T	the maximum error for wind speed in the dire .;tion of search -r
is	 10 perLC-'n',.	 of the measured speed.
Signal to noise - The signal to noise determines the
maximum range of the measuring technique.	 It is computed 'by equating the ?
'received power level
-d	
e	 el minus , a	 o c nstantto the. radiate.	 power level 	 c 	 owesp
leirel which depends on the characteristics of the receiver, the strength
of the sound source, turbulence :scale, turbulent wind speed, temperature Tilland humidity.
Frequency response -	 The "time constant" is simply
the time needed for the radiated signal to leave the radar antenna and the
reflected portion to return froth the shock front. 	 This time interval i
very small.	 11 the shock front is two miles from the 'radar antenna,.,
"time constant" is 2 x 10" 3 11
Environmental effects - None;antici.psted.
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3.6.5.4 INSTRUMENT OUTPUT
Output signal The output will be in pulse form.
A linear relation exists between the Doppler shift and wand speed.
Bits per observation The number of bits per
observation will depend on whether the Doppler shift is measured with or
without the presence of turbulence. If turbulence is present, then a
spectrum of frequencies is measured and the Doppler shift determined by
comparing the phase difference between transmitted and received signals
as a function of time. For a temperature mea surement (accurate to 3
places), and Doppler shift. (accurate to 3 places) 20 bits are needed.
3.6.5.5. PAYLOAD INTEGRATION
A standard Doppler radar can be used. Undoubtedly,
much further design and development would have to be done before any
existing instrument would be suitable for other planetary atmospheric
studies,
3. 6.5.6 STATE OF DEVELOPMENT
This technique has received thorough theoretical
treatments, but no testing. No sound system has been developed.- Con-
sider:sble testing is required befor e the practical accuracy of the
system can be assessed.
I.
3. 6.6 ALKALI METAL CLOUDS
Alkali metal vapor clouds of lithium, sodium, or cesium,
when illuminated by solar radiation, emit a characteristic resonance
radiation. For sodium this is the "yellow" D line at 5890 R and 5896
At twilight, when the sun is 6 to 9 degrees below the horizon, a cloud
extending upward from 90 km is still illuminated by the sun, while the,
intensity of the diffuse sky background illumination is reduced suffi -
ciently to allow cloud photography. The wind field is determined from
the time transport of the cloud axis that is recorded on successive
cloud photographs. Alkali metal clouds can be photographed over a max -
imum time period of about 15 minutes	 There is a lower limit to the
height at which this resonance radiation is observed in the Earth's
atmosphere and 90 km can be taken as an effective lower bound.
'	 Note that alkali metal clouds require solar illumination and
can only be used effectively with ground-based photography at twilight
conditions of reduced sky background illumination. 	 Photography of a
vapor cloud from an orbiting platform is another variation on the use of
such clouds as tracers of atmospheric wind motion.	 In this case accurate
tracking of the cloud axis is complicated by the motion of the platform
and under certain conditions the absence of stars as fixed reference
points against which the cloud motion can be determined.	 The actual
reduction of wind data from a series of cloud photographs is done either
numerically using star positions and spherical geometry or by an analogue
technique in which the images of the cloud from several camera sites are
projected, against the surface of a hemispherical dome.	 The projected
image from two or more camera sites of the same point on a cloud will
intersect and determine the x, y, and z position in (analogue) space of
that particular point..	 The spatial position of the "same" cloud point.
a minute or so later will give the average cloud transport from which
velocity components can be obtained. 	 Normally the assumption is made j
that there is only a very small vertical motion at these heights so that
no attempt is made to "track" individual elements within the cloud.	 The
spatial changes in the cloud for two different times and for the sameP	
height level are assumed to be representative of the same "cloud particle."
In an application of the vapor trails technique to sounding
a planetary atmosphere, the first question that must be ;answered is whether
the chemistry of another planetary atmosphere.is such that these vapors would
be chemicallyaltered after their release and therefore would no longer emit
the characteristic D-line :adiation. 	 The second question involves an esti-
mate of the lowest altitude level at which this resonance radiation could
occur.	 The final question involves how to form a cloud in a 'Planetary
=I
{
atmosphere and whether it is reasonable to expect the same, accuracy of
vertical wind profiles as is obtained in the Earth's atmospher e .
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Alkali metal vapor clouds are normally formed by m ,,-, nn,-, of a
thermal vaporization. process. Solid sodium pellets are embedded in an
aluminum-thermiate' mixture which is ignited by a starter explosive, charge.
A mass of 400 grams of metallic sodium would contain about 1025 a toms if
completely vaporized. With a vaporization process efficiency of 5 percent
and a constant deposition rate over 50 km of atmosphere, an initial line
density of 1017 atoms/cm could be expected, Concentrations of loll atoms/cm2
or greater represent an optically thick cloud so that even a charge of 100
grams should be adequate.
The accuracy of wind measurement achieved with this technique
ti
	
	
in the Earth's atmosphere should not be obtainable in planetary explora-
tion with present technology and financial resources. For a qualitative
measure of wind and, in particular, vertical wind shear, the formation of
a twilight sodium (or cesium) vapor trail could be valuable.
The question of how the cloud is formed and how it is photo-
graphed, i.e. from the planet's surface or from an orbiting vollicle, must
be answered before vapor trails can be given serious consideration at this
stage of planetary exploration.*
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3 7	 ACTIVE FALLING OBJECT
f	 In the active falling object technique, radar tracking establishes
the wind direction only. 	 The falling ob,,ect contains one of two possible
measuring devices that combined with the attitude of the object gives
sufficient information to determine the speed (Morrissey, 1965). Thus
far, instrumentation is in the rough design stage. 	 It has been designed
for use as a drops6nde from aircraft,
k
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3 , 7.1 GYROSCOPIC SENSOR
The determination of wind direction is the same for both types
of falling objects and is computed from the following equation
WIND DIRECTION _ AIRCRAFT 'HEADING + * + 7 + 0
The precise aircraft heading is assumed to be known. 	 The angle * is the{
angle	 between the radiating source and a fixed axis which is on a line
along the main axis of the aircraft.	 However, with a fast-falling sonde
instrument, V will remain small and is assumed to be zero. 	 The measure-
ment of y (the angle between the sonde ax.1s and the line connecting the
aircraft to the position of the sonde) can be accomplished by the sonde
having a directional antenna pattern and then rotating the pattern. 	 The
received signal strength will be amplitude modulated. 	 If a masker is
placed on the transmitted signal where the axis of the antenna pattern is
aligned with the axis of the sonde y can be determined by the relative
position of the marker in the received radiation pattern. 	 The angle is
given by	 , x
360 --7-
R
where TR is the distance Oetween peaks in the signal and T7 is the distance
between a peak and the marker.	 The angle (0) between the wind direction
and the sonde axis depends on the sensor.	 With a system whose physical
orientation was determined	 by the wind speed-, 0 would have to be measured
It and telemetered. 	 However, with a rotating sensor, the sensit ive axis can
be aligned and rotate together.	 Thos, locating the antenna axis, which
is accomplished by determining maximum received signa l strength, is the
- same as locating the sensing axis. 	 The sum of y + 0 is accomplished by
comparing the phase difference between the telemetered wind speed information
and the received signal strength.
To determine the wind speed, gyroscopic action is used to
rigidly orient: the sonde in the vertical direction and sense angle of attack.
-The bottom portion of the sonde, containing sensors and antenna, would be
rotated at one revolution per second.	 The sensor would be a differential
pressure transducer that would detect the difference in pressure on the
opposite sides of the rotating sonde nose.	 Wind speed is related to the
amplitude of the signal and the amplitude is related to the angle of attack
(a): ' The relation between wind speed and a is given by
V'
?,
tan a _ i^W
x
where Vw is wind speed and V f is the fall :velocity of the ins trument package.
With this system, the sonde :should be designed for large inertia to give
} the maximum .gyroscopic momen t .
T
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.	 3.7.2 ANGLE OF ATTACK SENSOR
This is a simpler system than the gyroscopic sensor. The wind
direction is measured with the same technique described for the gyroscopic
device.
In th!3 technique the wind speed is sensed by having the vechiyle
aerodynamically designed to seek a zero angle of attack. Then the inclination
of the aerodynamic axis to the vertical would be an indicator of the wind
speed. The sensor itself would be.a rotating accelerometer, whose sensitive
"plane" would be perpendicular to the aerodynamic axis of the sonde. Assuming
no centripetal acceleration, the accelerometet'would measure the degree go
which the sensitive axis was dipped into the gravitational field of the Earth
due to inclination of the sensitive plane with the horizontal. The sensed
acceleration as a function of time, ,a(t) , is given by
dv
a(t) s g - dtF sin p sin cut
where g is the Earth's gravitational acceleration, p is the angle of incli-
nation of the sensitive plane to the horizontal, cut defines the position of
the sensitive axis in the sensitive plane, and dVF/dt is acceleration of the
sonde. In practice, dVF/dt is less than 1 ft/sec thus the term can be
assumed to be zero with less than 3 percent error. The final expression
then becomes
a(t) = g sin P sin mt.
The instrument has been designed for wind measurement from the
Earth's surface to 10 km.
F
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4, DENSITY
Atmospheric densities near the surface of Mars can be expected to
lie within lx10' 5 g cm-3 and 3,5x10' 5 g cm- 3 (House, et al., 1967). The
average 4-Casi,ty scale height is about 17 km near the surface and decreases
to about 8 km above 30 km altitude.
Analysis of the Venus IV data suggests that atmospheric densities near
the surface of Venus are about 15 times terrestrial values, or of the order
of 1.5x10` 2 9 cm- 3 . The density scale heights are approximately the same
as the pressure scale heights; about 12 km near the surface, decreasing
to about 6 km at a height of 30 km, The scale height of tho upper neutral
atmosphere according to the preliminary results of the S-band occultation
o.xperirnent on Mariner V, is about 5 km.
r
4.1
	
DECELERATION OF FALLING BODIES
I,
There are currently several types of balloons and spheres irr, use or in
the planning stages for the determination of the density profiles above the
Earth's troposphere.	 They can be basically broken down into two categories;
measurements of atmospheric drag from radar - tracked spheres, where the amount
of drag is related to density, and falling bodies with accelerometer measure-
merits.	 The radar tracking of the sphere requires a large amount of cumbersome 0
ground equipment and is not currently suited for study of :,the atmospheres of
other planets where equipment must be kept to a minimum, This leaves the ac-
celerometer placed inside a falling body — an entry vehicle or a sphere — as
the,better of the two techniques for planetary observations.
The classical drag equation for a falling sphere is given by the
following expressioni
F	 =ma	 1/2pV2C	 AD	 D	 D
where
	
FD	 drag force,
m	 = sphere mass, i
A	 = sphere cross-sectional area,
a 
	 = drag acceleration,
V	 sphere velocity,
CD = coefficient of drag,
p	 = atmospheric density.
If the mass of the body is known and the acceleration measured, the
drag force is determined.	 Then, with tho knowledge of the other parameters
in the equation, the density can be determined.	 For a planetary atmosphere,
the velocity would be determined by ant integration with respect to time
of the accelerometer data, where the accelerometer is contained within, an
uncontrolled freely falling sphere.	 Further, the altitude h would be
4	
calculated from f
Y	 t	 5
'	 h = hE -	 V sin 0 dt
r
..	 o
where	 hE 	 height of the entry of the body into the atmosphere,
0	 = flight -path angle measured relative to local hcrizontal,`>
t	 = time.
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Thus, tthe height would be calculated starting with t =0 at the time
of impact of the body with the surface. Therefore, from the above
discussion, it can be seen that the density profile can be calculated
even though the entry v^hi..cle is not tracked by radar,
Seiff (1963) discusses the &-termination of the pressure profile
from the re,corAed density data. Oue method requires the assumption of
an i.Sothermal atmosphere while the other method does not have this
limitation. With the second method pressure can be calculated front the
following expression
t
p	 (g p V sin 0)d
0
where	 p	 static- pressure,
t = timep-' gas density,
V ^ velocity of the entry vehicle,
0 = Bight-path angle measured relative to horizontal. {
Static pressure thus is calculated by summing up the weight of gas
	 -a
above the given altitude.. In fact, pressure can probably be obtained
more accurately -than. density- since. pV is 'Known more precisely than p.
If gas composition is known, then it is possible two calculate the temper-
ature-profile from the determined density and pressure data.
4.1.1 SPHERICAL ENTRY VEHICLE
4.1.1. 1 NARRATIVE DESCRIP TION OF THE INSTRUMENT
This is an instrument system which is currently being
proposed for planetary observations. The proposed system is a spherical
vehicle with a friaxis accelerometer. The spherical -vehicle enters the
planetary atmosphere with a known entry aug.le and speed. As the speed of
the vehicle is :i;etarded by the planet's atmosphere the accelerometer con-
tinually records data until impact... Then_, the data are related to the
density profile in the manner discussed earlier.
4.1 TE1.2 IN RPRETATION OF ME MEASUREMENT
r
Additional. information needed to interpret measurement-'
`file entry angle and speed are.required to properly determine the density
profile.
Method for analysis and interpretation "of data The
utput from-this instrument package will ptobably -be in the form of a radio
/signal which will be proportional to the measured -acceleration. Then, the
.j'	 density profile will be computed from the mathematical consideration
presented above.
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4, 1.1.3 INSTRUMENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total and dynamic ranges - The total range of the
instrument will probably be between 0 and 1000 go where go is the sea
level gravity of the celestial body. This range is based on a theoretical
study for Mars where the total range was between 0 and 450 go,. The dynamic
range would depend on the radio signal. used for the experiment, In practice,
the range of the instrument will depend on the celestial body to be otudi.ed,
Accuracy - There are three primary sources of errors.
First,	 there are the errors in measkirod acceleration. 	 Ilie error in density
will be directly proportional to any error in resultant acceleration.
Second, density error is inversely proportional to the square of the error
in calculated vehicle speed. 	 This speed error is cumulative with time and
is a direct result of integrating an erroneous acceleration measurement,
The third source of error comes from having to relate * iLtitude to time to
produce the density profile with height	 This error results 119--rom inte-
grating the time history of speed.	 Tlie impact of 'the prob o defines the
time at which altitude is zero and the integration proceelde, abi pve the
surface.	 Therefore, the error in altitude is a maximum at.time of enLry.
Theoretical estimates of the accuracy have been made
by Peterson (1965).	 Accelerometer accuracy causes the largest amount of
uncertainty in the density measurement. 	 Density errors are generally
about one to two orders of magnitude when an accelerometer with an accuracy
of 0,1 percent encounters a minimum atmosphere when a maximum atmosphere
was expected.	 If the accelerometer accuracy zould be improved, to 0.01
percent, then the maximum density error would be 1/2 order of magnitude
(at Low levels',	 This improvement is not currently within the state of the
art. A wa y to improve the accuracy, at least at tht , higher levels,	 is to
terminate the experiment at an entry 'vehicle speed of 750 ft/s (supersonic).
Under these circumstances with an accelerometer accurate to 0,3 percent,
the density error is about IY3 to 1/2 of an order of magnitudc.
The variations in calculated density produced by errors
in entry speed, determination of final altitude, and entry angle are not
as great as the variations caused by accelerometer errors.	 Gonerally, they
are a factor of 2 or .3 for reasonable errors in the above 3 parameters.
With the addition of c,
,
n-board pressure and temperature
transducers, it is also possible to determitte densities in the lower part
of the planetary atmosphere (subsonic portion) using a technique described
by Sommer and Boissev&in (1967).	 B a8i,' ;ally,	 the ambient pressure,
	
temper-
ature, and molecular weight of the atmosphere are obtained as a function
of height from measurements of the acceleration history of the vehicle and
the local pressure and temperature measurements. 	 Density is then determined
from the ideal gas law.
Fit
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4.1.1.4 and 4.1.1.5	 INSTRUMENT OUTPUT and PAYLOAD INTEGRATION
No information is currently available on instrument
output or anticipated payload integration for an accelerometer that would
be expected to perform the technique outlined above. 	 The nature of the
expected output from any accelerometer would be in some form that could
be related to length/time2.
4.1.1.6	 STATE OF DEVELOPMENT
There is at present no instrumentation-of this type
- available that is specifically designed to make planetary measurements
of atmospheric density,	 The accelerometers used for this purpose on
Earth could perhaps serve the purpose with proper telemetry and accelerom-
eterssuited to the expected ,conditions for a given planet,.	 It is possible
that some provision for determining altitude directly might be included in
any conducted planetary experiment. 	 An experiment similar to that proposed
by Sommer and Boissevain has been tested in the Earth°s atmosphere (Sommer
and Boissevain, 1967).
Is
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I4.2 LOW DENSITY IONIZATION GAUGES
This group covers instruments designed for the measurement of vacuum
or low density environments of the order of 10- 5 kg m- 3
 or less (10 gmHg
pressure at room temperature). Ionization type instruments operating at
higher densities are discussed in separate sections. An exception to this
low density criterion is the radioactive type ionization gauge, which,
however, will be included in this group. Low density ionization gauges
(LD IG for brevity) operate on the basis of gas molecule ionization, and
measurement of the resulting ion current, which is a function of the number
of gas molecules available for ionization. The means to generate this
ionization is the common criterion for the classification of these gauges.
The three main methods of ionization used are; (a) ionization by therm
ionically generated electrons accelerated in an electric field, (b) ion-
ization by self sustained high voltage glow discharge, and (c) ionization
by means of radiation (alpha, beta, and gamma).
j
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4.2, 1 INSTRUMENT
4.2.1. 1 NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTRUMENT
The three categories mentioned above are represented
by an equal number of instrument groups with some 'variation within each.
The discussion of these instrument groups will be separated only insofar
as their differencesare concerned
Based on their method of generation of ionization,
instruments of this type fill into the following groups: (a) thermionic
ionization gauge (commonly known as ionization gauge), (b) cold cathode
gauge (commonly known as Philips or Penning gauge), and (c) radioactive
{ ionization gauge (Alphatroa, typ.) .
i
(a) The thermionic ionization gauge consists of a
hot filament emitting eleot yrons which are accelerated by a positive grid
(100-30OV) and the resulting positive ions are collected by a negative
electrode whose current is a measure of air density. Several variations
of this instrument exist, one of which, the Bayard -Alpert gauge is designed
for vacuum measurement at pressure of the order of 10- 10 torr. Lower
pressure measurements have recently been achieved b 'y the use of magnetic
fields: (10- 13
 torr),
(b)- The Philips-Penning gauges consist of a glow
dischiarge electrode pair where the small number of ions generated by the
application of a.hgh potential is significantlyincreased by the use of
a magnetic field which increases the electron path causing a corresponding,
increase in the number of ionizing collisions. Again, the magnitude of
the ion current measured is proportional to the gas density.
(c)	 The Alphatron -is a typical representation of g
group of instruments that use ionizing radiation to impart charge,to the
gas molecules:	 The alphatron consists of an electrode pair, acroos which
a potential of abut
-30 or 40 V is applied, and an alpha radiation source
that ionizes the g;gs between the electrodes,
	
This source is generally a
gold -radium alloy containing typically 0.2 mg of radium. 	 Beta and gamma
sources have also bi±en used,	 1
4.2.1 , 2	 INTERPRETATION OF MEASUREMENT
Additio:!al information needed to interpret measurement	 b
The essential parameter required for all the above instruments is the gas
compos -ition.	 The calibration is always performed for a
- 
given gas.
rlethod of analysis and interpretation of data 	 In
^,. all the above instruments the ion current is Lo ortional to gas density, ,P - p	 	 Y,
! thus the measurement is interpreted on the basis of a prior calibration.
i
k.
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r4.2.1.3 INSTRUMENT CHARACTERI9TICS
Total and dynamic range - (a) 10-2 to 10 -7 Corr
kg ; o`3) for the "common ionization gauge." Low end extended to
10-13 torr (10- 16 kg m•3) for especially designed Bayard-Alpert gauges,
-i4	
(b) 10- 2 to 10-10 Corr (_10-5 to 10- 13 kg m` 3),,,
down to 1.0	 tore with special designs recently developed.
(c) 10 to 10 -3 tom (N10-2 to 10- 6
 kg m- 3 ) ,
Accuracy Ten percent of full scale for each range
(all types)
Signal to noise - Dependent on actual density, about
20 dB at low end of useful range.
Frequency response - ^::cme constants of the order of
0.1 to 1 a.
Environmental effects o High ambient gas ionization,
would affect operation (actua l limits dependent on density). External
magnetic fields of the order of 100 gauss or more may affect tile:
operation of the instrument.
4.2.1.4 INSTRUMENT OUTPUT
Output signal - Analog, calibrated, essentially
linear. Typical sensitivities are:
(a) 12 pA/µmHg jmA, for nitrogen (output current at
I micron pressure for an electron current of 1 mA).
(b) 1 mA at 10-3 torr and 2000 V applied.	 a
(c) 2.5 x 10-4 PA/torr (air)
Bits per observation - Dependent on desired resolution
and range of interest. In general, total bits _ 7 + number of decade ranges.
4.2.1.5 PAYLOAD INTEGRATION
Both the cold cathode or Penning type 'glow;discharge
andthe thermionic (Bayard-Alpert) gauges have recently been developed for
space applications. Payload integration parameters will be given for the
former since they are similar to those of the thermionic gauges, and
because of their inherent superiority over the latter in terms of sensitivity,
ruggedness, lower power consumption, etc.
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IWeight _ 2 lb. approximately
Volume - 30 in3, approximately
Power 1 W approximately
Radio frequency interference - None
Magnetic moment - The gauge operates with a permanent
magnet with a 1000 gauss field.
Erection, orientation, , or booms Free access of ambient
air should be provided.
Compatibility with sterilization at 1450  - High
Special requir*ments - None
4.2.1.5 STATE OF DEVELOPMENT
Semi-operational for planetary surface operation,
various types have been used for Earth orbital and deep space measurements
Because of low density ranges covered, more useful for upper atmosphere
density observations.
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4.3 CORONA DISCHARGE DE'NSITOMETER
If a gaseous electric discharge in the self-sustained, positive resis-
sauce, avalanche condition (corona or Townsend discharge) is maintained
between an electrode pair with iii inhomogeneous field distribution (high
field gradient at one electrode), the current through and the potential
across the discharge are a function of gas density, through its influence
on ion mobility. The most stable geometry for this electric discharge is
the concentric cylinder pair with the positive potential applied to the
axial corona generating electrode, by applying a constant potential to
the device, the corona current very nearly follows an equation of the form
In p - K:I + Sao, where p is gas density, po is ,gas density at corona
starting, I is current, and K is a constant dependent on electrode dimen-
sions and on gas composition. This relationship holds for air densities
above 10- 3 kg/m" 3 . At densities of the order of 10"4 kg /01" 3 the discharge
no longer can be maintained in its space charge controlled Townsend regime
and it goes over directly into a constant poiential general ionization
glow discharge (Penning gauge region)
9
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4. 3. 1 INSTRUMENT
4.3.1.1 NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTRUMENT
The basic instrument consists of a cylinder-wise dis-
charge pair which constitutes the actual sensor, and a regulated high
voltage power supply with a series resistor feeding the coaxial discharge
pair., For very wide density range operation, the series resistor in com-
bination with the supply potential is chosen to provide a shallow load
line and the output is taken across the discharge pair (potential output).
For narrower density range, high resolution operation, a steeper load
line is used in conj-unction with current output measurement obtained with
a small series dropping resistor, This latter approach is used in the
stratospheric corana_ -altimeter (Lilienfeld, 1965). This instrument includes
a temperature compensating network for altitude measurements independent
of temperature differences between the inside of the device and the free
environment. Typical operating values for the above instrument are:
supply voltage 1000V do with a 20 megohm series resistor, output current
range 0-25 microamperes, corresponding air density range S x 10- 2 to 6 x
10-4 kg/m-3 (air). The sensing cylinder is about A cm long and 2.5 cm
in diameter with an axial nichrome wire 0.008 mm in diameter.
y
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4.3.1.2 INTERPRETATION OF 'MEASUREMENT
Additional information needed to interpret measure-
ment - Gas .ompositiou or electrical characteristics (mobility and ion-
ization potentials) have to be know,,	 -
Method of analysis and interpretation of data The
output of the instrument has to be interpreted through its calibration,
which preferably should be performed in an atmosphere similar to that
 under which it is to operate.	 Obviously, the knowledge of air compostion
may follow the actual measurement and thus a subsequent calibration of an
earthbound model would'suffice.	 Otherwise, the output is directly related
to density as mentioned above.
4.3.1.3	 INSTRUMENT CHARACTERISTICS
deviceTotal and dynamic ranges - The available 	 covers
the range of 5 x 10-4 to 5 x 10-2 kg/m- 3 (air) but laboratory experiments
of a slightly modified version using potentials of the order of 4 kV
extended this range to sea level densitites (1.2 kg/m- 3 ).	 The upper density.
limit of the technique itself is limited only by the applied potential.
Accuracy - For air (known gas composition case), the
valuerepeatability or precision is better than 0.1% of the -actual	 over
the entire range.
Signal to noise - >100dB
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Frequency response - Time constant is less than one
second and is potentially faster i f the application requires it.
Environmental effects - Nigh backgrottu,d ionization
(>106 esu/cm3) could affect accuracy.	 Local ionizing fields which could
produce above concentration should be avoided.
4.3.1.4
	
INSTRUMENT OUTPUT
Output signal - The output is analog do current or
voltage, calibrated.
	
Levels suitable for direct VCO conversion.
Bits per observation	 7 bits minimum.
f, 4.3.1.5	 PAYLOAD INTEGRATION
Values given below are for the stratospheric corona'
altimeter (Lilienfeld, 1965) which is the only presently = operational
instrument based on this principle. 	 Numbers in parentheses represent
estimates of state of the art miniaturization of above device for planetary
applications.
Weight.- 2 lbs
	
(1.25 Ibs)
Volume - 50 ins' (15 in3)
Power - 0.25 W ( 0.15 W)
Radio frequency interference - None
Magnetic moment - Not known
-'
Erection,	 - Not criticalorientation
Compatibility with sterilization at 1450C - High,
if electronic circuitry (high voltage power supply) components are properly
chosen.
c
Special requirements - Free access of ambient air.
4.3.1. 6 	 STATE OFr DEVELOPMENT
a
rf= Operational for terrestrial stratospheric application.
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4.4 VOLTAGE BREAKDOWN GAUGE (Paschen Effect Gauge)
G
The electronic breakdown potential between two electrodes is a function
of the product of gas density and electrode separation. rhis dependence is
w called Paschen's Law. This property can also be expresses: as the dependence
of breakdown potential on the total number of gas molecules contained in the
volume between the electrodes. This potential, as a function of the Above
.	 product eithibits a minimum which usually lies between 300 and 400 volts,
regardless of elects de geometry, at density-distance products between
link	 about 10 -3 and 3x10	 kg m-3 x cm (in air). The above dependence applies
both to the breakdown starting potential as we ll as the extinction potential,
and the difference between these two voltages is also a function of gas
density (for a given interelectrode distance)	 Such an electric discharge
can be incorporated as the nonlinear element in a relaxation type oscillator
circuit whose frequency will depend on the difference betwerin starting and
extinction potential of tha discharge and thus be related 	 gas density.
Since the ionization characteristics of each gas are different, the above
dependence has, to be established for each gas composition.
4. 4.1 INSTRUMENT
4.4.1.1 NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTRUMENT
Various versions of this type of instrument have been
developed but no widespread utilization has been reported. The density
elem(,^ ^nt consists of a discharge electrode pair either of the coaxial or the
Penning configuration, although other geometries are applicable.. The dis -
charge gap is part of a relaxation oscillator of the same type as a glow
lamp oscillator. Figure 4-1 illustrates the essential components of the
circuit
	
The output Is ,a pulse train whose frequency is a function f the gas
density. This frequency is equal to
V	 -1
f = (C + C^) R,6n	 1	 + R. n	 FI + o/ (V-V F)	 i	 VF - 8
1
where C is the external capacitance (5000 pF), C' is the discharge capacitance,
R is the external resistance (20 megaohms), Ri is the discharge resistance,
V is the applied potential (1000 vol,ts), VF is the starting potential, and
S is the difference between the statting and the extinction potentials.
Typical circuit values are shown in parenthesis.	 The sampling resistor p,
across which the output is generated, is small compared with R and has a 	 -
negligible effect on the operation. 	 By the use of a magnetic field (Penning
), the rangeof the instrument is about 2 x 10 -5 kg	 m- 3 (air)configuration),
as to about 10	 '	 (depending on applied potential). 	 Without 10	 kg m
magnetic field, the,low end onl y extends to about: 10- 3 kg m- 3.	 Hirsch (1961).
,contains an extended description of this type of instrument.
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4.4.1.2 INTERPRETATION OF THE NEASUREMENT
Additional information needed to interpret measurement-
'llie, only parameter that has to be known is the gas compositton. However, the
influence of gas composition on the calibration of the instrument is not
great. For the specific case of using it in a pare CO2
 environment with a
calibration for air would introduce an error of only about 5 percent (Cobine,
195$) thus making it directly applicable for both Mars and Venus measure-
ments.
Method of analysis and interpretation of data - U,a
pulse frequency is related to gas density through a laboratory calibration.
4.4.1.3 INSTRUMENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total and dynamic ranges - Typically 10 `3 to 10-1 kg m-3
without magnetic path elongation, 10- 5 to 10-1 kg m-3 with magnetic path
elongation,
Accuracy - One percent of actual reading with respect
to original calibration.
Signal to noise	 Better then 40 dB.
Frequency response Time constant of the order of
0.1 second of less.
Environmental effects - High background air ionization
(> 10 5 cm-3 ) would affect operation. Dust particles may precipitate on
electrodes affecting operation. Filtering may be required. Susceptible to
magnetic fields greater than about 1110 G .(actual limit dependent on field
orientation with respect to discharge electrodes) at densities below '10-3
kg m-3 no susceptibility above.
4.4.1.4 INSTRUMENT OUTPUT
As
Output signal - Digital, pulse train, calibrated,
frequency approximately inversely proportional to density.
Bits per observation - Ten bits
4.4.1.5 PAYLOAD INTEGRATION
z
Weight	 0.5 lb., aPProximately.
Volume	 10 in., approximately.
Power - 0.05 watt, approximately.
Radio frequency interference - Probably low.
Magnetic moment - Fields of the order of 1000 G may
be present
{{f
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Erection, orientation, or booms - Not critical.
Compatibility with sterilization at 145 0 C	 - High.
Special requiretonts - Mane. .
4.4.1.6	 STATE OF DEVE'LCMNT
Experimental.	 Adaptable for use in Martian
environment.
`	 REFERENCES - VOLTAGE BREAKDOWN GAUGE
Cobine, J.D ,	 1958:	 Gaseous Conductors, Dover, pg. 	 164,
Hirsch	 E.H.	 1961:	 Vacuum measurement by means of alt-%rnating gas
discharges.	 Rev.	 Sci.	 Instr.,	 32,	 1373,
t
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4.5 ACOUSTIC TECHNIQUE
An acoustic technique that allows gas density to be obtained involves
the measurement of sound speed and the specific acoustic impedance (z) of
the gas. The specific impedance of acoustic waves in a gas is defined as
the ratio of the instantaneous acoustic pressure to the instantaneous
"particle" velocity. This type of impedance is ' a characteristic property
of the gas and the types of waves that are being propagated through it.
TLS simplest form is p oc where po is the density of the gaseous medium
and c is sound velocity in the gas. if sound velocity and acoustic
impedance can be measured then gas density can be derived.
In the literature on acoustics, two other forms of acoustic impedance
are encountered. Tn general, the acoustic impedance (Z) of a fluid medium
acting on or through a surface of given area S `is the complex quotient cf
the acoustic pressure at the surface divided by the volume: velocity at the
surface. The acoustic impedance is related to the specific acoustic
impedance at a surface by Z = z/s. Ilic radiation acoustic impedance (Zr)
defined as the ratio of the force exerted by a piston on a medium to the
velocity of a piston; is used to calculate the coupling force between
acoustic waves and a driving source or driven load and is part of the
mechanical impedance of a vibrating system associated with the radiation
of sound. Radiation impedance is related to specific acoustic impedance
at a surface by Zr = zS and the acoustic impedance by Zr = R ZS 2 . Although
it may seem redundant to have tree definitions of acoustic impedances,
the literature on the subject supports this practice because of its
utility in different kinds of calculations relative to sound generation
by transducers, sound transmissions by pipe , and sound reception by
microphones.
A simple application of this technique for measuringgas density has
been discussed in terms of planetary exploration by Hanel et al. (1963)
and by Hanel (1964). Essentially it is as follows.
Admit atmospheric gas into a cylindrical. tube (pressure equalization)
in which the temperature of the gas is thermostatically controlled and
therefore known.	 At one end of the tube is _a transducer vibrating at a
fixed frequency; the other end of the tube contains sound damping material
to eliminate reflected waves.	 Two microphones are mounted flush with the
interior wall of the cylinder and separated by distance large in -compari-
g' son to the wavelength of sound waves (8 to 9 wavelengths).
Since the frequency of the sound wave is ,fixed the speed of the wave
is directly related to wavelength, and phase comparison between the sound
signals received by the two microphones will give sound speed.	 The
specific acoustical impedance of the scuad wave must be extracted from the
pressure signal recorded by the m, cropho,ne. 	 Direct calibration of the
instrument is one way to obtain the relationship between the signal ampli-
.Rude generated by a microphone and the acoustic impedance of the transmitting
r^
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gaseous medium. In the application by Hanel (1963, 1964), he proposes
to of tain this calibration of the instrument in a N2 atmosphere with
pressures ranging from 20 to 150 mm gig.
4.5.1 INSTRUMENT
4,5.1.1 NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTRUMENT
The in-trument consists of the following; components.
(a) A test tube w1iose temperature is thermostatically
controlled with oneend closed by sound .absorbing material. The tube is
about a meter long and 0.5 cra in diameter.
(b) A fixed frequency generator connected to a
transducer at the opposite end of the tube.
(c) Two ica,Apacitor type microphones whose signals are
amplified and brought out to
(1) a phase comparator and
(2) an amplitude comparator,
4.5. 1. 2 INTERPRETATION OF THE MEASUREMENT
Sound speed is determined directly f N;om the phase
li
comparator. Acoustic impedance is determined from the ampl?tude compara-
tor, and the gas density within the tune is derived from the gcoustic
impedance measurement.
The ambient temperature (Ta) must be measured inde-
pendently in order to obtain ambient density (p a) from the chamber or
tube density (p c ). Through the equation of state and the condition of
pressure equalization the following relationship holds
PC T3
Pa - T
a
In a planetary atmosphere whose composition is not
known, the ratio of specific heats ( y ) and the mean molecular mass (M) are
not known. By applying the equation of sta ge for a perfect gas, the mean
molecular mass ran be determined from this experiment using the following
formula	
{I
-Rr^	 z T 3 R
P	 cP
where T3 is the thermostatic regulated temperature of the tube, 4 is sound
velocity (measured), z is the acoustic impedance (measured) and P is the
ambient pressure (must be measured by an independent sensor).
4.5.1.3 INSTRUMENT CHARACTERISTICS
v-
Total and dynamic range The range of sound 'velocity
that will be measured In these e4^pariments will depend upon the composition
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but not on the range of planetary temperatures sinuo temperature will be
fixed at the thermostatically regulated value. Hanel's instrument is
designed for a sound velocity range of 290 to 365 m/s ti a Venue probe
and 347 to 365 m/s in a Mars probe.
Accuracy - If the phase velocity of the sound wave
can be measured to *1 percent', the speed of sound can be derived to 10.03
percent.
Signal to noise - The signal to noise ratio will
depend upon the choice of capacitor microphone and amplifier and is not
known for Hanel's instrument.
4.5-1.4 INSTRUMENT OUTPUT
The instrument output of direct concern is rho
signal voltage that is generated in response to a Variable capacitance.
4.5,1.5 PAYLOAD INTEGRATION
The weight and volume of an acoustical instrument
of the type describ :.A, is not Itnown exactly but volume should not exceed
100 cubic inches and the weight should be less than I kg; how much
less will depend upon the specific design.
4,5.1.6 STATE OF DEVELOPMENT
A breadboard model of the instrument described
by Hanel (1963; 1964) has already been constructed.
ry	 REFERENCES - A f7.OUSTIC TECHNIQUE
Hanel, R.A., 1964: Exploration of the atmosphere of Venus by a simple
capsule, NASA Tl., eh. Note, TN-D-1909, Aily, 19pp,
Hanel, R.A. , L.E. Richtanger, R.A, Stninpfl, and W.G. Stroud, 1963:
Experiments from a small probe which entors the atmosphere of Mars.
NASA Tech. Note, TN-D-1899, December, 19pp.,
Kinsler, L.E. and A.R, Frey, 1962: Fundamentals of Acoustics, John
P,
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4.6 THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY GAUGES
This technique can be used for either the measurement of density or
pressure and operates on the relation between the rate of heat transfer
and the density or pressure.
A wire of diameter d cm is stretched along the axis of a tube of di-
ameter D cm. If the gas molecules have on the average temperatures of Tag
and Vw on arrival and departure respectively from the wire, the rate of
energy transfer E from wire to gas and subsequently to the outer cylinder,
is given by
E = Kn (T f w	 T P g)	 w,/cm
where K is a constant and n is the nLn5er of molecules striping the wire
each second., Since n is directly proportional to the pressure at any given
gas temperature, the expression can be rewritten
E	
K'(Tfw _ Teg) P
t.f
where KI is a r,ew constant that includes the proportionality constant for
the n to P relationship:	 Thus, the rate of heat transfer from wall to wall
is proportional to the pressure if Tf w - T I g is a constant.
The temperature T?w depends upon 1)	 The temperature of the wire sur-
face,
	 2)	 the	 type of surface, 3) the temperature of the incident mole-
„r
cules, and 4) the type of molecules.	 The increase in molecular temperature is
directly proportional to the temperature difference between the surface and
the incident , molecules for a given gas and a particular surface.	 An accom-
modation coefficeint is defined by
T	 - T
r	 i
'l s	 T i
where Ts, Ti	 and Tr are the temperatures of the surfaces,,the incident and
the reflected moleucles respectively. 	 Putting the coefficient into the
basic equation, we have
t
E	 a K IP (Tw - Tfg) IN
I
Renaming the constant K r and considering that molecules possess both
rotational and translatiotal energy, the following final expression results
1/2	 lf2
E	 1:47 x 16-5	 2 ±l	 L )	 273 1	 a(T	 _ TI )PTg ^	 w	 gy+1
	 M^-
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where Tg is the temperature of the gas outside the cylinder, M is the mo-
lecular weight, and y is the ratio of the speci fic heats. Using the equa-
tion of state for unit mass the expression can also be written as follows:
R T ► g p7
5 ^ 1 
l/2 273)'/2E= 1.47 -x 0-	
_ 1 M	
^ T	
^rg
where R is the universal ga s constant referred to unit mass of gas and p
is the density.
4.6.1 P IRAN I GAUGE
.-	 4 b 1.1 NARK TIVE DESCRIPTION 0 THE INSTRUMENT.	 ,A	 F	 TT	 N
This instrument measures the heat loss from the wire
electrically with a Wheatstone bridge network that both heats the wire and
measures its resistance. A trot wire is included in a bridge with two other
arms having equal resistance and the fourth arm being variable. At a very
low pressure, a voltage is applied to the bridge and is set at some conve -
nient value, and the variable resistor is'adjusted to give balance. An
increase of pressure, which increases the heat loss, lowers the wire tem -
perature and hence unbalances the bridge. The wire temperature can be in-
creased and, therefore, the bridge rebalanced, if the heat input is incrersed
by increasing the bridge voltage. When the bridge has been rebalanced, the
resistance of the hot wire, and, therefore, its temperature, must be at the
original value.
t	 Mathematically, the pressure can be expressed as follows:
p	 constant x (V2 - Vol)
s^
o.	
g	 bridge
	
gwhere V	 is the voltage when the bride is install	 set ant'	 J' is the voltage
at a later time when the bridge is ,;rebalanced. 	 A similar expresso, can be 	 j
derived for density by substituting for pressure with the equation of state.
4.6.1.2	 INTERPRETATION OF MEASUREMENT
The	 specific data given. below are the	 char-
acteristics of a Pirani Gauge manufactured by Edwards High Vacuum, Inc., 	 j
Grand Island, New York.
° Additional information	 needed to interpret measure-
ment - Atmospheric composition	 {
Method for 'analysis and interpretation of data - The
Output in volts has a. linear relationship with density (pressv.Xe)'.	 This
empirical relation is found by applying ;a known current orvoltage and
measuring the resultant temperature at various pressures.
+^
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4.6.1.3 INSTRUMENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total and dynamic range - The overall range of this
instrument is from 9 x 10-4 g^/cmjto 3 x 10`9 g/cm3.
{	 Accuracy The accuracy is + M. between 2 x 10-5
giCM3 and 3 x 10-8 g/cm3 and is unspecified for the limits of the overall
range,
Signal to noise - Not specified
Frequency response - Not specified
Environmental effects- Radiation losses limit the use
of the Pirani Gauge to measurement of densities less than 2 x 10- 7 g/cm3
in the free atmosphere.
4.6.1.4 INSTRUMENT OUTPUT
Output signal The analog output for the Pirani Gauge
is voltage, which is linearly related to density (pressure)_.
Bits per observation - The number of bits per obser-
vation is eight for the range of this instrument.
4,6.1.5 PAYLOAD INTEGRATION
Weight 5 lbs 12 oz.
Volume
	 9 -1/4 in. x 8 -3/8 in. wide x 9-1/2 in. deep
Power Not indicated
Radio Frequency interference - Not known
Magnetic moment - Not known
	 Y
Erect ion, orientation, or booms - Not specified
Compatibility with sterilization  at 145°C The indicated
maximum operating temperature is 400C. It is not clear whether sterilization
could be performed without damage to the instrument.
Special requirements - None
4.6.1.6 STATE OF DEVELOPMENT
This is an instrument which is currently available from
commercial sources for immediate operation.
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4.6.2 HAVENS GAUGE
The Havens Gauge is simply a special configuration of the P irani.
Gauge in which a Pirani Gauge is mounted inside a bellows ghat is alternately
compressed and released by an,elect,ric motor. This operation yields a fluc-
tuating output voltage, which can be amplified and rectified to determine
atmospheric density (pressure). This instrument can be used to measure
densities as low as 4 x 14-12 g/cm3.
I
I
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4. 7 	 SCATTERING TECHNIQUES
The scattering technique operates on the principle that scattering
is primarily a function of the density of the atmosphere.
	
Four types of
sensors measure beta particle forward scattering, X-ray, gamma-ray, and
ultraviolet backscattering.
	
The X--ray and gamma-ray devices are described
below as e=a tples of thi $ technique.
4.7.1	 X-RAY BACKSCATTERING
4.7.1.1	 NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTRUMMIT
In this type of scattering technique, an X-rayYP	 g	 q	 ^	 Y source
emits X-rays at a constant rate over a given time increment (Johnson, 1564).
The detector is away from the source such that only scattered X-ray photons
can impinge upon tho detector.	 The density is determined by counting the
number of X-rays that reach the detector in a given time interval.
	 This
number is proportional to the amount of air molecules enclosed by the X-ray
beam.
The relationship between the emitted X-ray photons
(Io) and the percent of the photons which are scattered and detected (Id)
isiven bg _	 Y
Id (41t) 2 r
6Io	^
G 0s p Ad
Po
where
	
r = the distance between the X-ray tube and the detector,
G = a function of collimation angle,
1	 p = air density,
area of the 'detector,
CY s/p = Compton scattering cross:-section. ^t
From the above equation it can be seen that gas density
varies linearly with the number of detected photons for a constant source.
The detector is a scin.tllator-photomultiplier com-
bination which is a very sensitive radiation counting device.	 When the
X-ray photons impinge upon the detector, the scintillator converts them to
a shower of light photons, a-percentage of which reach the photomultiplierr,
The light flashes are then converted to electrons by the photomultiplier,
the _number	 of 	 electrons is multiplied by a factor of10 5 to 10$ and the I
number of a:lectron bursts is counted.
It	
1
.	
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4.7.1.2 INTERPRETATION OF MEASUREMENT
Additional information needed - Atmospheric composition,
since Compton scattering cross section depends on composition.
Method of analysis and interpretation of data The
output is in the form of 1 volt, microsecond pulses ` occurring at a rate of
1000 pps to 100,000 pps. This pulse rate is linearly related to the number
of impinging photons and thus linearly related to density.
4.7.1.3 INSTRUMENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total and dynamic ranges - The sensor was designed to
measure densities between 1.2 x 10-3 g/cm3 And 1.7 x 10-5 g/cm3. On Earth,
this is from about sea level to 30 km. It may be possible to extend the
range to 10-7 g /cm3.
Accuracy - Theoretical accuracies have been computed
for both a test chamber and simulated aircraft: flight conditions. The
total r.m.s. error for the test chamber is between 2 and 3 percent for
-, densities between 10-'3 and lo*6 g/cm3. , At densities less than 10-6 g /cm3,
the error begins to rise, caused by backscatter from detector coincidence
error. This error is due to overlap
 o
 g p	 in the
scintillator. The theoretical err rsfor nthe iaircrafthflighteare about b
	
ry	 percent for densities between 10-3 and 10-6 g/cm3 and become larger as
	
'	 10-7 g/cm3 is approached. For the flight test, the error analysis incltjed
considerations of statistical variations in X-ray emission, rate of air-
craft descant, shock layer effect, electronic drift and cosmic background.
Signal to noise = Noise is one of the _factors limiting
'the range of the instrument. The noise comes from the photomultiplier tube
and is caused y "dark current." This type of current is a result of
electrons escapingfrom the photosensitive cathode due to thermal vibrations.
The individual electrons emitted cause pulses' In the output of substantially
smaller amplitude that those resulting from the incoming X-rays. To combat
this difficulty, a threshold discriminator can be used to distinguish between
"dark current" and X-rays. This requires that the signal be above the
threshold level before it is counted.
Frequency response - The time constant is extremely
small. Only a short distance is travelled At the speed of light by a
scattered photon that reaches the detector:- The operations within the
detector are also virtually instantaneous.
	
ji	 Environmental effects - This instrument is designed to
withstand the rigors of a high altitude environment and shock forces. The
effect of cosmic background at high levels is much greater than at sea
level. By counting pulses only in a certain energy range (discrimination
technique) this effect can be considerably reduced
q
,
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4.7.1.4 INSTRUMENT OUTPUT
Output signal - The calibrated output is in pulse
form, and the sampling period is 0.533 sec. A linear: relation exists
between the number of detected photons and gas density with a faxed X-ray
source Rtrength. When the count rate is relatively low (around 10,000
pps), the relationship begins to lose its linearity, By making adjustments
in the circuitry, the pulse rate, would be boosted for a given density, and
linearity resumed. This newly established linear relation would then
continue until the lower densities would again reduce the count rate.
Bits per observation - Pulse rates transmitted accu-
rate to three places with exponent would require 10 bits per observation.
4.7.1,5 PAYLOAD INTEGRATION
Weight - The X-ray detector and emitter probably
weigh less than 20 lbs,
than l ft3 of space, 
Volume - The above two ,components probably occupy less
Power - The suggested power requirements were voltage
between 1500 and 250OV,a current of 0,2 mA, a load regulation of 0.1% no
load to full load, and a ripple of 0,2%.
Radio frequency interference - None
Magnetic moment - Not known
Erection, orientation, or booms - See special require -
ments
l
Compatibility with sterilization at 145 0C - The air-
craft instrumentation can withstand temperatures at least as high as 71C,
Special requirements - The orientation of the emitter-
,u
detector system must be carefully determined and care must be taken that
the detector receives only scattered photons-.
4.7. 1.6 	 STATE OF DEVELOPMENT {
The instrument is not'ready for operational use.	 Giannini
I
Controls reports that laboratory tests have been completed and the results
are encouraging.	 Aircraft tests (aboard the X-15) have not yet been reported.
However, the designed instrument is capable of withstanding the expected ,	 '!
environment. z
s
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4.7.2 GAMMA-RAY, BACKSCATTERING
4.7.2.1 NARRATIVE DEOSCRIPTION OF THE INSTRUMENT
The general operation of the gamma-ray backscattering
instrument is about the same as that for the X-ray backscattering device
and the theory is only slightly d..fferent.
When gamma rays pass through matter, the beam is
exponentially attenuated by one of .,",tree major processes: 1) photoelectric,
2) Compton scattering and 3) pair formation (Shepard and Dicks, 1963). With-
in a specified energy range, one usually predominates. In this case, it
is Compton scattering where a fraction of the incident gamma-ray photons are
knocked out of the beam by collis)-ons with the electrons in the exposed
matter. Each photon that is removed represents a collision with an electron,
so that the number of photons knocked out of the beam is directly propor-
tional to the electron or matter density.1	 is given by	 The general equation for the counting rate of photons1	 CW = n V N p d (a)
where
Cw = wanted counting rate, C - Cbo counts /min.,
C	 = total counting rate,
Cb = background counting rate,
n	 = electron number density) electrons/cm 3
V	 = sensitive volume size, cm3J
N	 = beam intensity, photons/cm 2 min.,
d(q5 = differential collision cross-section, cm2/electrons.
Also, n	 P	 NA A
where
p measured density of gas,
Z
A
atomic number, electrons/atom
atomic weight, gm/mole,
NA,. = Avogadro l q number.
Thus, in a manner similar to X-ray determination of
density, the gas density can be measured with a detector capable of counting
individual photons coming from a radiation'source.and scattered from a
particular volume.	 The composition of the gas must be known.
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When a photon hits the scintillation crystal, the
flash of light that is produced causes an electron cascade in the photo-
multiplier tube which enters the preamplifier as an electron pulse. The
energy given up by the photon in the crystal determines the light intensity.
This relates the pulse amplitude produced by the photomultiplier to the
photon energy. The preamplifier sends the pulse along to the linear ampli-
fier. The pulse amplitude is increased by several orders of magnitude by
the linear amplifier and then it continues into the pulse height analyzer,
Here only certain pulse heights are accepted by this discriminator. Only
those heights between two preset levels are spaced through to the counter.
4.7.2.2	 INTERPRETATION OF MEASUREMENT
Additional information needed - Composition of atmosphere, IMethod for analysis and interpretation of data - A,
scaler counts within a present time interval the number of pulses caused
by the impinging photons.	 The number of photons counted is linearly
related to the gas density,
4.1.2,3
	 INSTRUMENT CHARACTERISTICS
The instrument characteristics, instrument output and
payload integration data listed below are for an instrument which has been
flight tested by Reichle, (1965).	 A Nike Apache rocket was the test vechicle
-and lifted the package to over 90 km.
Total and dynamic ranges - The range of the instrument
is dependent on source strength.	 A 24 Curie Cerium radioactive source
gave measurements (where the counting rate wa g exponential with height) of
density between 8.9 x 10-5 g/cm3 and 1.1 x 10-6 g/cm3.	 Very high source
strengths are necessary to measure densities down to 10-9 g/cm3,
	 Reichle
(1965) did not indicate if densities larger than 8.9 x 10-5 g/cm3 were
measured (from 20 km to the surface).
	 It is possible that the counting
equipment could not handle the large counting rates that would occur.
Accuracy - After subtracting the background courting
rate, the determined densities agreed rather closely with the 1962 U. S.
Standard Atmosphere.
Signal to noise - The background,scattering gives a
certain eventing rate.	 As the density and counting rates decrease, this
background level is approached. When the background level is reached, this
J.s the effective lower limit of the measurement.
Frequency-,-tesponse - The time constant is very small.
The photons travel a short distance at the speed of light.
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Environmental effects w The instrument had to be quite
rugged to withstand the shocks of launch and the extremes of the high alti-
tude environment,
4,7,2,4 INSTRUMENT OUTPUT
Output signal - The calibrated output is in pulse
form. in the. flight testing of this particular instrument, the pulses were
stored an tape and the counting was done by a ground-based electronic
counter.
Bits per observation - Ten bits per observation would
be needed.
4.7.2.5	 PAYLOAD INTEGRATUN
Weight - The entire payload weighs 125 lbs, in version
tested.
Volume - Probably less than 2 ft3.
Power - Not indicated
Radio frequency interference - Not indicated
It Magnetic moment	 Not known
Erection, orientation, or boems - None
Compatibility with sterilization at 1450C - Could not
be determined.
Special requirements - The detector and radiation source
must 'be placed so that no direct gamma-ray emission falls upon the detector.
4-7.2.6	 STATE OF DEVELOPMENT
f1
`	 REFERENCES - SCATTERING TECHNIQUES - X-Ray and Gamma
Hakewessel, D. B., 1966;	 Feusibility stude for a X-ray backscatter, free
air density sensor, Gi.annini. Controls Corp., NASA Contract Rpt. No.
66148, NAS 1 .4249, 123 p
a
1966:	 Measurement of Atmospheric Density	 Using Gamma
Backscatter Techniques, Giannini Controls Corp., 17 pp.
Joh '^Ason, D. L., 1964;	 X-ray Air Density Determination, Giannini Controls
Corp., Final Rpt, AV 33 (657) -11631, 81 p.
Rei.chle, H. G., Jr.,	 1965:	 Flight Testy Results of Gamma-Ray Scattering as
a Technique for Air Density Measurements, NASA, Langley Res, Center,
NASA-TMX-56837:
	
11 'pp
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4.8	 EXCITATION TECHNIQUES	 m
Excitation technique3 depend on the relationship between the excita-
Lion radiation of gas molecules and gas density.
4.8.1	 ULTRAVIOLET AIR DENSITY GAUGE
The ultraviolet air density gauge utilizes the rearrangement
radiation from molecular nitrogen for the measurement of density. 	 Air is
excited to visible fluorescence by shining a beam of ultraviolet light through
3a .
' The absorption. Length where the intensity has fallen to l/e of
its initial intensity is expressed by
i L	 s,	 ANogr
where A is the molecular weight of the gas, No is the Avogadro number, and
a is the cross section for nitrogen.	 This absorption length is related to
} the physical path 'length A and the density p by
L
r p
The change in the intensity of the fluorescence between two
distances xl and x 2 from the source is given by
Al	 Io [exp (x2/X) - exp (xl/,)
^.' 6I/Io is the fraction of the initial energy between 500,E and 7009 that is
absorbed between xl, and x2-	 Five percent of the energy absorbed between
xl and x2 is radiated in the visible, thus
E^ _ 0. 05E 10
1Thus, the total energy received at the detector Er is expressed
as follows:
ER	
0.05f Eo ^ or
0
E =R	 ,20.05f Eo x2 x1 if x< < {,
This energy can be expressed in terms of the average number of photons in-
cident on the detector area A.
4.8.1.1 NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTRUMENT
The instrument consists of a collimated, excitation
ultraviolet source and a photomultiplier tube detector with Focused optics.
It can detect th fluore cence of molecular nitrogen in the visible when
bombarded by 500 to 700 photons. A sequence of filters and source
modulators is utilized to insure that only gas molecules contribute to the
signal, and not reflections from dust or ice crystals. The intensity of
the fluoresence as a function of the amount of energy fed into the ultra -
violet source would be a measure of air density.
4.8. 1.2 INTERPRETATION OF MEASUREMENT	 i
Additional information needed to interpret measurement -
Relative concentration of N2 in the atmosphere.
Method for analysis and interpretation of data	 A
photomultiplier tube detects the return signal of the radiated energy in
the visible and very-near ultraviolet, portion of the spectrum. The number
of incident photons is proportional to the density.
4. 8.1.3 ' INSTRUMENT CHARACTERISTICS
.	
I
Total and dynamic ranges - The instrument is capable
of measuring atmosphere densities from 5 x 10- 8 gm/cm (ti80km) to 10-14
gm/cm3 (,350km),
Accuracy - The accuracy is dependent on;knowledge of ;I
the sky albedo, internal background and systematic errors in the determ.- 	 1
ations. Internal background _ errors are produced . by extraneous elec trical
signals that might stimulate the phototube or from visible light from-the
source that is reflected or scattered into the'phototube by dust particles,
ice, crystals, engine exhaust products or other condensed matter. Nonlin-
erities in the detection sysrem and variations in the source strength s
,produce the systematic errors. An accuracy of 1.5- `2.0%` is expected.	 -
.x
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r	 Signal to noise, - The chief contribution to 'instrumentii	 1 noise will be from sky background.: By conservatively estimating the changes
to	 in albedo light with changing altitude the signal-to-noise ratio would be
20 to l at 300km.
^r
Frequency response - Instantaneous
rr	 Environmental effects - No serious effects are ex-
pected.
-M 4,8.1.4 INSTRUMENT OUTPUT
Output signal - The output is digital_, calibrated, and
linear.	 The number of incident photons in the detector is related to the 
density.
Bits per observations - Eleven per observation would
be required for three place accuracy (7 bits) and for the exponent (4 bits).
4.8.1.5 PAYLOAD INTEGRATION
Weight - Not less than 10 lbs.
Volume - Not less than 1 cu. ft.
t. .
Power - 100 watts peak power needed to get l watt of
visible radiation.
Radio frequency interference - None
1
I
I
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4.8.2 ELECTRON BEAM DENSITY GAUGE
This instrument is geometrically similar to the ultraviolet
-density gauge with an electron gun as the source of the electron beam and
a photomultiplier as the detector. The field of view from the photomulti -
plier intersects the fluorescence produced by the electron beam and the
detector records the fluorescent energy,
The amount of light (in watts per centimeter) of electron path
length that is isotropically emitted by the ionized air through which the
electron beam passes is expressed by
I = KN(dE /dx)1
 + 5.49 x 104p watts/cm	 (1)
4,:^here p is the air density in gm/cm3 ; dE/dx is the energy lost per electron
per centimeter in joules - cm2/gm; N is the number of electrons per second;
and K is the fraction of energy 'lost that goes into light.
The amount of light received by the photomultiplier that is
emitted by the fluorescing air is given by the relation
Ir	fl	 (2)
i
where f is the fraction of the light emitted by the gas that is collected
by thephotocathode of the photomuitiplier tube. Therefore the relation
between the energy collected by the photocathode and density is given by
Ir = fKN dx 1 + 5.49_x 1 P watts/cm	 (3)
4.8.2.1 NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTRUMENT
An electron gun shoots out a collimated electron beam.
Some of the energy is transformed_itto fluorescence. This energy is
sensed by a photocathode of a photomultiplier tube_. The photomultiplier
tube field of view is oriented such as to intersect a sizeable portion of
the electron beam.
4..8.2.2 INTERPRETATION OF MEASUREMENT
i
Additional information needed to interpret measurement
Atmospheric composition
	
Method for analysis and interpretation of data The
	
1
photomultiplier tube receives the fluourescent energy from the electron beam.
The amount of energy is related to atmospheric density according to (3).
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4.8,, 2.3 INSTRUMENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total and dynamic ranges Density can be measured
between 15 and 130 km with this technique.Below 75 km the scattering angle
for the electrons become large and the y diffuse  rather than form a beam,
Accuracy - Could not be determined
Signal to noise - The background signal, which is
light from the day sky, is about t=he order of magnitude of the signal
received from a one -meter long column of ionizers air (the usual size
measured).	 Also, a 1P28 photomultiplier tube has an equivalent" noise
_
power of the signal at the photocathode, when measured throe gh a. 100 cps
bandpass filter.	 Thus, the electron beam must be modulaLLtd to detect the
signal.
Frequency response - Not known
Environmental effects - None expected to be serious.
4.8.2.4 INSTMENT OUTPUT
{ Output signal - The calibrated analog voltage is in
pulse form.	 It is linearly related to the gas density.
4
Bits per observation - Eleven bits per observation
are needed.
.	 ' 4.8.2.5 PAYLOAD INTEGRATION
The values below are approximate as no instrument for
1
extraterrestrial observations is currently .avai:lable=
,J
Wei ght - Probably over 10 lbs,
Volume - Probably over 1 cu. 	 ft.
Power - 50 watts (approx.)
Radio interference - .None	 .'
Magnetic moment - Not known
Erection, orientation, or booms - The proper relative
orientation of the electron beam gun and the photomdltiplier tube is
necessary.
Compatibility with sterilization at 145°C - Unknown.
sy
I
A
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Special requir ements - None
4.8.2.6
	 STATE OF DEVELOPMENT
This instrument is in the early development stage.
No flight or laboratory calculation of error has yet been made,
4.S.3	 BREMSSTRAHLUNG
This method utilizes an electron beam to probe the density of
a small volume of gas which is located a short distance from the measuring
device,	 The measured parameter is the number of Bremsstralllung X-rays
generated within a selected segment of the volume irradiated by the
electron beam.	 The generation process is the electron-gas atom interaction.
The attractive aspect of the technique is that the response of this measure-
ment system is dependent upon the average atomic number of the atoms
constituting the irradiated volume but is independent of the chemical form,
degree of ionization and temperature of the gas.	 Its main limitation is
that it can only be utilized at altitudes	 above 100km (in the Earth's
atmosphere).	 An existing rocket-bound system utilizing this technique has
a potential error in density measurement of 39% at present with an ultimate
capability suggested that can reduce this error to 10%. (Sellers and Ziegler,
1965)
The main components of this measurement system are an electron
gun (with power supply and beam focusing and deflection controls) and a
proportional counter X-ray detector (with power supply and amplifier for
the detector pulse output).
The signals that must be recorded and interpreted are the voltage
and current of the electron gun and the pulses resulting from the X -ray
detector.	 The atmospheric density can be computed from these three outpuf T	 j
signals provided a theoretical evaluation is made of the cross-section for$ 
the production ofa Bremsstrahlung X-ray of energy between k and k + dk by
the interaction of a nonrelativistic electron of rest energy mc 2 and
kinetic energy (k) with.a nucleus of charge Zl.
	 The evaluation of this ?
cross-section is the principal contributors to the 10[, ultimate error
REFERENCES MCITATION TECHNIQUES
Cato, G. A., 1964: "Ultra-high Altitude Measurement Systems for Pressure,
Density, Temperature, and Winds," Electro-Optical Systems, Inc.,
Final Report Contract NAS8 -5226, EOS Rept. 3780, 149p,
Sellers, B., and Ziegler, C. A., 1965: A Rocket Borne Air Density Measure-
ment System U tilizing Electron -Bremsstra 'Lung Design and Development,
Parametric, Inc., Sci. Rep. No. 1 (July) AFCRL-65-507, (AD620682)
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4.9 VISCOSITY GAUGES
The rate of transfer of momentum B from a surface moving with velocity
u in the plane of the surface, to a stationary surface parallel to it at
distance d, is given, at low pressures, by the equation
B =
	
1iu	 (l)d+2^	 j
where 14 is the coefficient of \iscosity and ^ the coefficient of slip,
which is proportional to the mean free path L, and therefore, is inversely
proportional to the density. ',Chun (l) can be written as
a- 2ubL	 (2)
where b is a constant that varies with the nature of the gas and that of
the surface. At very low pressures L .`> d and (2) 'becomes
B b	 (3)
and, since
0.5pvaL
IT
where p is the density of the ga.s and va is the averages velocity of the
molecules, (3) can be written as
I
B Klpvau
and
B= K P v u2	 aT
where K l and K2 are constants, M is the molecular weight, P is pressure,
and Ro is the universal gas constant.
Another similar expression can be derived from considerations similar
	
I
to those used in deriving the laws of molecular flow. This expression is
given by
B=`KuP1 T
Y	 +)1
1
x
y	 y	 qwhere k is a constant. Densit  can. be calculated b the e uation of state..
x,
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3	 Two different types of gauges are used. The
types where a surface is set in oscillation and tl
amplitude of oscillation is taken as a measure of
r `	 Damping occurs due to the gradual equalization of
surface and the molecules of gas striking it
first is the "decrcmertt"
ie rate of decrease of the
the density (pressure).
energy between the moving
Its►. the second method, the density is measured by s e tting a surface in
continuous rotation and determining the amount of twist imparted to an
adjacent surface. Molecules that strike the moving surface o q uire a
momentum in the direction of motion which they tend to impart to the other
surface.Then ifthat surface is suspended and Free to rotate about an axis
which is normal to the direction of motion of the rotating surface, it will
be twisted around until the force due to the incident molecules is bal.ai ced
by the torsion of the suspension.
ii
4..9.1 QUARTZ FIBER GAUGE
4. 9.1.1 NARRATIVE DES CRIPTION OF THE INSTRUMENT
This operation of this instrument is based on the
"decrement" principle (Dushman,, 1949). The gauge consists of a fine quartz
,fiber (diameter 0.005 to 0.01 cm) sealed into the top of a glass tube.	 +
Oscillations of the fiber are set in motion by tapping the glass bulb
gently. The rate of decrease of the amplitude of the bulb is observed by
	
,.;	 means of a telescope and lamp. Density is determined from the relation
tifM	
8
t' 	 RT	 t0.5 r
	N	 there T is temperature, R is the gas constant,G 0.5 is the inter-
q	 P	 1vat. of	 time	 requ ired for the maximum am lx;^ide to decrease to half
E
value, and B and C are constant characteristic of ,the fiber.
4.9,.1.2 INTERPRETATION OF Ml3ASUREMENT
Additional information needed to inverpret measurement -
^.
	
a	 The temperature, of thee.. gas- must be known.
,,.	 Method for analysis and interpretation of data The
dens !-.y varies linearly with 1/t0,5 . Optical methods are used to determine
r0.5'
4. 9.1.3 INSTRUMENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total and dynamic ranges,- The range of this sensor is
	
"	 determined by the constants B and C. For a fiber 3 to 8 cm ,Long and 0,0045
	1	 cm in diameter measuring the density of air, the lowest density the sensor
could measure would be 1.8- x 10-10 g/cm3
x
i
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4Accuracy - Not indicated.
Signal: to ! noise	 Not indicated.
Frequency response - The length of time for the
amplitude of the oscillation 'to decrease to half value is actually the
measureduantit that is inversely related t dq	 y	 y	 o ensity.
Environmental effects - This is a delicate instrument
and would have to be protected against the rigors of space travel.
4.9.1.4 and 4.9.1.5	 INSTRUMENT OUTPUT and PAYLOAD INTEGRATION
The	 oa specific output and	 load integrati n parametersP	 N	 py	 g	 a.np r 
,would have to be determined for space usage.	 Undoubtedly, sole form of
automatic optical device would have to be designed irk order to monitor
the oscillations of , the quartz fiber.	 M
4.9.1.6	 STATE OF DEVELOPMENT
This sensor was primarily developed for use in the
laboratory to measure pressure (density) where near vacuum conditions are
needed.	 No effort has been reported to adapt this device for any other
purpose.
	
i
4.9.2	 MOLECULAR GAUGE
4.9.2.1	 NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTRUMENT
This gauge consists of a Mass bulb in which are con-
ained a rotating disk	 and, suspended above it, a second disk (bushman,
1949). The disk, made of thin aluminum, is attached to a steel or tungsten,
shaft mounted on jewel bearings and carrying a magnetic needle.
	
A small_
mirror, about 0.5-cm square, is attached to the second disk (usually made
of mica) by a framework of thin aluminum.	 The first (lower) disk is
rotated 
with	 otatignetic field produced outside of the bulb. 	 This
field	 produce	 a Gramme ring supplied at six points with current from a
a commutating device rotated by a motor.	 The speed of the ;latter can vary
between a few to over 10,000 revolutions per minute.
The angle of torque, a, on the second disk is given
by the equation	 I
a	 K 72r4	 Pw	
M
I
where	 K = constant, which depends upon the nature of the gas and the
accommodation coefficients for transfer of momentum,
r = radius-of rotating disk,
I = moment of .inertia of disk,
7 = period of oscillation,
v
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w = angular velocity of rc)taLion,
P = Pressure,
T = temperature,
'H = molecular weight,
71-terefore, for a given bauge, the torque on the
upper disk is proper ional to tho product of the speed of rotation of the
aluminum disk and P M/T -	 The sensitivity of the gauge is increased
by increasing the speed of rotation; also, by illuminating the mirror and
using art aT!rangement similar to that used for galvanometers, it J.,5 possi-
ble to measure low pressures or small densities.
4.9-2.2 INTERPRETATION OF THE MHASURB-MENT
Additional information needed to interpret: measurement-
Temperature must be determined simultaneously with the density (pressure)
measurement,
Method for analysis and interpretation of data -- For
constant temperature the angle of torque on the upper disk is linearly re
related to pressure. This angle is measured by the angular deflection of
the mirror suspended from the top of the glass bulb.
4.9.2.3 INSTRUMENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total	 dynamic ranges - Densitics as small. asand
14	 38.4 x 10-	 g/cm	 can be measured
Accuracy- Not indicated.
Signal to noiso - Not indicated.
Frequency response - The tk , i,	 onstant could not be
determined.
Environmental effects	 Like the quartz fiber gauge,
-this instrument appears to be delicate and would require special protection
from the conditions associated with space travel, rocket takeoffs and landings.
4.9.2.4 and 4.9.2 ,5 INSTRUMENT OUTPUT and PAYLOAD INTEGRATION
The specific details of instrument output and payload
integration are not available. If the technique t-7ere thought to be usable,
these details could be determined. Since the instrument uses a rotating
magnetic field, any strong external magnetic field might alter the magnetic
moment of the sensor.
4.9.2.6 STATE OF DEVELOPMENT
This sensor was designed for laboratory use. Consid-
erable development and design would probably be necessary to use it 
as 
a
sensing device for planetary atmospheres.
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4.10 ABSORPTION TECHNILUES
Absorption techniques depend upon the fact tl,*.at the absorption of
electromagnetic radiation is a function of the denisty of the absorbing
medium.
4. 10.1. FILTER PHOTOMETER AIR DENSITY GAUGE
Optical absorption of the sun's radt'ation in various spectral
regions can lead to the determination of atmospheric density in accordance
with the equations
x2
In	 h—
where	 I = radiance
q, = absorption coef f'icl cent:
h	 altituan,
o densitv
Subscript
I = lower altitude
2 = higher altitude
The absorption coeffiaiaat, a depends on the molecular species
responsible for Lbe absorption; which in turn determines the choice of wava-
length in the earth's atmosphere. 	 Absorptiovi of molecular oxygell provides
the most accurate measurement between 18008 (at 90 km) and 20^d (at 40 kni).
Between 90 and 120 km the solar Lymanc4 emission line at 1215	 is a conve-
nient radiation source,	 Above 120 km, where oxyger, is disSocicajlted, the
absorption of soft. X-rays can be tised, which is proportional to the total
mass and is independent of molecular aggregation.	 For the atmospheres of-
Mars and Venus, which contain very little oxygen, the near inirared bands
of 0Q, could be used.
4.10.1.1	 NARRATIVE' DESCRIPTION OF THt INSTRUMENT
The following Oiscu.,ssion refers to tho technique as it
has been applied to the earth's upper atmosphere.	 The instrument consists Of
a fork-mounted detector and solar traelting soasor.	 Depending on the. wavelength
of the incident radiation, the ultraviolet radiation detector operates by means
of photoionization and photoelectron production. 	 The detector usually cones
8 .1st-C Of a Coaducting cavity which can 
be filled with a gas. 	 An electrode
is introduced into the cavity thus making the detector a two-terminal
device.	 The incident radiation comes through a wl,ndow and interacts with
the chamber walls and the gas,	 Between 10008 and 1500, the ultraviolet
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photon has enough energy to ionize its gas. 	 Presence of the photon is
indicated by collection of the ion and electrons. 	 Depending on the ion-
ization potential of the gas, the response may be enhanced at certain
wavelengths by the proper selection of gases.	 At wavelengths above
1500. the response is almost all due to the photoelectron production, as -^
in an ordinary phototube.	 Quenching gases, which recombine with the
Photoelectron before it can be collected, car:, be used to suppress the
response.	 Also, the response can be lowered by proper tube geometry.
4:10.1. 2 	 INTERPRETATION OF MEASUREMENT
Additional information needed to interpret measure-
ment - Relative atmospheric composition and ultraviolet absorbance.
Method for analysis and interpretation of data - µ
The output of this instrument is a train of pulses that is proportional
to the density.
4. 10.1.3	 INSTRUMENT CHARACTERISTICS
Toltai and dynamic ranges - Optical absorption of
the sun's radiation is ma y`.^. at selected wavelengths between 609 and 20009.
In the earth's atmosphere, the lower limit of the instrument's measuring
capability is 40 km and the upper boundary is above120 km.
Accuracy	 etector' drift, absolute energy calf-y	 -	 ^	 gy
bration, and atmospheric dust would be the three primary error sources for
this instrument.	 The drift error is perhaps the most serious and can be
held to less than 1% per day for the photomul*_iplier.	 The greatest drift
Y
is experienced by the X-ray detector; 10 percent over several hours.
	
It
is difficult to presently ascertain the dust error that might,occur on
other planets.
g	 to noise -The signal: in the 1.200-2000Si nal
,
at unit optical depth with a photomultipli.er tube is about 2µ amp per
square; cm of collecting area.	 This level is at least 1000 times the dark s
current due to thermionic emission.
The Lyman--a detector produces about 10 - 8 amp of
ion current for a flux of 11 	 sec.	 This w,.urrent-is in contrast
to a noise of less than 10	 amp. {{
The X-ray detector supplies pulses in excess of
I
10"8 amp for the X-ray solar intensity above 120 km.	 The number of counts
per second will be around several thousand above background of <_100 counts/I
sec due to cosmic rays and hard X-rays..
Frequency response - The time constant of the
instrument is small, probably less than 0.1 second.
1
a
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Environmental effects - No serious problems are
i
expected as a result of the environment.
` 4.10.1.4
	
INSTRUMENT OUTPUT
Output signal - The filter photometer gives cali-
brated logarithmic, analog output.
Bias per observation - 12 bits.
4.10.1.5	 PAYLOAD INTEGRATION
about	 l.bs.Weight - Probably	 10g	 Y
Volume - Between 1/2 and 1 ft 3 (approx. )
Power - Probably at least 50 watts.
Radio frequency interference - None
Magnetic moment - Not known
Erection, orientation, or booms - The detector
must be pointed directly at the sun during the observation period.
Compatibility with sterilization at 145 0C - Unknown.
r Special requirements - None
4.10.1.6	 STATE OF DEVELOPMENT
Development would undoubtedly be needed for the
atmospheres of Mars and Venus.	 Also, the composition of the atmosphere
must be determined.	 The wavelengths selected for the observations on the
other planets may have to be changed because of different atmospherica
compositions.
J 4.10.2	 ALPHA, BETA, AND GAMMA ABSORPTION
This technique is based on the measurement ofradioactive
emission by means of a detector directly exposed to it, and separated from
the source by a volume of air whose density is to be determined.	 Radiation
absorption and ,scatterinr,-'by the intervening molecules reduce the detected
w. radiation level which, becomes a function of the gas density.	 For alpha and	 x1beta radiation, the useful range of densities depends on the width, of the
energy spectrum of the emission.	 In general., beta particles exhibit a wider
sp read of energies and thus are more suitable for this purpose.	 On the
other hand, _a narrow energy distribution implies a ;high sensitivity over
159
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the reduced range. The attenuation of alpha and beta particles is mainly
a result of inelastic collisions with bound electrons of air molecules,
while gamma attenuation is caused by three processes; a) photoelectric
absorption, b) Compton scattering, and c) position-electron pair generation.
itf
1- 11^11' 	 -
I
The development of these techniques, in general has been
limited to theoretical studies and laboratory experiments with the purpose
of applying radiation absorption methods for the measurement of low density
air (corresponding to terrestial conditions above 150,000 feet), with the
exception of one in6trument, an alpha- densitometer which was developed for
use on stratospheric balloons, at altitudes between about 80,000 and
150,000 fleet. In general, the application of radiation to the measurement
of atmospheric densities has been concentrated on scattering measurements
which has been discussed in another section. The scattering approach, in
general, offers the advantage of in situ measurement of ambient density
since the volume to be sensed can be outside the source-detector geometry
reducing or eliminating errors associated with temperature differences,
_ outgassing, etc, which are characteristic of absorption schemes.
z
I
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4.11 MICROWAVE REFRACTOMETER
Refractive index of an atmosphere may be used to determine any one
of several of its properties if all others are known. Density, pressure,
temperature, and water vapor density as well as composition affect the
refractive index. The instrumewt has been used experimentally as a
method of measuring atmospheric properties and is discussed under water
vapor sensor.
3
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4.12 VIBkATING REED
The density of a gas is determi_ed from two measurements of decay
time of a vibrating reed, one for a reference and another for a test
reed, and from a set of calibration curves. The loss in energy of a
vibrating reed is accounted for by two distinct mechanisms, namely the
internal friction of the reed material and damping by gas surrounding the
reed.
In considering the energy dissipation due to gas drag, a constant
Reynolds number is assumed, and the energy lost per cycle is
23 CD P  LbV3/200f
where CD is the drag coefficient, pg is the gas density, L is the length
of the reed, b is the breadth of the reed, V is the peak velocity at the
tip of the reed, and f is the natural frequency of the reed.
The reference reed is placed in a chamber filled w,;ith gas with a
known density, while the test reed is open to the gas whose density is
to be determined, A 'measurement of the 'timme. or the number of cycles for
each of the reed's vibrations amplitude to decay to 20db of maximum value
is taken. From this and_a set of calculated, calibration curves, the density
of the gas in the sample chamber may be determined.
The useful range of the' device is u to approximately 0.1 cm- 38	 P	 P 	 Y	 g
where the sensitivity is the order of 900 m/s g cm`3'. At lower densities
1
1
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I5. PRESSURE
The average surface pressure on Mars can be expected to lie between
5 and 14 mb, with a nominal average value of about 7 mb (House, et al.,
3 1967)•	 An instrument for measurement of Martian surface pressure should.
be capable of measuring between 3 mb and 25 mb.	 This range should be
sufficient to cover uncertainties in our present estimate of surface
pressure, surface pressure variations due to uncertainties in landing
site (elevation or depression), possible reductions in surface pressure
due to condensation of atmospheric carbon dioxide, and meteorological
variations of surface pressure.	 The pressure decreases with altitude by
l/e each scale height.	 The average scale height is about 10 km near the
surface and decreases to about 8 km above 30 km altitude.
F.
I The surface pressure on Venus is 20 atm, according to the Venus TV
observations.	 The Scale height is about 12 km near the surface and de-
creases to about 0 krn at a height of 30 km. 	 (These estimates of scale
height are based upon a predominantly CO2 atmosphere, surface temperature
,.
of 600°K,p
	
°	 ).axtd lapse rate at 10 C/kin
r—
3
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5.1 DIAPHRAGM GAUGES
Diaphragm gauges operate on the principle that the pressure exerted
on a thin membrane causes a change in one of its mechanical character-
istics (positional deplacement, vibrational damping, etc.).
5.1.1 ANEROID BAROMETER
5.1.1.1 NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTRUMENT
The aneroid barometer fundamentally consists of two
parts - a closed box of thin metal, partly or fully evacuated, and a
strong spring. The spring operates to keep the box from collapsing under
pressure of the atmosphere, and at a given pressure there is an equi l i -
brium. between the forces of the spring and the ati-,1osphere. The elastic
properties of the spring determ ine the characteristics of the whole
instrument. One side of the box or aneroid chamber is attached to a
support, the opposite side of the aneroid is linked to drive in indicator
or pen for recording. There are many variations of the aneroid construc -
tion and lever mechanisms.
t
^s
n ^r
The aneroid barometer must
temperature compensation. Hysteresis and creep
contribute to errors and are inherent in the an
aneroid barometer offers sensitivities of about
absolute accuracy of the instrument is somewhat
A d f h h
contain some device for
are other factors which
eroid barometer. The
0.2 mb. However, the
less than desirable;
b
^r
a
for this reason, it is not recommen a	 or	 ig	 precision a solute_pres-
sure measurements.
The modern aneroid barometer consists of a number of
aneroid cells' in series connected to a mechanical magnifier. 	 The mech-
anical linkage is	 connected to, and drives a low torque position type
transducer.	 There are many variations in the type of transducers including v;
capacitors, reluctance and strain gauges all using the aneroid element as
the basic movement.
A Paulin-type-aneroid barometer manufactured by
e	
P capacitor Geo phys ical Company uses a capacitor transducer.	 The
rt d-i.mmediatel	 above the aneroid chamber.	 The capacitor plates are locate
is connected in a Wheatstone bridge circuit.
	
Current in the signal «`
circuit is so adjusted that it is zero when the middle, movable condenser
plate is in the null position. 	 Measurement is provided for by the posi-
tioning of the movable plate relative to the null position.
	
Typical `rl
specifications for aneroid barometers are presented below.
5.1.1.2	 INTERPRETATION OF THE MEASUREMENT
Additional information needed to interpret the
-R	 !
measurement -	 None.
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Method for analysis and interpretation of data
Depends upon the type of transducer selected — ,enerally a dc voltage
output which varies in a linear fashion with barometric pressure.
5.1.1.3 INSTRUMENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total and dynamic range - For the Eorth's atmosphere,
a dynamic range of between three to eight inches lig, depending upon the
design, centered at approximately 29 inches Hg. Wider ranges are available
(10 mb to 1.000 mb) for radiosonde applications.
Accuracy - Approximately 0,3 percent of full scale
range without transducer.
Signal to noise - Dependent upon transducer and
electronics.
Frequency response - Not known.
Environmental effects - Calibration is affected by
temperature changes.
5.1-1.4 INSTRUMENT OUTPUT
Output signal - Dependent upon transducer, and
electronics.
Bits per observation - Using a range of six inches Hg
a ten-bit word will yield a resolution of 0,0117 inches Hg-
5.1.1.5 PAYLOAD INTEGRATION
Weight - Approxima tely one pound,
Volume - Approximately 75-cubic inches.
Power - Dependent upon electronics.
Radio frequency interference - None.
Magnetic moment - Unknown.
Erection, orientation, or booms - None.
Compatibility with sterilization at 1450 C	 Yes.
Special requirements - None.
5.1.1.6 STATE OF DEVELOPMENT	 xi
The aneroid barometer has been used in the Earth's
atmosphere for many years.	 No major problems. anticipated for extraterrestrial
use,
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I5.1.2 BELLOWS-TYPE BAROMETER
The bellows type baronwLer is very similar to the aneroid
barometer, the difference being in this
 construction of the pressure sensi-
tive chamber. The aneroid makes use of a single small chamber whereas the
bellows-type chamber is elongated with the walls manufactured in the	 shape
of a bellows.	 The use of the bellows-type construction of the pressure
chamber results in greater movement for a given pressure change.
	 However,
this may also be accomplished by stacking a number of aneroid chambers in
one barometer.
fal^
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5.1 .3 VIBRATING DIAPHRAGM PRESSURE TRANSDUCER
5.1-3.1 NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTRUMENT
This type of transducer measures pressure by sensing
the damping effect of the gas on the vibration of a thin metal diaphragm
(King, 1966). The diaphragm is under radial tension and is in a continuous
vibration that is maintained electrically at its mechanical resonant; fre-
quency, Two metal plates provide a means of electrically forcing and
detecting the vibration of the diaphragm, A space between the plates and
the diaphragm is filled with the gas whose pressure is to be measured.
A loss of energy from the diaphragm is created by gas damping and thisloss is sensed by its effect on the diaphragm damping factor, 'llierofore,
the electrical power required for a given amplitude of vibration, is a
measure of gas pressure.
The forcing plate of the transducer is supplied with
a dc potential and an ac voltage from an electronic oscillator set at the
mechanical resonant frequency of the tensioned diaphragm.	 A generated
electrostatic forcing function causes the diaphragm to vibrate synchronously
with the ac driving voltage and at an amplitude which is a function of the
driving signal and the diaphragm damping factor. 	 The vibrator's amplitude
may be indicated due to a periodic vibration in the capacitance betw een the
diaphragm and the sensing plate caused by the diaphragm's vibration.	 Since
the power needed for a given amplitude of vibration 16 a function of the
damping ,,>n the diaphragm, the power can be maintained 4­o indicate the
pressure.
7he total energy lost through diaphragm vibration is
a sum of electrical energy losses, mechanical energy losses, and energy
losses caused by the gas.	 It is the variations in the energy losses
caused by the gas that are a reflection of the changes in pressure.	 The
expression for the gas energy loss is given by
f
V 0 V I	 it 7/2 (2RT m) 1/2 y2
	 2
X P
X	 16 A e co a5l
	
0 0
where	 V	 initial voltage applied to the forcing plate,
V1
 =,amplitude of the superimposed voltage applied to the
forcing plate,
R	 gas constant,
T	 temperature,
ratio of specific heats,
m	 molecular weight of the gas,
A	 area of the diaphragm,
LL
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e = dielectric constant,
,g - resonant frequency* of the diaphragm in radinns/see.
%I, = analogous shear stress coefficient,
X = distance between the forcing; plates and the diaphragm,u
h 1
 = peak displacement of the di g► phrngm averaged over the
area of the fixed Elate,
Po
 = equilibrium pressure being measured by the transducer,
VXV I 
= f (Po , gas properties) + Pm + Pr
1
Pm mechanical losses,
P - electrical losses.
r
Since the mechanical and electrical losses are inde-
pendent of Po , they can be calculated separately and applied as a correction
to the measurements
5.1,3 .2 INTERPRETATION OF THE MEASUREMENT
Additional information needed to interpret measurement
A knowledge of temperature and gas composition is necessary to successfully
maintain the calibration of the instrument However, the effect of temper-
ature and gas composition can be minimized by transducer design and selection.
of materials, If the instrument is to be used over a wide range of gas
compositions, and temperatures, these parameters should be known for proper
interpretation of the signal.
Method for analysis and interpretation of data - The
output is in V2/m and is linearly related to changes in pressure.
5.1.3.3 INSTRUMENT CHARACTERIST1(,S
In practice,
where
Total and dynamic ranges - Pressures between10 5 and
10 3 mm Hg can be measured with the transducer. TLi dynamic ange2of the
instrument _varies between 104 (10 mm fig) and 10	 (10 mm fig) V /m.
Accuracy - The accuracy of the instrument is i'1 per-
cent over most of the range of the instrument. At the ends of the total
range, the errors are somewhat higher. Other errors would be introd=ed
if the temperatures of the gas and the gas composition were not known.
Signal to noise - The signal is considerably stronger
than any background noise,
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Frequency response - The time constant is about
0.005 second at high pressures. For low pressures, special circuitry
that maintains a constant amplitude of diaphragm vibration can allow the
time constant to approach that at high pressures,
Environmental effects - None anticipated.
54t.3.4 INSTRUMENT OUTPUT
2	 Output signal - The calibrated output is in analog
form (V /m), There is a linear relationship between V2/m and pressure.
Bits per observation - Eleven bits per observation
will be needed. Seven bits for the numerical value of the voltage
(accurate to two places) and four bits for tbo order of magnitude.
5,1,3.5 PAYLOAD INTEORATION
Weight - Less than 2 lbs.
Volume - Less than 0 	 ft3
Power - Probably less than 50 watts.
Radio frequency interference - None.
Magnetic moment - Unknown.
Erection, orientation, or booms - No -special
orientation.
Compatibility with sterilization at 145% - The
instrument can probably withstand sterilizatiort.
'Special	 Nonerequirements ^ 
5.1.3.6 STATE OF DEVELOPMENT
Two sensors were flown on a free-falling probe exper-
iment in the Earth's atmosphere (Sommer and Bo,-Lssevain, 1967). One of the
units operated satisfactorily.
e5. 1.-4
	
CAPACITANCE-TYPE BAROMETERS
5.1.4.1
	
NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTRUMENT
The capacitance barometer consists of a highly stressed
metal diaphragm positioned between two fixed capacitor plates.
	 The diaphragm
,forms the separation between two gas-tight enclosures.
	 A difference in total
pressure within the enclosures produces a force which deflects the diaphragm
q
and varies the capacitance of the diaphragm and the fixed capacitor plates.
A measuring circuit, usually an ac bridge, is used to determine the capaci-
tance change, which is related to the total pressure change. {
Capacitance barometers are manufactured to be essentially
free from temperature effects and are useful over a wide range of pressures.
5.1.4.2
	
INTERPRETATION OF THE MEASUREMENT
Additional information needed to interpret the
measurement -	 None.
Method for analysis and interpretation of data - The
output of the measuring circuit is a do signal which is analog to the pres-
sure ovor a given design range with the use of a calibration curve.
5.1.4. 3 	 INSTRUMENT CHARACTERTSTIC 'r
Total and dynamic range - The instruments cover a total
range from 0.01 to 1000 'mm Hg divided into nine dynamic ranges. '"{
O /.n1tYA/V. ^ .0	 1 	 t-n	 n	 9 1;	 novra	 t-	of rp nAincr-	 lin p nr	 S-A °
sPower - Approximately 25 watts.
Radio frequency interference - None.
Magnetic moment - Unknown.
Erection, orientation, or booms - None.
Compatibility with sterilization at 145°C - Yesp	y
Special requirements None.
5.1.4.6 STATE OF DEVELOPMENT
Sensors are commercially available. Electronic
measuring circuit must be developed for use in space probes.
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5.2 BOURDON TUBE GAUGE
w
	
	
To this group belong mechanical pressure-measuring instruments
employing as their sensing elements a curved or twisted tube, flattened
in cross section. One end of the tube is closed, and the fluid pressure
to be measured is applied through the other end. As the inside pressure
is increased, the tube becomes more nearly circular in cross-section, and
tends to straighten. The motion of the free (closed) end of the tube is
a measure of the internal pressure. The fundamental principle that motion
of a bourdon tube is ro ortional to ap p lied  	 is credited toP P-
Eugene Bourdon, nineteenth century French inventor. The bourdon pressure
element may be made in any one of a number of shapes. The most common
forms are the C tube, the spiral and the helical element.
5.2.1 INSTRUMENT
5.2.1.1 NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTRUMENT
For electrical pressure transducers, the twisted tube
bourdon type is often preferred but the choice of shape depends on the
associated electrical transducer.	 Bourdon tube transducers are of various
types, the most common is the .bonded strain gauge,
In general these instruments, as well as those with
mechanical linkage readout and the high precision optical-fused quartz tube
gauges, are used for industrial and aerospace hardware pressure measure-
ments-and not for meteorological applications.	 Thus an instrument -spec-
ifically designed for atmospheric studies and in particular for remote
planetary operation has not been developed. 	 The advantage of the bourdon
technique is its ruggedness and dependability, qualities which wouldQ	 B8	 P	 Y^ Q
warrant such a development.
5.2.1.2
	
INSTRUMENT CHARACTERISTICS
E Only ::close characteristics will be given here which
typify existing instruments and, in particular, the bourdon tube sensor;
other characteristics relevant to planetary applications will be omitted
for the above stated reason..
Additional information needed to interpret measurement-
None
	
'	 Method for analysis and interpretation of data
Dependent on deflection sensing system used. Usually analog voltage pro-
portional to pressure for a strain gauge (variable resistance)
	
T	 5.2.1.3 INSTRUMENT^CHARACTERISTICS
Total and dynamic range Dependent on particular_
	
4	 tube used. Lowest range 065 torr with 0.003 tors resolution. ' Highest
°
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range 0-100,000 psi with 1.0% resolution.
E	 Accuracy -	 About 0.1% for the sensor itself, and
up to 0.1% of full scale for the strain gauge.
Frequency response - Basic transducer, 10-100 Hz,
strain gauge up to 2000 Hz.
Environmental effects - None
5.2.1.4	 INSTRUMENT OUTPUT
Output signal - Dependent on sensing transduction,
can be made digital.	 Output is calibrated and linear, proportional to
pressure.
Bits per observation - 10 for a two decade range of
pressures.
5.2.1.5	 PAYLOAD INTEGRATION
Values are for basic tube sensor
Weight - 1 - 2 lbs. 1
Volume - 20 in 	 approx.
Power - 0.1 to 1 W (electronic amplification)
Erection	 orientation	 or*booms - Non critical
Compatibility with sterilization at 145 00 - Very high
Special requirements - None j
State of development - Industrial application, not
suitable forplanetary ise.	 Minor development appears to be required for
such use.
REFERENCES
Instruments, Inc.,_ Houston, TexasBulletin 021, Texas
McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1960: EneyGlopedia of Science and Technology, Vol.
2,, , p	 311. /f
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r^ 44j 5,3 HYPSOMETERSPhysically a hypsometer consists of a chamber in which a liquid is
maintained at its boiling point. The chamber is specially designed to
minimize the presence of air diffusion and superheating of the liquid.
The temperature at which the liquid boils is a function of the atmospheric
pressure, according to the following relation
	
d 2n	 L
	
dT	 R T2
g
where p is the pressure; T is the temperature; L is the latent heat of
vaporization, a function of temperature alone; and R  is the universal
gas constant.
At sea level pressure_, where water boils at 1000C, it is easily seen
from this relationship that the decrease of temperature per millibar de-
crease in pressure is about 0.027 0C. To determine the pressure to 0.2 mb
we must be prepared to measure the temperature to about 0.0050C. The
sensitivity of the hypsometer increases with decreasing pressure. This
inherent characteristic of the hypsomete -r makes it attractive for
possible use in low pressure environments.
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5.3.1 THERMISTOR HYPSOMETER
5.3.1.1 NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTRUMENT
In order to obtain satisfactory operation over a wide
range of atmospheric pressure or within a narrow range in the low pressure
region, it is desirable that the pressure transducer used exhibit charac-
teristics such that sensitivity increase with decreasing pressure. The
thermistor type hypsometer presents a solution for such a requirement.
If the logarithm of the resistance of a thermistor
is plotted as a function of the reciprocal of the temperature, the result-
ing curve approximates a straight line, The sensitivity of the thermistor
hypsometer is given by
dR1	 Pk RT
= _ .— ._
dp	 L p
where RT is the resistance of the thermistor sand p is the nominal constant
of the thermistor. The negative sign indicates that a reduction in pressure
results in an increase in thermistor resistance. From the equation, it is
clear that the sensitivity of the thermistor type hypsometer increases
rapidly with decreasing pressure.
The inherent accuracy of the hypsometer may be con- =
sidered independent of the type of temperature transducer selected.	 Since
the basic dependent variable in the hypsometer is the temperature of the
boiling fluid, the effect of the limitations of the temperature transducer
rent once the relationship between pressure and the tembecome. apps.
	
p	 eratuteP	 p
of the hypsometer fluid is established. 	 The desired relationship may be
obtained from the pressure vs. temperature curve, or the-equation may be
used to determine the accuracy of the selected temperature transducer.
Another source of error introduced by the temperature transducer is the I
finite thermal lag exhibited by the transducer. 	 This error may be kept
negligibly small for mostapplications if a small Usad type thermistor is
used. as the temperature transducer.
A major and obvious factor which affects the repeat-
of the boiling point to	 erature characteristics of an 	 hability 	 __e	 	 TAP	 Y ypsometer I
is the purity of the fluid.	 With this fact in mind, it is advantageous to
use a hypsometer design in which the liquid vaporized may be condensed so
-
changedthat the purity of the fluid is not appreciably.
A thermistor hypsometer manufactured by Cambridge
-Systems of Newton, Massachusetts is based upon the highly stable boiling
point of butyl benzene. 	 An internal reservoir furnishes fluid to a heated
glass wick ;assembly.	 The wick Assembly vaporizes this fluid with the heat,
required for vaporization being controlled by a precision thermistor placed
176
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in the saturated vapor stream in the wick. An independent proportionally
controlled thermal servo system regulates the heat required for vaporization
as a function of pressure. Another precision thermistor temperature sensor
is utilized to sense and compensate for variations in ambient temperature.
The vaporized fluid is internally condensed and returned to the reservoir,
thereby permitting long operation. The readout of the hypsometer is via a
precision thermistor thermometer.
5.3.1.2 INTERPRETATION OF THE MEASURIMWT
Additional information needed to interpret the measure-
menu -None
Method of analysis and interpretation of data - Out-
put of sensor is a change in resistance of the thermistor thermometer.
The log pressure vs. log resistance relationship is approximately linear.
From resistance, temperature of the boiling fluid may be found from which
the pressure may be derived,
5.3.1.3 INSTRUMENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total and dynamic range Total range 1200 to 2.0 mb.
Accuracy - 1% of measurement
Signal to noise - Dependent upon, electronics
Frequency response Not available
Environmental effects -Present design cannot be used
in ambient temperatures above 400C or below -400C.
5.3.1.4 INSTRUMENT OUTPUT
Output signal Output of Instrument is a resistance
change of a thermistor thermometer specifications for resistance they-
mtn"_tPra Annly
0a
Erection, Orientation, or booms - None
Compatability with sterilization at 145 00 - Without
liquid, yes. =
Special requirements - None
5.3.1.6	 STATE OF DEVELOPMENT
3r
Commercially available, generally custom mane to
specifications.
i`
REFERENCES
'Theory	 "'Victory-Sapoff, M.,	 of Thermist-r Hypsometers,Engineering Corp.,
Springfield, New Jersey.
Specifications Bulletin 137B1, Cambridge Systems, Newton, Mass.Technical
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45.4 PIEZOELECTRIC CRYSTALS AND SEMICONDUCTORS
A variety of piezoelectric transducers has been developed making use
of various properties of crystals and semiconductors by which their
electrical behavior is affected by changes in pressure of the ambient gas.
Only their principle of operation will be presented here since they have
not been developed to the point of full operational availability especially
in terms of establishing their reliability and accuracy under field
conditions.
5.4.1 PIEZOELECTRIC CRYSTALS
If a quartz crystal, w»rich is part of an oscillator circuit,
is exposed to the environment, the acoustic impedance of this medium affects
the electrical properties of the crystal, The damping effect of the gas
modifies the amplitude of the oscillations of the crystal., and this change
becomes a function of pressure. In practice, one experimental gauge of this
type was operated with an amplitude stabilized amplifier. A feedback loop
maintained the crystal oscillation amplitude at a constant level to prevent
rupture, and the variable feedback bias was used as output of the circuit.
Useful operation was obtained over the pressure range of 0.1 to 1000 tore
with oscillation frequencies of the order of 50 to 200 kHz. Gas composition
affects the calibrat,t,on of the circuit, and thus, has to be known.
5.4.2	 SEMICONDUCTORS
It has been found that if the junction of a tunnel diode or the
emitter-base	 of a planar type transistor is exposed to Varying,Junction
gas pressure, its current- potential characteristics are altered as a
function of the applied pressure.	 The tunnel diode is operated in the
amplifier or oscillator -node. 	 Its application to the measurement of
planetary atmospheric pressures seems remote at this point since most of
the laboratory evaluations have been made at pressures significantly above
terrestrial sea level pressures.
The piezo-transistor appears to be a rather recent development,
where the emitter-base junction of a silicon planar transistor is mechanically
coupled to a small. diaphragm. 	 Sensitivities of the order of 10 volts/gr
b5 force, or about 1 volt /inch H2O differential pressure, and a high degree
of linearity (1%) appear to be characteristics of this device.
Its compactness and compatibility with electronic circuit
elements could make this-pressure sensing transistor	 a valuable tool for
the remote measurement of pressures.	 Other specifications for this device
(Stow Labs. Pitran) are: 	 temperature coeff. -0.5%/ oC, hysteresis 1%,	 m
mechanical resonance frequency: 100 kHz, temperature range: -40 to + 600C.
1"9
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5.5 LjggID BAROMETERS
An atmosphere, by virtue of its weight, exerts n pressurQ on
a surface imersed within it. 	 This atmospheric pressure is equal to the
weight of a vertical column of the atmosoiere, of unit area, and. extending
to the outer limit of the atmosphere. The most generally used m ethod CC
measuring the pressure of the atmosplivre involves balancing it, against the
weight of a column of liquid. The measurement is expressed as the height
of the column of the particular liquid, such as inches of water.
5.5.1 NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTRUMENT
The atmospheric pressure may be determined using any fluid in
a liquid barometer provided the height of the column, the dens-, y of the
fluid, and the value of the acceleration due to grav!ty is known. The
most common type of liquid barometer is the mercury barometer. In this
instrument, the pressure of the at':iosphere is equated against a column of
mercury, the height of this column being accurately measured. This instru-
ment for use in an atmosphere similar to Earth 's
 must, of necessity, be
bulky, heavy, and rather delicate. The instrument consists of some form
of U-tube with one limb hermetically sealed,. The other limb is open tj the
atmosphere, and often takes the form of a cistern. The tube is filled with
mercury and positioned in the vertical plane with the closed end of the
tube becoming the uppermost point of the instrument. The mercury will
stand in the closed tube at a certain distance above the level in the open
tube or cistern. This height may be determined by various means and when
reduced to standard conditions is often adopted as a measurement of the
atmospheric pressure
There are various means of attaching transducers to the mercury
barometer for remote or automatic reading of the instrument. The instrument
discussed here is manufactured by Exacte. Instrument Company of Mountain
View, California. The height of the column of mercury is determined by a
servo-mechanism
	
which is designed to seek a float that is placed in the
tube on top of the column of mercury. 	 A position transducer is attached
to the servo-drive and indicates the height of the mercury column electri-
cally.
THE MEASUREMENT5.5.2	 INTERPRETATION OF
w
Additional information needed to interpret the measurement - I
The temperature of the mercury must be known precisely. 	 The gravitational
acceleration of the planet must also be known.
Method of analysis and interpretation of data - The output of
JJ^
1
the instrument is a binary representation of the height of the mercury
column which is a direct measurementof atmospheric pressure.E
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5.5.3 INSTRUMENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total and dynamic range - For the Earth's atmosphere, a 32•-
inch mercury range is used; however, special instruments have been supplied
with ranges up to 240 inches of mercury.
Accuracy R. 0.002--inch mercury.
Signal to noise - Unknown.
I	 Frequency response - Under 10 seconds.
1	 changes.	 Environmental effects - Subject to temperature and gravity
5.5.4 INSTRUMENT OUTPUT
output signal - Output options include both analog and digital
position encoders. Digital encoders provide a direct representation of the
atmospheric pressure in inches of mercury.
Bits per observation - Dependent upon encoder selected,
5.5,5 PAYLOAD INTEGRATION
Weight - Approximately 100 lbs.
Volume - Approximately 6 cubic feet.
Art,
L
Power - Unknown,
Radio frequency interference - None.
Magnetic moment - Unknown.
Erection, orientation or booms - Must be erected in a vertical
position.
Compat-ibility with sterilization at 145o - Unknown.
Special requirements - The instrument is ext,amely delicate.
Extreme care must be used when installing instrument, For these reasons
and because of its physical size and weight, it is assumed that this
instrument could not be used for space exploration.
5,5.6 STATE OF DEVELOPMENT
The instrument is fully developed for use on Earth.	 For other
or special users, the techniques are fully developed; however o	the actual
hardware is custom manufactured.
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REFERENCES LIQUID BAROMETERS
Exactel Instrument Company, Exactel Servobarometer PMS500, Mountain
View, Chliforni.a.
Middel'ton, W,E., and A.F. Spilhaus, 1953: Meteorological Instruments.
University of Toronto Press.
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5.6 KNUDSEN RADIOMETER GAUGE
This gauge ix used for the measurement of very low pressures and is
independent of gas composition (Leek, 1957). 	 The radiometer force is
pressure dependent from 0 to 10 mm Rg and is linearly dependent at the
laver end of the range.	 Consider two parallel plates A l and A2 at temper-
t1 tur	 3.e Tj and T2 , respectively, the separation (d cm) be i ng small when
corn	 free p ath..pared with their linear dimensions and to the molecular meaE-
The assumption is made that the molecules travelling towards A 2 from A!
have a mean velocity Cl cm/s dependent on the temperature T I , and a
velocity C2 cm/s exists for molecules travelling from A2 to A l dependent
on T2 .	 01 and G2 represent the correspoiding rms velocities. 	 At any
instant there are NI and N2 Triotecules/cm	 with the mean velocities C l and
C2 respectively.	 la the gas surrounding the plates the molecular mean
velocity, molecular rms velocity, and molecular density are'given by C,.
G, and N respectively.
2
The effective pressure p 1 (dyn/cm ) in the space between Al and A2
is given by
p1	 1/3 m N G
2	
m.+ 1/3	 N G
1	 2 22
(4)
the expression for p l can become
'/G1+G2
p.1 / p \
	
G
represents the accommodation-coefficient of the inside surfaces
 and s
	
IfG1 and G2 depend on the temperatures of the two plates
urface of Al
 and
A2 , then
G 	 G 1 - Q (G - G1)4
Gl -^ GZ - ^Z ( G' .
	
G
so that after algebraic: manipulation (4) can be w_ltten as
G 1 + GZ g^
p = 1/2 p G^
The radiation pressure trying; to force the plates apart is given by
G	 + G1	 2
P_ p	 - p -	 --- - l
1	
P
2 
G
Since G1 G	 = 1 /T	 and G2 /G	 = v`T2/.r
1i.
P	 1/2 p	 + 1IT2/T
A ^
Particular cases of T2 = T and the temperature of A2 equal to Tl on the
^► •!inside and T on the outside gives
The above development shows that for a constant temperature distribu-
tion and for the same accommodation coefficient at both plates the resultant
radiation pressure depends only on the gas pressure outside the region J
between the plates. 	 For three plates the expression for P is given by
P
	
'_ ly^'2	 i	 -	 SIT. /T^ (5 }
r
Thus,
	
the force on the ceKf,,trt-O,	 -xr t.:	 is ;independent of its temperature. The
density can easily be
	
7 _.A the equation of state (with knowledge
of gas composition) -
r^t 184
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The assumption of infinitely large surface areas and exactly equal
accommodation coefficients cannot be realized in practice. Fredlund (1937)
considered a circular vane A2 of radius r between two larger plates A and
A3 and a distance d from each. The final expression for P is modified
)from (5 as fo llowsk	 l^ 
^1{2 - ^2^
P=1j2p .TTT -. 
c + (2 2)C	 1	 2- 12
5.6 1 FREDLUND GAUGE
5.6.1.1 NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTRUMENT
There are many different variations of the Knudsen
gauge. The Fredlund gauge is described here due, to the relatively wide
range of pressures and densities that can be measured with a linear ,,elate
tion between,p and P. The gauge consits of a moving vane between two
large metal, blocks. The thermal deflecting force is balanced electro-
magnetically; the electrical force required to keep the vane in its
central position is used to measure the deflecting force. Water, supplied
froin two thermostats, was used to maintain the necessary temperature
difference between the metal blocks,
5.6.1.2 INTERPRETATION OF MEASUREMNT 	 I
^	 Additional information needed to interpret the
measurement - None.
Method for analysis and interpretation of_ data - A
'	 current is passed through the coils of each of the magnets. This current
is proportional to the force on the foil of the moving vane and leads to
the calculated pressure.
5. 6 .1.3  IIVSTRUMCNT CHARACTERISTICS
h	 Total and dynamic ranges	 With a d of 0.:85 mm, the
_.	
linear operating range (where the mean free path of the molecules must not
exceed d) of this gauge i s between — '0 and 3.2 x 10 - mm Hg. Pressures
as high as — 6 mm Hg can be measured less precisely in the `nonlinear
'	 operating region where the deflecting i;rz	 r^nplicated function of
gas density.'
fi	 Accuracy - Accurate determination of the accommodation
coefficients and the reduction of "edge effects"' from the practical limitation
that the surface cannot be infinitely large are necessary for accurate
x	 measurements. The "edge effects errr^r source can be "limited by proper
design of the ,gauge..
u
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tSignal. to noise - Unknown.
i
`	 Frequency response - The general expression governing
the deflection 0 of the freely swinging vane is given by
2
Jd	 +	 dt +SO =G'd t2
where J is the moment of inertia,3 is the frictional damping; coefficient,
µ
S the stiffness of the suspension (i.e., the restoring torque per unit
deflection) of the moving vane and G the deflecting; torque.
	 This expres-
sion represents a damped oscillatory motion with a natural period,
'	 T = 21r	 v J/ S second.
' The response time of these gauges is about the time of the period and is
a few seconds.
Environmental effects - The calibration of the instru-
ment is quite delicate. 	 Thus, the instrument should be protected from any
anticipated severe jolts,
5.6.1.4
	
INSTRUMENT OUTPUT
Output signal - The calibrated output would be analog.
For pressures less than 1.2,x 10'	 mm Hg, the relationship between the
observed radiation pressure, and surrounding gas pressure is linear.	 At
T
higher pressures the radii*ion pressure-gas pressure relation is more
comply x.
5.6.1,5	 PAYLOAD INTEGRATION .i
Weight.- Probably less than 4 kg. 1
Volume - The instrument is about 20 cm x 10 cm x 5 cm
in size,
Power - No power is needed to operate the instrument.
Small current is generated by the instrument itself.
Radio frequency interference - None.i	 q	 y
Magnetic moment - The instrument contains two
magnetic coils.
Erectian, orientation, or booms - None.
Compatibility with sterilization at 1450  -' Cannot
be determined:
Special requirements - None.
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5.6.1.6 STATE OF DEVELOPMENT
This is an old instrument developed for mensurnments
Ga	 of pressure under near vacuum conditions in the laboratory, Considerable
development would be needed for planetary pressure measurements, However,
the capability of the instrument to measure extremely low pressures 41.nde-
pendent of gas composition mdkes it attractive where such environmental
conditions are anticipated,
REFERENCES KNUDSEN RADIOMIL TER GAUGE
Fred lund, E . , 1937: Ann. Phys., 30 ) p. 99,.
Leek. J.H.. 1957: Pressure Measurement in Vacuum System, The lnsticute of
P_ '
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6. TEMPERATURE
Average temperatures near the surface of .Mars can be expected to vary
from a high of about 250°K at high latitudes in summer to a low of about
1.45°K at high Latitudes in 'winter (house, et al., 1967). Superimposed oil
these temperatures, except at high latitudes, is a diurnal variation of
about 100°K. Tetnperatures can be expected to decrease with altitu6i at a
tate of about 5°C/lQn to stratospheric values between 60 percent and 90
percent of the average surface values, depending upon season and latitude.
Average temperatures near the surface of Venus are about 600°K,
according to the Earth-based and Mariner II passive microwave observations
and the recent direct observations of the Russian Venus IV spacecraft.
Surface temperatures can be expected to vary as follows (Pollack and
Sagan, 1965): subsolar point, 1000°K; altisolar point, < 660°K; poles,
470°K. Uncertainties in these estimates may be 100°K or more. The temper-
ature lapse rate is about 10°C/km in the first 25 km, according to the
observations of the Venus IV spacecraft. This lapse rate probably per-
sists up to the Venusian stratosphere, which probably has a temperature
of about 200°K.
I1
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6.1 RESISTANCE TKEK O TTERS
These thermometers employ the variation, with temperature, of the
electrical resistance of metals and metal oxides.. The higher the temper-
ature coefficient of resistance, the better the material is for thermo-
metric purposes.
Resistance thermometers are made from platinum, copper, nickel, balco,
' tungsten and semi. conductors.	 Platinum is usually the preferred metal when
performance and cost both must be considered; semiconductor materials
exhibit an inverse temperature -resistance relation, and sensors of this
; material:, commonly called thermst;ors, may also be used for measurement
in.a manner similar to metalic sensors.	 The resistance of these sensors
becomes the analog of the sensor's temperature. 	 Measuring the temperature
of an environment can be accomplished by allowing the sensor to come to
thermal equilibrium with the environment and measuring the sensor's resis-
tance.
For precision resistance measurements in thermometry, some form of
potentiometer circuit is generally used. 	 The Wheatstone bridge circuit is
the most common aad is accurate enough for meteorological purposes.	 There
: are many variations in',the design and specifications for individual measur-
ing and indicating circuits available to the riser depending upon his
requirements.
-{ fall into.Resistance thermometersseveral classes:v
-`	 (1)	 Resistance bulbs
-	 (2)	 Thin wires'
(3)	 Thermo ribbons
(4)	 Thermistors
(5)	 Thin-film4
1	 (6)	 Junction diodes
fl
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6. 1. 1 RESISTANCE BULBS
6.1.1.1 NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTRUMENT
Resistance bulb thermometers generally employ platinum,
copper, or nickel elements. 	 The element is wound on a bobbin which is then
installed in a housing.	 '.the actual physical and electrical,properties are
dependent upon the application for which the sensor is designed.
	 Resistance 71
bulb thermometers are the most commonly used type of resistance thermometers
where accuracy and rugged construction are desired.
6.1.1.2	 INTERPRETATION OF THE MEASUREMENT
Additional information needed to interpret the
measurement	 None.
Method for analysis and interpretation of data - The
resistance of the thermometer is generally determined by placing the resis-
tance bulb into one leg of a Wheatstone birdge or an ac bridge circuit.	 The
output signal of the bridge circuit is directly related to the resistance of
the thermometer.
6.1.1.3	 INSTRUMENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total and dynamic range
Total range:
	 Platinum	 -260% to +500°C
Copper
	
-140°C to +1200C
Nickel	 -1840C to +31.6°C.
The dynamic range is dependent upon the specifications
and type of bridge or measuring circuit used. 	 A dynamic range of 100°C is
common for resistance bulb thermometer systems.
Accuracy - Platinum types are generally the most accurate
sensors.' However, errors can be introduced by the measuring circuit. 	 Platinum ?
sens-ors are accurate
	
to 0.2 ,PC
Signal to noise - Dependent upon electronics.
Frequency response -	 The frequency response is dependent
upon the physical size and shape of the sensor. 	 Sensors are available with
time constants of from approximately one second to several minutes.
Environmental effects	 The sensor must be shielded
from radiation to insure proper measurement of the ambient temperature.
6.1.1.4	 INSTRUMENT OUTPUT
Output signal - The sensor output consists of a resistance
change.	 11is is measured by a bridge circuit which is most cases produces a
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de voltage analog to the resistance of the sensor. 	 7his voltage is a linaaroil
representation of the temperature.
Bits per observation - 8 or 9 bits per obsorvation.
6.1.1.5	 PAYLOAD INTEGRATION
Weight -	 Sensor	 I oz to several pout-ids,
Bridge	 approximately one pound,
Volume -	 Sensor	 approximately I to 10	 inches3.
Brkdge	 approximately 20 	 inches3.
Power - Approximatel- , two watts.
Radio frequency interference - None.
Magnetic moment - Unknown.-
Erection, orientation, or booms - Sensor must be
shielded from radiation.
Compatibility with sterilization at 145%	 Yes.
Special requirements - Sensor should be aspirated.
6.1.1.6	 STATE OF DEVELOPMENT
Resistance bulb thermometer systems are available as
off-the-shelf items from commercial manufacturers 	 and are in routine use
in temperature measuring systems.
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6.1,2	 THERMO RIBBONS
'lliermo ribbons provide a fast response conversion of surface
temperatures to accurate electrical signals. 	 They are available for direct
application to any surface. 	 The unit employs a nickel ii •On element which
provides a relatively high impedance thermometer.	 Thermo ribbons have the
same features as resistance bulbs with the exception of frequency response
and space requirements.	 The response time or these sensors, whoa used to
determine environmental temperatures, is a fu"ction of the time required
for the surface on which they are mounted to reach thermal. equi Librium.
It is very important that, for measurements of environmental temperature,
the sensor not be mounted on a surfnee whose temperature is determined by
factors other than the ambient temperature of the atmosphere.
6.1.3	 THIN-WIRE RESISTANCE THE1010METERS
Thin wire resistance thermometers employ the	 same principles
and most of the features of the resistance bulb thermometer.	 Tile main
differences are in their physical design and response characteristics,
The thin wire thermometers are used primarily as laboratory instruments.
They are constructed of thin platinum wires; 0.001-inch diameter, mounted
in an open frame and are extremely fragile as compared to the resistance
bulb thermometer.	 The response time of thin wire thermometers is well
under one second.	 Contamination of the actual resistance element with
dust and other materials presents some problem.-• in accuracy when used in
an environment outside the laboratory. 	 With the exception of response
times and the need for protection, the thin-wire resistance thermometer
performance and use are identical with the resistance bulb thermometer.
A*
6. 1.4 THEMISTORS
The thermistor is one member of the family Of eleeLrical
thermometers. It operates on the simple principle that the electrical
resistance of the material varies inversely with temperature. The equa-
tion for the change in resistance with temperature is somewhat different
for each type of thermistor and depends on the characteristics of the
material used ior the sensor, Its sensitivity is of the order of -4 per-
cent per 'C.	 i ^, t.
There are two types of thermistors currently in use in the
Earth's atmosphere, The rod thermistor is the standard temperature measur-
ing device for radiosonde flights which, take place below 30 Iua. Its time
constant is rather slow when compared to the bead thermistor that is used
for temperature measurements in the stratosphere, niny of tho aharacter-
istics of the two thermistor types are similar. Since the bead thermistor
has more potential for use in thin atmospheres, such as Mars, it will
be described in full below.
6.1.4.1 NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTRLMENT
There are many materials that can be used as the sen-
sing element. Also, the thermistor has been made in different sizi,s. The
thermistor element described below is part of a rocketsonde and the
description refers to the complete package. The instrument descends by
parachute from an altitude ok about 80 Ian. The thermistor is exposed to
the incident air flow as tho instrumented package descends. The parachute
has a fall rate of about 100 m/s at 60 km. The fall rate drops to about
20 m/s in the lower stratosphere. A typical flight recording is time
versus pulse frequency in a manner similar to that.used for radiosonde
flights. The pulse frequency is a function of resistance which is lire_arly
related to temperature.
The variation, of thermistor temperature T with height
can be expressed as follows:
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c' = Stefan-Boltzmann constant,
The = effective blackbody temperature of environment below (K),
Tae = effective blackbody temperature of environment. above (K),
Tai = effective blackbody temperature of instrument above (K),
W = current through sensor (µW),	
-1
S - power dissipation of sensor (pW K ),
r = thermal recovery factor,
V = fall velocity	 (km s- 1 ) ,
Ts = temperature of support (K),
K = thermal conductivity of lead wires (cal cm-1 s' l K-1),
= cross-sectional area of wire fcm`),
C = heat capacity of bead (cal K	 ),
x = Length of lead wires (cm),
z = altitude (km),
y = time constant of sensor,
2s-2K-1).c p = specific heat capacity at constant pressure for air (km
The expression shows that the temperature variation is principally influenced
by the air temperature, radiation effects from the environment and the instru-
mentation, the fall velocity, and the configuration of the bead itself.
6.1.4.2	 INTERPRETATION OF THE MEASUREMENT
Additional information needed to interpret the
measurement -	 None.
Method for analysis and interpretation of data - A
continuous record of pulse frequency is obtained.	 The pulse frequency is
rela t ed to the resistance and the resistance is a linear function of
temperature.	 Thus, temperature is related to the pulse frequency.
6.1.4.3	 INSTRUMENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total and dynamic ranges -• The pulse frequency varies
between 10 and 200 c/s.
	
This would correspond to a temperature range of
approximately 600 C to -80°C.
Accuracy - A set of corrections has been prepared
for the thermistor data. 	 The corrections consider forced convection,
infrared and solar radiation,compressional heating, lead wire conduction,
and internal. heating effects.	 These corrections vary with altitude with
the corrections increasing with altitude. 	 After the corrections are
applied, temperature measurements are accurate within ,± 2 percent below
60 km and x'3.8 percent at 65 km_.
Signal to noise - High:
Frequency response	 The radio frequency range of the
monitored signal is between 1660 to 1700`mc and the data pulse frequency
varies between 10 and 200 p/s,.	 Variation of the time constant with altitude
has been found to be from I ' s at 40 km to 100 s at 80 km.
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Environmental effects - This is a reasonably rugged
instrument that has withstood the shock of rocket launching. Rtldiation
effects have been estimated and the necessary , corrections applied to the
measurements.
	
6.1.4.4	 INSTRUMENT OUTPUT
Output signal - The calibrated output can be either
digital or analog and the relationship between the pulse frequency and
resistance is nonlinear and has to be determined empirically.
Bits per observation A total of 8 bits per
observation is required.
	
6.1.4.5	 PAYLOAD INTEGRATION
r.
(;	 4
Weight - Less than 3 lbs for the entire package
that contains the bead and related equipment.
Volume Less than 1/2 cubic foot.
Power - Less than 10 W (transmitter).
}
Radio frequency interference - In Earth atmosphere
applications,_ there is interference from radiosonde data retrieval which
`	 also occurs in the 1680 me band.
<u
Magnetic moment Not applicable
}	 Erection, orientation, or booms	 No importantL:.
requirements.
Compatibility with sterilization at 145°C - The
instrument is compatible with ster1lization.
Special requirements
	
The bead should be shielded
t	 from direct solar radiation.
W
	6.1.4.6	 STATE OF DEVELOPMENT
i % The bead thermistor is the standard instrument for
stratospheric measurement. It has already been thoroughly flight tested.
t
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6. 1.5 THIN FILM SENSORS
The development of the Chin film sensor evolved from problems
encountered with the bead thermistor at altittades above 55 km. These
problems were caused by the small size of the bead in an atniosphere where
the molecular mean free path is long with respect to di e size of the sensor.
Convective coupling with the air is not efficient and slower response times
result.
Thin film sensors have been found superior to bead thermistors
for the measurement of rarefied air because of their inherently enhanced
convective coupling.
6.1.5.1	 NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTRUMENT
There are two different type,, of thin film sensors
currently in use. T'he first is ,simply .a bead thermistor L-:^^eddek in a
1/2-inch mylar sheet with a 400 X coating of aluminum (McKenuedy, 1967).
This arrangement has the effect of gi „ring the bead a larger surface area.
Thus the molecular mean tree path is no longer large_ compared to the size
of the sensor.
The second sensor is a germanium thin film with a 1-
inch thickness mica (muscovite) substrate. The surface area of the sensor
is'1/4 ire. by 1/4 in. while the area of the substrate is 1/2 in. by 1 in.
1
i
a
Both types of sensors are part of a radionsonde
package ejected from a rocket in the neighborhood of 75 to 85 km and use
the same type of telemetry system. This instrument descends by parachute
sending pulse signals back to be monitored. The calibrated pulse signals
are then interpreted in terms of temperature.
	
6.1.5.2	 INTERPRETATION OF THE MEASUREMENT
Additional information needed to interpret the
irteasurement
	
None.
Method for analysis`and interpretation of data
The pulse output is in cycles per second. This output is related to the
w
resistance _of'the instrument system logarithmically. The resistance is,
in turn, related to temperature.
.+f	
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6.1, 5.3	 INSTRUMEN 	 R S.0
.
	
	
Total and dynamic ranges - The range of the instru-
ment is from O to 200 c/s which corresponds to a temperature range between
30 0 C and - 55°C. Resistance' varies between 1.0 It and 10 M ohms for the
beaded sensor and 100 K and 10 M ohms for the germanium sensor.
19
CAccuracy - The same factors that affect the bead
thermistor measurements also contribute to errors in th(.-se measurements.
	
f
For the thermistor mounted in the film, the estimated (not scientifically
determined) errors are i'2°C and ±l°C below 45 km_. No accurate error esti-
mate can be made for the germanium sensor. t
Signal to noise - High.
Frequency response - The time constant of the bead
sensor is less than 2 s at 65 km. No time coostaat has not yet been
determined for the gee~mnaium sensor although t`ieory indicates a time
constant similar to the bead sensor.
Environmental effects - Both types of sensors are,
rugged and should be able to withstand considerable shock. The necessary
corrections have been estimated for radiation effects.
6.1.5.4 INSTRUMENT OUTPUT
Output signal	 The calibrated output is in pulse
form (c/s) . Resistance is related logarithmically	 the pulse output
and temperature is related to the resistance.
Bits  per observation	 Eight bits per observation
are required,
6.1.5.5 PAYLOAD INTEGRATION 	 1
Weight. - Less than 5 lbs .
Volume - The instrument package is 3Z inches in
diameter and 10-inches high.
Power - The radiosonde input power approx.
	 3 W.
Radio frequency interference _ On the present  data
recovery frequency of 1680 Mc, there is interference from radiosonde data
recovery operating in the	 same frequency.
Magnetic moment - Not known.
Erection, orientation, or booms - No unusual orientation
of the instrument must be made.
Compatibility with sterilization at 145'C -Unknown.
Special requirements -	 No special requirements are ML
anticipated
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6.1.5 .6 STATE OF DEVELOPMENT
The bead in mylar sensor is considered operati.ona•1
while more testing is required before the germanium sensor acquires the
the same status.
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6. lr 6	 JUNCT:1'QN DI(LDES
The following relations fc)4- a junction diode come from
elemenrary semicondl► ctor theory;
i = i s [exp (ev/R)
	
y
i s	 AT  exp (-aE /KT)
where v and i are the diode junction voltage and current, i is the reverse
saturation current, e is the electronic charge, K is tho BoTtrmann's constant,
T is the temperature in °K, 19 is the gap energy expressed in volts, A is a
constar.L for a given diode, and n = 3 for simple diffusion theory.
. " . 1 . 1	 The temperature sensitivity o f
 a P-N junction volt-ampere
characteristic is due principally to tho variation of reverse saturation
current.. The temperature sensitivity depends dominantly on the energy gap
of the material.	 A linear junction voltage versus temperat,zre relation is
produced from basically exponential dependencies of reverse.current on temper-
ature and of forward current on junction vo ltage.
6.1.6.1 NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTRUMENT
This instrument operates from a fairly simple electric
circuit. The circuit consists of a series resistance, a source, and two
diodes in a bridge. ',Phis instrument's basic c-ircuit can be represented by
the following expression
dvdT = -cx* [ 1-tv/ (E-v) ] -1
where -a*	 (^v/^T)i and v*	 (6v/ ,"n ') T . The term in brackets can be made
essentially independent of T by making E r> v thus
dv
dT
6.1. 6.2 INTERPRETATION OF THE MEASUREMENT
w	 Additional information needed to interpret the
measurement	 None.
Method for analysis and interpretation of data - The
output of this instrument is linear junction volta ge, which is related to
the temperature. This voltage can be directly metered from the circuit.
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'	 6.1.6.3 INSTRUMENT CHARACTERISITICS
Total and dynamic ranges - I'he absolute value of
the junction voltage of the temperature compensation diode is typically
O	
130 mV at I mA and 20°C, var y ing about 60 mV per current decade. Ti.t -
clearl y linear voltage - temperature chirac ter Ist is is ('+v/ T) _ -2.3 niV/C° .
T^Imperature below 60°C can be measured.
'Accuracy - The chief factor affeering the accuracy
of tii^ circuit is the tiniformity of the diodes. A spread of 20 mV was
observed in a sariple of 20 diodes and the slope (sensitivities) were within
a few percent. Usually, a pair of diodes selected that had junction voltages
within a iew mV had slopes within two percent.
t Signal to noise - Information not available.
Frequency response - 11ie time constant is about $0
seconds in still air, based on response to a temperature step of 10%.
Environmental effects - This should be a reasonably
rugged instrument and should not be affected by the L•nvironnent.
6.1.6.4 INSTRUMENT OUTPUT
output si gnal - Tlie voltage-temperature relationship
is nearly linear. Most likely, the calibrated instrument output would be
in analog farm. However, it could be digitized.
Bits per observation - The dumber of mV for a complete
range of observations will most likely be between 1 and 1000. Thereiuce, 10
bits per observation are needed.
6.1.6.5	 PAYLOAD INrj..,(:RA'rION
Wtzight - I'robabIy less the 10 lbs.
Volume - Probabl y less than 112 ft Z.
Rower - Probably less the 10 W.
K. dio frequency interlerenco - None expected.
Magnetic moment - Not 1cnown .
Erection, orientation, or booms - None.
C oinp. tibi l ity with sterili:-ation at 145%
^ iknown .
Special requirements - None.
1
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t6.1-6.6 STATE OF DEVELOPMENT
This instrument has been thoroughly 4(,-stcd and
should be ready for immediate use.
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6.2	 `lHED100OUPLES
Thermocouples are devices used for the measurement of temperature:
differences.	 Their operation is teased on the Seebeck effect, a phenom-
enon whereby an elec;tr*c current. will flow in a circuit, formed by two
dissimilar metallic conductor;, joined at two paints, when the temperature
_ at these junctions is different. 	 The magnitude of this current is a funs-
F Lion of the temperature difference, for a given pair of metals. 	 If tho
circuit is left open a thermoelectric potential is developed across the
open 'leads which again is a function of the temperature difference between
the two junctions.	 The polarity of this potential depends on which junc-
ta.on has the higher temperature.	 The thermoelectric potential E follows
approximately the parabolic eq.ation of the forme	 E - n. + bt + ct 2 + ...
+ where t is the temperature difference between the two junctions and a,
b, c are constants characteristics of each metal pair.	 For absolute
temperature measurements, one junction, called the reference junction, has
to be at a known temperature, while the measuring junction will be exposed
to the unknown environment. 	 In general thermocouples are preferred for
difference measurements unless a reliable and well controlled reference
temperature can be .established, or if the unknown temperature is much
Lower or much higher than the reference, in which case errors of temper-
ature of the latter junction have a reduced effect on the measurement.
For planetary surface measurements, thermocouples may be useful in the
determination of vertical pr ofiles which require	 the accurate measure-
ment of small temperature differences.	 However, if a reliably controlled
^eferer►ce temperature can be maintained, thermocouples can be used for
fast and accurate ambient temperature determina%ions.
6.2. 1 THERMOCOUPLE GAUGES
6.2.1.1	 NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF THE 114STRUMENT
A large variety of thermocouple gauges has been der
^o veloped and used in many different applications. 	 Their main differences
reside In the choice of metal pairs for the junctions, which is often
based on the characteristics of the environment to be evaluated (stability
at high temperatures, resistance to corrosion, etc.).
Typical thermocouple pairs are; 	 iron/constantan,
copper/constantan, platinum/platinum-rhodium, chromel/alumel, carbon/silicon
carbide, etc.	 Typical thermoelectric potentials for a 100 0C difference
(',teference junction at O oC) are between 0.6 and 6 millivolts, for the above,.
combinations of metals.	 Mos	 of them can be used to temperatures above
10001C and down to -2000C, thus covering the ranges of planetary interest.
r In general, for absolute temperature measurements a
thermocouple thermometer for remote planetary applications u-ould consists
of a measuring junction, exposed to the ambient airs with appropriate
r: radiation shielding, a reference _junction maintained at constant tempera-
ture or with automatic temperature compensation., a stable d-c amplifier
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with a voltage gain of the order of 104 to provide an output compatible
with telemetry.	 The constant temperature environment for the reference
junction may already be part of other associated equipment which may
require a tight temperature control, and thus no separate provisions of
this type may he needed.
6.2.1.2
	
INTERPRETATION OF MEASUREMENT
Additional information needed to interpret measure-
ri
ment - None
Method of analysis and interpretation of data - The
amplified thermoelectric potential is directly related to temperature
through known calibration curves established for the particular junction
metals.
6.2.1.3	 INSTRUMENT CH/-►RACTERISTICS
'	 Total and dynamic range - Dependent on reference junc-
tion temperature and on thra choice of junction metals. 	 In general any
interval between about 10 and 15000K.
Accuracy - With careful calibration and tight refer-
ence control accuracies, better than 0.1 0C can be achieved.	 (For industrial
applications the usual accuracy is of the order of 30C)
Signal to noise - The signal to noise, in this case,
depends on the thermoelectric potential generated, and on the inherent
noise characteristics of the d-c amplifier,
-	 Frequency response - Time constants as low as 1 second
are feasible.
Environmental effects'- Proper choice of metals is I
required in corrosive atmospheres, for cryogenic temperatures, etc.	 Very
high magnetic fields (several thousand gauss) may affect the accuracy
of a thermocouple thermometer.
6.2.1.4
	
INSTRUMENT OUTPUT
Output signal - Analog, calibrated, approximately tin-
1
ear., with temperature.
Bits per observation - ' Typically 10 for better than i10C resolution.
6.2.1.5	 PAYLOI	 INTEGRATION
These parameters will be -estimated on the basis of
state of the art, and assuming that the temperature control for the
204
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reference can be obtained elsewhere in the system; a complete flyable
instrument is not readily available but could easily be developed with
existing hardware.
Weight - 0.5 lbs (including Amplifier and probe,
excluding shield).
Volume - 10 id (including amplifier and probe,
excluding shield):
Power - Typically 0.2 watts (d-c amplifier).
glib
Radio frequency interference - None
Magnetic moment - None
Erection	 orientation	 or booms - Non-critical
should be mounted to expose it to free ambient air.
17
Compatibility with sterilization at 145°C -Very
high.
'
Special requirements - None-
6.2.1.6 STATE OF DEVELOPMENT
Industrial and laboratory instruments;
	
minar develop-
ment required for planetary measurements and package integ ration.
rrk
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6.3 DEFORMATION THERMOMETERS
The deformation thermometer is -I thermometer using transducing, elements
that deform with temperature. The tw^ N most used instruments of this group
are the bimetallic and Bourdon tube thermometers.
6.3.1 BIMETALLIC THERMOMETER
6.3. 1. 1 NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF THE I:NSTRUI` EWl'
Bimetal thermometers have as Lhair sensing elemont: a
compound strip of metal (usually invar and brass or invnr Ind steel) formed
by welding. This strip of metal bends os the t.eniporature changes, because
of the difference in expansion of tho- two metnis.
Let us take a wrldod strip of unit length where the
thicknesses of the two metals are h l
 and h 2 Yovigs moduli El J rrnd E2,
respectively; and al and a2 , their linear coefficients of expansion. Also,
let I, and 1 9 be the moments of inertia of the' two cross-sec Lions, which are
given by
1  = h 1 3 /12	 and
	
S2 = h 2 3 / l?
At temperature 10 the curvature of the strips is l/po
and at somehigher temperature 0 the curvature changes from l/,Io to l/p.
It is assumed that 1/p-1/po is large compared to h 1 + h 2 and that curvvbure
across the width of the strip can be neglected.
The forces acting on a segment of unit length tyre two
axial tensions P l , P2 and two bending moments Ml r12 . Since there are no
external forces we have
r
I	 '
1
1
I
I
i
fIQV- -
After some substitution and algebraic manipulation
 1—
P P0
(a2 - CI ) (0 - 00)
hl+ h2 	2(E 111 + E2 12)	 1	 1
,.^	
hl +-t- h2	 E1h1 .E^ 2 h 2
This can be simplified by substituting
S = h i + h2 	m h 1/h2 ,	 n	 El/E2 ,	 11 = In /12	 and 12 h2 /12
such that
1	 1	 6(a2 - a1 ) (0	 so ) (1 + m)2
	
P o	 [3 (1 + m) 2 + (1 + mn) (m2Fi 	 + 1)/mn]
and the above expression may be written
1 -
	
1,	
_ (A/S)	 (a	 - al ) (e - 60)P	 PO
' where A i	 a constant,	 This equation shows the dependence of the change
in curvature on the thickness of the two metal strips, the difference in
their coefficients of expansion (linear), and the temperature change.
Now let dS represent the distance the movable end of
a bimetal strip (which is rigidly held at the other end) would move with
a small change in temperature (from 0 to 0 + d9).	 The final expression
for the geometrical problem, with appropriate substitution from the above
developments, is given by
dS = L2 B	
2A5 (a2 - al)do
cohere L is a linear function of p and 	 a central angle for the strip at
curvature p; * i s the angle between the chord connecting the two ends°of the
bent strip and a l ne.tangent 'co the bimetal at the damped end at curvature
p; and B(*) is a complicated function of, the above angle and *o , an angle
similar to * only at curvature po
. Movement t`, is greatest for a straight bi-
x	 t
metal and varies inversely as the total ;thietkenss of the strip.
..
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06.3 1.2 INTERPRETATION OF THE MEASUREMENT
Additional informntion needed to inLerprut the
measurement - 	 None.
Method for analysis and inter rotation of dat"i - Most
data from this instrument are continuously recorded on a caltbrated graph
with temperature indicated. Ilie onl y
 variable remaining is LklmpornLare
once the specifications of a particular instrument nre indic0tod, (an be
adapted for remote operation with electrical output.
6.3,1.3 INSTRUMENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total and dynamic ranges - Tho range of the bimetal.
covers the entire range of meteorological temperatures (both Surface and
upper-air) and the instrument is used to measure higher temperature gor
industrial purposes,
Accuracy - The bimetal exhibits elastic hystere.,jis.
The zero of the bimetal is inclined to drift, especially after a rapid
change in temperature or when the strip has been newly bent or formed.
After subjecting the bimetal to several cycles of temperature the hyster-
esis is less of a problem,	 The measurement errors .are within tolerable,
limits for meteorological measurements, 	 probably within -t 30C.
Signal to	 - Unknown fornoise	 remoto application,
Frequency response - 21 sec,
Environmental effects - The bimetal and 	 its immvdiatQ
surroundings would be affected by absorption of direct solar radiation.
6.3.1.4	 INSTRUMENT OUTPUT, PAYLOAD INTEGRATION, AND STATE OF 41
DEVELOPMENT
No practical instrument has been developed for remote
operation.	 'Such a device could be designed if necessary, 	 However,	 for
such purposes resistance thermometers have monopolized the field.
6.3.2	 BOURDON THERMOMETER
The Bourdon thermometer consists of a curve tube of elliptical
cross section, completely filled with some organic liquid.	 As the temper-
ature changes the shape of the metal changes in response to differences in
the cubical expansion coefficients of the liquid (?' L,) and the metal	 (7m).
The theory of the Bourdon thermometer is quite similar to that of the bi-
metailic thermometer and the basic equation is as follows:
dS	 L B	 (7e-7
m
 )dO
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The notation other than the cubical expansion coefficients is the same
as that for the bimetal thermometer.
Excess internal pressure caused by high temperatures can lead
to inaccuracies in determining high temperatures. Tow temporatures present
no difficulties, The time constant is greater than the bimetal thermometer.
Also, the Bourdon thermometer is less rugged than the bimetal, No overall
greater difference in accuracy or range (except at high temperatures) exists
between the Bourdon and bimetallic thermometers.
REFERENCtS - DEFORMATION THERMOMETERS
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46 	 ACOUSTICAL TECHNIQUES
Acoustical techniques are based upon the principle that for sound
propagation in an ideal gas, the sound velocity, C, is related to the
Kolvin temperature, T, by
C	
7 R T
m
heat ratio, R the universal gas constatiL, and m
the gas, The relationship provides a means of
through sound velocity measurements.
)METER
`rhe system considered hea rd for measuring tho sound volocity
consists of two transducers, spaced at a known distance, the circuitry
for continuctisly measuring the delay time of an ultrosonic wave generated
by one, and received by the other, no delay time is measured by a phase
comparison of the received signal with a reference. The radian phase shift
is related to temperature by T
	
4,.q 2 md 2 f 2
7 R qv
where I is the temperature of the gas, m is the molecular weight of the gas,
d is the spacing distance, f is the frequency, R is the univ(. , rsal gas con-
stand, 7 is the specific heat ratio of the gas, and P is the rndiaa phase
shift.
The principles of the sonic thermometer are employed in the
sonic anemometer and the same specifications are valid. The Lemperature
determ - ined by use of the sonic thermometer is available as an output in
many sonic anemometers.
6.4.2 ROCKET GRENADE	
TV`In a thermally stratified medium such as the Earth's atmosphere 	 x
a series of discrete sounds can be generated in tho vertical at known height
intervals. The difference between the arrival times at a ground-level detector
of the sound pulses from the upper and lower explosions which define an atmos-
pheric layer of known thickness can then be used to compute average sound speed
and therefore average temperature for the layer provided, or course, that 7/m
(i.e., composition) is known. This is essentially how grenade explosions are
used to determine temperature profiles in the Earth's atmosphere. For a
detailed discussion of the instrumentation used in the measurement of temper-
ature in the Earth's atmosphere by the grenade technique, refer to the write-
up of the grenade technique under wind velocity.
4
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where 2 is the specific
the molecular weight of
determining temperature
6.4.1 SONIC THERM,
r6.5 RADIATION THERMOMETRY
A. Holometers
rr
B. Interferometer
C. Spectrometer
D.	 Optical Pyrometer
E.	 Pyranocneter
These instruments and techniques are generally used for the measure-
ment of surface temperatures, incident radiation from heated sources, hot
gaseous effluents and rocket exhaust and plume temperatureu.	 Except for
the infrared bolometer, which will be described in detail, the application
of the above listed instruments to planetary aeronomy is restricted to
remote measurements from	 satellites and fly-by craft.
The measurement of atmospheric temperatures by means of infrared radi-
ation is based on the measurement of emiss on of radiation by certain char-
acteristic constituents of the air, selecting a narrow spectral region defined
by a strong absorbtivity of the selected gas.	 For this application CO2 has
been found to be a convenient gas since it has strong absorption bands at 15[1
and 4.3p.	 For terrestrial applications, the 15µ band is preferred since it
contains a much larger fraction of the total energy radiated than that asso-
ciated with the 4.3µ band; this would be more so in the case of the lower
temperature Martian atmosphere.
	
However, it appears that the shorter wave
ri
emission would be far superior for surface temperature measurements on Venus,
on the basis of the latest information (550 0K approx. for Venus IV readings).
Furthermore, CO2 appears to be the main constituent of the atmosphere of both
r planets, thus essentially assuring the operation of this type of infrared tem-
perature measurement on their surfaces. 	 The depth of penetration into the 
atmosphere isa function of CO2 concentration and atmospheric pressure, at
,F terrestrial surface conditions this length is of the order of hundreds of feet.
On the Martian surface this penetration would be of the same order of magnitude..
On
	 P	 probablyVenus this depth would	 	 be reduced to less than 100 feet.
x 6.5.1	 INFRARED BOLOMETER
6.5.1.1 NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTRUMENT
-The instrument consists of a radiometer head whose
interior is maintained at-a- constant reference temperature. The field 	 .;
of view is a rectangle of 10 by 40 0	 The optical, complement includes
focusing and folding mirrors, spectral filter (15 µ band pass) and a
gold plate rotating chopper which ,alternativel.y a1'lows the target radia:
IT
	
	
tion to fall on the detector, or to block it, exposing the detector to
the reference radiation level hssociated with thecontrolled cavity
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temperature, The detector is a germanium-immersed thermistor bolomeLer.
Iliese optical elements, for the particular instrumvnt developed by Barnes
tngr., are shown in Figure 6-1. Its cavity reference temperature is hold
at 50 c,
 C i VC. Phase demodulation of the square wave signal from the
detector is obtained by a separate light-detector pickup synchronized with
the radiation chopping frequency. Ilia electronic circuitry includes ampli-
fication, synchronous rectification and filtering.
6.5. 1.2 INTERPRE-TATION OF THE MEASUREMli'NT
Additional information needed to interpret measurement -
Pressure and CO2 donsity for the determination of penetration depth, If
depth of penetration is to be varied, this can be accomplished by wavelength
selection.
Mothod for analysis and interpretation of data - The
output of the instrument is a function of the difference of temperature
with respect to the internal reference temperature; it is thus necessary
to transmit both pieces of information for proper evaluation.
6.5 1,-3 INSTRUMENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total and dynamic ranges - The available instrument
covers the range of -60'C to 4-30% but this can be extended either way
depending on the application.
Accuracy - Resolution is of the order of W-25%.
The overall accuracy depends on how closely the instrument can be maintained
Gat its original calibration, and on the accuracy of the reference temperature
measurement
Signal to noise 	 Better than 52 d1ji at -60°C and 63 d13
at + 20,OC.
Frequency response	 Typical time constant is 0.5 sec.
Environmental effects	 None in particular.
6.5.1.4 INSTRUMENT OUTPUT
Output signal - Analog, calibrated, approximately
linear.
Bits per observation - 7 for reference and 7 ter 10
for air temperature (reference 'sign,al may be eliminated).
6.5.1.5 PAYLOAD INTEGRATION
No instrument has been developed for planetary remote
operation. The subsequent information will be given for the existing
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radiometer lead but in combination with a miniaturized electronic- cc?mp'le-
ment whose characteristics are estimated.
Weight - 10 l,bs
	
(estimated)
r	 Volume • 36C  is n.
Power - 10 W (estimated).
Radio frequency interference - None.
Mimetic moment -- None.
Erection,	 orientation,	 or booms -	 itndi.cjtttetex head
should be pointed horizontally to monsure ambient temperatures,	 I
information can vertical profiles is desired, the toad eould bra scanned
in the vertical plane.	 Scanning in the horizonta^ plane may be desirable
.	 for ,averaging moasuremeats .
Compatibility with Stec:i.li.zaLi.on at	 145 0 C -	 Propor
design of the system would be required.
Special requi,roments - UnobSLructed Livid of view.
6.5 .1.6 	 STATE OF DEVELOPMENT
Operational for field applications.	 Would require
redesign for planetary applications.
z
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6.6 LIQUID THERMOMETER
The great majority of all thermometers used to measure the near-surface
temperature are of the type that depends on the expansion of a liquid in a
glass envelope. The excess of the expansion of the liquid over that of the
glass is measured by the changes in length of the liquid column in a narrow
tube which is part of the container for the liquid.
6,6.1 MERCURY-IN GLASS THERMOMETER
6.6.1.1 NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTRUMENT
The temperature is indicated by virtue of the differ-
ential expansion of mercury and glass. The volume coefficient of expansion
of mercury is 182 x 10 6 per °C while the coefficient of most glass is from
18 x 10- 6 to 27 x 10- 6 . As the temperature rises, a greater portion of the
glass tube above the bulb is filled, and the temperature is read directly
from a calibrated scale on the instrument.
6.6.1.2 INTERPRETATION OF THE MEASUREMENT
Additional information needed to interpret measurement
The ventilating speed should be known for computing the time constant.
Method for analysis and interpretation of data - The
temperature is read diwectly from the scale posted on the instrument.
6.6.1.3 INSTRUMENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total and dynamic ranges 	 Mercury freezes at -38.9°C
and boils at,356.9°C.	 Therefore, these thermometers are restricted for a.
temperatures between those two extremes.
Accuracy - There are three sources of error with this
instrument.	 Two are of very minor importance (correction for, emergence of
stem and parallax reading) and the third (irreversible elastic errorG) can
be controlled by proper manufacture of the bulb. 	 The accuracy of these
instruments is quite good when they are shielded from direct solar radia-
tion,	 generally within -4. 2 0C
Signal to noise - Not determined.
Frequency response-- For a ventilating spoed of 4.6 m/sec
and with a spherical bulb diameter of 1.12 cm, the time constant is 56 sec.
Environmental effects - The thermometer must be shielded
from direct solar radiation or else the reading will be influenced by heat
absorbed by the 'instrument and the measurement will be two high.
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6.6 l .4 INSTRUMENT OUTPUT, PAYLOAD INTEGRATION, AND STATE
OF DEVELOPMENT
No practical instrument has been developed for remote
operation with an adequate electricaloutput. Such a device could be
designed if necessary, However; for such purposes resistance thermometers
have monopolized the field, and liquid thermometers remain the most useful
direct reading temperature transducers,
6.6.2 SPIRIT-IN-GLASS THERMOMETER
The operation and general characteristics of this thermometer
are the same as for the mercury thermometer except that the liquid is some
organic substance. Ethyl alcohol (C2HSOH) is the most common substance,
however, pentane (C5H12) and toluol (C6H5CH3), among other compounds, are
sometimes used, The freezing points of the above are below -100°C, and
it is because of the low freezing points that they are used. These
thermometers are not nearly as'accurate as the mercury thermometer. The
correction for the emergent stem is several times that for the mercury
instrument	 Unlike mercury, the spirit wets the glass; therefore, if
the temperature falls rapidly a certain amount of the liquid remains on
the walls causing the thermometer to read too low. Further, the organic
substances polymerize somewhat when exposed to light and this leads to a
diminution of the volume of the liquid, lowering the zero of the instru-
ment.
Lille the mercury thermometer, the spirit thermometer has been
in use for many years and its characteristics are well understood.
if
REFERENCES LIQUID THERMOMETER
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6 , 7 CRYSTALS
Crystals are classified according to the way in wfilch they are cut
from the original crystal. Temperature liar, differc,-nt effects upon the
various types of cuts. The X-cut crystal has a negative temperature
coefficient and the Y-cut crystal has a positive tomperature coefficient.
Both of these cuts are not used in tlic normal crystal controlled oscilla-
tor where temperature stability is desirable. In using the crystal to
measure temperature, either the X or Y cut is selected for use in a
crystal controlled oscillator. The material: of the crystal is also selec-
ted to yield a large temperature coefficient such as that exhibited by
rochelLe salt. The frequency of the oscillator containing a crystal of
this type is highly temperature dependent, Measurements of the frequency
at various temperatures of the crystal are made to determine the sensor
calibration, The instrument has been used with some experimental success;
however, pressure also effects the resonant frequency of the crystal and
&vielopment of usable systemst-as not been completed.
1
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6.8 LASER PROBING
A polychromatic light detection system (PLIDAR) is theoretically
capable of yielding temperature profiles in the troposphere (White,
Nugent, and Carrier, 1965) Actually the PLIDAR technique is a combina-
tion of the LIDAR (light detecting and ranging) with the giant pulse
Raman laser.
The LIDAR technique transmits into the atmosphere a large 30 n sec
pulse from a ground-based ruby laser opnrati.ng at 6943 9 Various refrac-
tive index discontinuities scatter- the pulse as it passes through the air.
The backscattered part of the pulse is measured as a functi..vn of time by
the photodetectors placed near the transmitter, and the distance of the
scatterers from the trdnsmitter can be calculated from the backscattered
intensity versus time relationship. A pulse can be "tuned" to a desired.
atmosphere absorption band by the use of a Raman laser which shifts the
frequency of the ruby laser pulse. The ruby radiation is shifted in
energy by various multiples of the totally symmetric vibrational energies
of the molecules of the Raman shifter by passing the optical radiation
through a. Raman shifter, either a liquid or high pressure gas, before
being transmitted to the atmosphere. Further, the pulse may be passed
in parallel through several Raman materials to produce one wavelength
matching an atmospheric absorption line and another effectively in the
clear of absorption.
The principle, the temperature structure, as well as pressure and
density, can be determined by measuring the rate of change with height
and the ratio of the intensities of backscattered radiation at the center
of the absorption band and the backscattered radiation at the center of
the adjacent window.
	
One of the difficulties with the PLIDAR method is
that the frequency of the giant pulsed laser be precisely matched with the 	 1
spectral lines.
	
In order to achieve the required frequency stabily the
temperature of the ruby must be controlled with 0.1 0 C.	 Research is
currently being conducted to see if this is possible.	 In addition,
research is needed to select the materials for the Raman shifter that
will not excessively broaden the frequency -bandwidth of the output pulse.
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6.9 MICROWAVE REFRACTOMETER
Refractive index of an atmosphere may be used to determine any one
of several of its properties if all others are known. Density, pressure,
temperature, and water vapor density as well as composition affect the
refractive index. The instrument has been used experimentally as a method
of measuring atmospheric properties and is discussed under water vapor
sensors.
6
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D6. 10 MELTING-POINT THERMOMETER
Ilse melting,-point thermometer operates on the principle of closing
an electric circuit when the melting temperature of a motallic compound
is reached. Since the composition of the compound and thus its melting
temperature are known, the temperature tit the moment of the closing of
the -ircuit is known, A given thermometer can be comprised ot several
compounds such that several temperatures can be measured, This device can
measure a wide range of temperatures and is best suited for high tempera-
ture measurements, Once the compounds have melted, the instrument is no
longer usable; therefore, only one set of measurements is possible, This
instrument would be most applicable on Venus where high temperatures are
expected. Thee output from the instrument is digital, thi,,. measurements
occurring at discrete temperatures coincident with the melting of a par-
ticular compound. It is rugged and no additional parameters are necessary
to interpret the measurement. Proper exposure of the compounds would be
necessary to prevent soLar radiation effects.
n'
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7. PARTICULATE SUSPENSIONS
Photometric and polarization studies suggest that the Mnrtian, yellow
clouds are composed of particles whose diameters linve been variously
estimated to be between one an8 more than 20 ^i (see Rynn,
	 1 964 for a
review of available information on Martian yellow! clouds), 	 Presently
available information does not allow reliable estimates of particle con-
centrationso
Deirmendjian	 (1966) has stated that t1c, 	Cytherean .atmosphere appears
to contain large amounts of partiCUU'Ite matter which scams to be perman-
ently in suspension.	 Quantitative data on particle sizes and concentra-
tions are difficult to obtain.	 Polarimetric studies discussed by Dollfus
(1966) suggest particles 2 to 3 microns in diameter.	 There is still a
possibilit y that the clouds themselves may be composed o f suspended
particles rather than ice crystals or other condensates. 	 And if the
aeolosphere explanation of the high surface temperature is correct, there
should be large amounts of dust in the lower atmosphere,
222
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7.1	 LIGHT TRANSMISSION MEASUREMENT
The extinction or attenuation of light transmitted through a volume
of gas containing particles in suspension is related to particle eoncen-
tration and size.	 The same is true of particles deposited on transparent
substances.	 The phenomenon of light attenuation is due to the combined
effects of total scattering and absorption of the incident radiation.
For a homogeneously concentrated aerosol of small particles the light
transmitted decreases exponentially as a function of pathlength and
particle concentration.
For particle sizes above one micron extinction measurements yield
information on particle-area concentration.	 Concentration and mean size
can be determined for submicron spherical particles by attenuation
measurements at various wavelengths. 	 The simplicity of,attenuation
measurements makes it superior to scattering analysis, however, the
Latter is more sensitive, permitting measurement under lower concentra-
tion.
7.1.1	 COLLECTED AEROSOL ANALYZER
7.1-1.1	 NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTRUMENT
These instruments are based on the collection of
aerosol particles on transparent or translucent sub,5trates and the analysis
is performed by measuring the increase in light attenuation through the
substrate.	 Collection of particles is performed either by flow impaction,
or by	 filtering, using a filter material as substrate. 	 In both cases
the substrate can be either fixed or indexed. 	 Light transmission is
measured by placing a light source on one side and a detector on the
OLIer, of the c011eCtion, Substr-atei
7.1-1.2 INTERPRETATION OF THE MEASUREMENT
Additional information needed to interpret measurement-
For accurate aerosol evaluation, its composition should be known for the
determination of its optical extinction.
^=
	
	
Method for analysis and interpretation of data
Analog signal related to particle-area concentration.
T.
7.1.1.3 INSTRUMENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total and dynamic ranges - Range is flexible in term's
of particle concentration depending on air sampling rate and duration.
Particle size range depends on collection mechanisms (no . specific informa-
tion on size is obtained from this technique).
Accuracy Dependent on type of aerosol.
4
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Signal to noise - Dependent on typo of nerosol.
Frequency response - Practically unlimited.
7.1-1,4 INSTRUMENT OUTPUT
III
Output signal - Analog, calibrated.
Bits per observation - About tO,
7,1.1,5 PAYLOAD INTEGRATION
The characteristics can only be estimated since
an im-trument for planetary missions has not been developed.
Weight - About 5 lbs.
Volume - About 1/2 ft3 1
Power - About 30 W.
Radio frequency interference 	 None.
Magnetic moment - Not known.
Erection, orientation, or booms - Not critical.
Compatibility with steriiization at '145'C - Tnstrument
has to be designed to withstand it.
Special requirements - Proper enclosure to prevent
before	 duringsubstrate contamination 	 and	 operation.
7.1.1.6	 STATE OF DEVELOPMENT
Several coimnercially 	 available instrutnents are
available for terrestrial air pollution work.	 These instruments would
have to be modified significantly for use on Mars or Venus.
224
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7.1.2 AnIOSPHERIC ATTENUATION ANALYZER
Instruments of this type have been used on an experimental
basis, espocially for the evaluation of smokes emerging from stacks and
other conceatrated sources. For general measurements of air pollution
the pathlongths required are subs;tantial (of the order of I km), thus
limiting the usefulness of this technique.
7.1,2,1	 NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTRUMENT
The essential elements of a typical light extinction
instrument are shown in Figure 7-1. 	 Many variations have been considered
in the literature, some of there are: 	 (1) using the sun as light source
and several reflecting spheres placed at various distances from a deflector,
deviations from the inverse square law of radiation are detected and trans-
lated into light attenuation;	 (2) contrast measurements of natural or
artificial black and white targets are made by photoelectric scanning.
Instruments like the Slope-O-Meter will not be considered here since they
are restricted to the measurement of dense sm4-,_F,. t­ 'Lthough this instrument
uses a principle which could be applied over 	 tl,' lengths , namely the
measurement of light attenuation as a functi(,;,,
Atmospheric turbidity instil , , 'q f?,	 ". l toe been made where the
r-olar
	
radiation incident on a photo cell is measures	 ­ J the reading is
corrected for sun elevation,
7,1.2.2	 INTERPRETATION OF THE MEASUREMENT
Additional information needed to interpret measurement
It is necessary to know either the unattenuated light intensity or the
absolute source intensity.	 For contrast measurements, unattenuated contrast
has to be known for reference.
Method for analysis and interpretation of data -
pependent on particular measurement approachq	 In general the analog output
would be related to particle-area concentration c by the equation of the
form I = Io exp(-kc).	 10 is the known unattenuated light intensity and
I is the measured intensity.
7.1.2,3	 INSTRUMENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total and dynamic ranges - Particle diameters above
one micron for single wavelength measurements and below one micron for
multiple wavelength measurements.	 Lower-concentration limit for a 100-m
path is of the order of 100 particles of 1 micron diameter per cubic
centimeter.	 High limit would be of the order of 104 to 105 cm-3
Accuracy	 10 to 30 percent depending on method and
range.
Aor.
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Signal to noise - Mainly dependent on intensity of
light source, geometry of optics and presence of spurious sources.
	
F,	 Frequency response - Practically unlimited,
Environmental effects - None in particular.
rl
-7,1.2.4 INSTRUAMNT OUTPUT
Output signal - Analog.
Bits per observation - About 10.
7.1.2.5 PAYLOAD INTEGRATION
Since no practical instrument has been developed
for this purpose no attempt will be made to estimate the relevant
parameters.
Special requirements - Remote positioning of light
	
17	 source, mirror or contrast target, Sun could be used as source but would
require continuous tracking.
7.1.2.6 STATE OF DEVELOPMENT
Experimental, far from operational for planetary
missions.
t:.
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7.2 LICHT SCATTERING ANALYSIS
In general the amount of light scattered by airborne particles is a
function of particle size and thus a variety of instruments has been built
R based on this principle.
For par ticles with a diameter sma.lker than one-tenth the wavelength
of the illuminating radiation, the scattering obeys Rayleigh's theory. As
a	 consequence the angular distribution of the scattered light is sym-
metrical around the axis of illumination and independent of particle size
and shape.	 The total intensity scattered for these small particles is
proportional to the 6th ,power of their diameter.
Scattering by particles with a diameter larger than one-tenth of the
incident radiation follows Mie's theory. 	 In this size range, which covers
most of the particles of interest suspended in the atmosphere as aerosol.,
the scattering law is more complicated. 	 The total intensity for Mie scat-
tering does not increase as fast with particle ,size as for Rayleigh
scattering.	 For particle diameters greater than about twice the incident
x^
wavelength, the total scattered intensity is appronimately proportional
to the 2nd power of the diameter.	 The angular scattering characteristics
also become increasingly complex with increasing particle size, 	 and for-
ward scattering becomes overwhelmingly predominant. 	 In this range both
particle refractive index and shape acquire an `increasing role in the
scattering characteristics.
	
Polarization ratios also vary as a function
of size.
The practical range of particle sizes _covered by the Eight scattering
technique lies between about 0.2 microns and 100'microns. 	 The lower limit
is defined by insufficient signal to noise ratio for the detection of
rapidly decreasing scattering which follows the 6th power law mentioned
above.	 The upper, limit is given by increasing deviations from the Mie
theory and increasing dependence on particle surface characteristics.
Light scattering instruments can be classified by a number of different
driteria. An almost infiiite number of variations of this technique can be
found in the literature , The present study considered two main approaches
(a) measurement of bulk scattering of aerosols, and (b) measurement of single
particle scattering.
7.2.1 DISCRETE PARTICLE COUNTER
7.2.1.1 NARR.4T 17:41• DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTRUMENT
This instrument is based on the measurements of the
light scattered by individual particles at a given angle or group of angles
G	 with respect to the axis of incident light flux. Forward scattering measure-
ments are preferable,because of decreased sensitivity to particle refractive
index and significantly higher scattering flux levels.
rt	 • 
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The essential elements of a typical instrument of
this type are depicted in Figure 7-2. The instrument operates as follows:
The atmosphere is sampled by a flow system whereby the suspended aerosol
particles are made to flow through a small (about one-cubic millimeter)
volume illuminated by a light source with convergent beam optica. Detection
of the forward scattering lobe is frequently accomplished by an annular
reflecting or tefracting area centered around the forward scattering axis,
which concentrates the scattered light onto one or more photomultiplier
tubes for single or multiple angle detection. The size of the optically
sensitive voluine defines the upper limit of particle number concentration
which can be counted without excessive coincidence error produced when
more than one particle is detected at a given time.
Individual particle counting provides information on
particle size distribution and number concentration.
7.2.1.2 INTERPRETATION OF THE ME.ASUREMENT
Additional information needed to interpret measurement -
The only additional parameter required to derive the above information is the
volumetric flow rate of the air sampled.
Method for analysis and interpretation of data - The
output of the photomultiplier tube or tubes consists of a train of pulses
of varying amplitude. The pulse amplitude is proportioaal to particle
size as explained above. For multiple angle detection, particle size is
obtained from the ratio of the intensities along each angle, Total parti-
cle number concentration is obtained by counting the number of pulses and
relating this total count to the air volume sampled. Particle size distri-
bution is obtained by subjecting the pulse train to pulse height analysis
by means of amplitude discriminators (pulse ratio analysis for multiple
angle detection). This pulse height discrimination can be accomplished
either sequentially or simultaneously in time.
7.2.1.3 INSTRUMENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total and dynamic ranges - Particle diameters: 0.2
or 0.3 microns to about 100 microns for single angle detection, and only
0.2 to 1.0 microns for multiple angle detection. Particle number concen-
tration up to 103 cm-3 without flow dilution, up to 105 cm-3 with flow
dilution. Low limit of concentation given by , sampling duration (statistical
confidence).
Accuracy - Depends primarily on aerosol to be measured.
Significant deviations from sphericity and index of refraction will affect
sizing accuracy. Overall accuracies better than ±20 percent of actual
size are difficult to achieve over the entire size range for a "practical,"
aerosol. Errors are defined by the probability of coincidence detection
at excessive concentrations.
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detectable particle size, and it
of the particle diameter above 1
light. Typically s/n ratios are
particle with photomultiplier at
as source.
wise - This ratio defines the smallest
increases approximately as the square
micron for illumination with visible
of the order of 20 for 1 micron diameter
25°C, and conventional incandescent lamp
P
Instrument calibration is performed initially by
means of a known aerosol. Subsequent spot calibration can be effected
by built-in secondary calibration schemes (optical fibers, etc.).
Frequency response - Response time essentially dependent
on flow velocity and flow channel length between inlet and detection volume,
typically one second.
Environmental effects	 Large concentrations of parti-
cles below 0.1 micron can introduce counting errors.
7.2.1.4 INSTRUMENT OUTPUT
Output signal	 The output pulse frequency is related
to number concentration. Telemetry channel defines particle size range.
Flow rate could be predetermined a`nd fixed. Otherwise, flow measurement
would have either analog or digital output, depending on type of sensor.
Bits per observation - In addition to direct pulse
counting, four to seven bits for particle size identification.
7.2.1.5 PAYLOAD INTEGRATION
The characteristics for payload integration can only
be estimated, at best, since a 'light scattering instrument for remote
extraterrestrial operation is not currently available. - 	 -j
Weight - Not lesi than 10 lbs (approx.)
Volume	 Not less than 1/2 ft  (approx.)'.
i
Power - About 50 watts.
Radio frequency interference - None.
Magnetic moment Not known.
Erection, orientation, or booms	 Not critical,
free air access should be provided.
Compatibility with sterilization at 145°C	 Instrument
has to be designed using parts and components which can withstand this temper	 r`.
ature under nonoperating conditions.
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Special requirements °- None.
7.2.1.6	 STATE OF DEVELOPMENT
Several experimental as well as commercial instruments
have been developed in the past decade and are used routinely in laboratories,
industry and field research.	 None of these instruments is appropriate nor
designed for use under extraterrestrial cond'itii./ins, nor are they designed
for remote operation including telemetry.
	
Such an instrument would have to
be developed,
7.2,2	 BULK SCATTERING ANALYZER
This instrument is based on the measurement of light scattered
one o
	
ore ang les with respect to the direction of incident light-bat o	 r m_	 	 	 _ pY
a group or cloud of particles.	 Only characteristics differing from the
discrete particle scattering instrument will now be mentioned. 	 Single
angle scattering measurements provide aerosol concentration information
only if average particle size is known.	 Multiple angle detection results
in average particle size information as well as concentration. 	 This
method is far less accurate than single particle counting, especially if
the aerosol is significantly heterodispersed. 	 The output signal consists
of one or more analog signals (one or more angle detection) , , each a func-
tion of the light scattered at a particular angle. 	 Time constants are
of the order of microseconds or less.	 In terms of data handling this
method is inferior to the discrete particle counting method in that it
requires of the order of 10 bits per observation (single angle scattering)
and more for the multiple angle system.
^A
1
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7.3	 TELEVISION PARTICLE ANALYSIS
The direct visual analysis of aerosols has been the main tool in
the investigation of particle characterisitics,
	 Optical, ultra, and
electro nmicroscopy are standard techniques used for the evaluation of
collected or of suspended particles. 	 The use of photography and tele-
vision techniques has facilitated particle analysis, and more recently
experiments have been performed using holographic techniques for the
direct evaluation of airborne particles and fogs.
The television technique consists in essence of the remote transmis-
sion of visual information,
	 This information can be either the field of
observation of'a microscope, or a hologram of a particle-laden air volume.
ne signal derived from the electro-optical scanning of the image can
either be transmitted directly for remote interpretation or can be locally
processed such that direct information on particle size distribution and
number would be available for subsequent transmission.
If a microscope field of view is to be scanned by the television
system, the ' particulate matter has to be collected by a suitable mech-
anism,	 i.e.;	 filter collector,	 impactor, electrostatic precipitator,
	 etc,
For holographic analysis, a hologram of the volume of air has to be made
prior to its television analysis, which in this case, in addition to
iv scanning, requires programmed variation of focus for three-dimensional
cloud analysis.	 This technique will not be detailed ' here since it
	
isjudged to be too complex and undeveloped at this point.
7.3.1	 MICROSCOPE-TV ANALYZER
7.3.1o1 NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTRUMENT
q^
^' Analyzers of this type are available for laboratory
use, and they include a television viewing monitor and a microscope for
direct observation of a sample, in addition to the associated electronic
circuitry and readout devices.	 The television tube, some of the elements
of the microscope and the readout elements are irrelevant to this study.
On the other hand, as expressed above, a parficle collector would have
to be integrated with this system. 	 A block diagram of a possible instru-
ment suitable for remote surface planetary particle analysis is shown in
Figure 7-3.	 Remote proces ' sing of the video transmission appears preferable
in terms of package complexity and telemetry. 	 The received signal can be
computer processed, furnishing direct information on . particle size distri-
bution and concentration if concurrent sampling flow rate information is
transmitted.
7.3.1.2	 INTERPRETATION OF THE MEASUREMENT
Additional informati6n needed to interpret measurement
The flow rate of the collection device, to determine aerosol concentration.
x.
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Method for analysis and interpretation o g data - The
output of the video camera is to be transmitted, either in real time or
through delayed recording as any other type of picture transmission. The
received signal can either be displayed for visual monitoring or processed
3	 for automated analysis.
7.3.1.5	 114STRUMENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total and dynamic ranges - Particle di.ame4ers: about
0.5 microns and above (upper limit depending on microscope optics).
	 Number
concentration range only dependent on sampling periods.
Accuracy - Individual particle size and shape can be
measured to essentially any degree of accuracy for solid particles, especi-
ally if cal .bratlon markers are included on the collection surface. overall
accuracy in terms of concentration and size distribution is in general
limited to size discrimination of the collection mechanism.
Signal to'noise - Dependent essentially on the optical
contrast of the collected particles against the background.
Frequency response - Time constants are dependent on
sampling flow rate and to a lesser extent on video scanning speed.	 Typical
reaction times are less than one second.
7.3.1.4	 INSTRUMENT OUTPUT
The output is a video signal containing the informs--
ti.on on the particles scanned on a given field of view.	 Flow rate could
be predetermined or transmitted; the sensor signal would define the type
of conditioning required for telemetry.
Bats per observation - Typical video transmission.
1.3.1.5	 PAYLOAD INTEGRATION and STATE OF DEVELOPMENT
No specifics can be stated at this point since no
x-	 - instrument of this type is available for remote operation.	 Existing
instruments are for laboratory use.
REFERENCES TELEVISION PARTICLE ANALYSIS
Jarrell-Ash Bulletin No 2.
Shuck, J., TV-Analyzing Computer Expands Scope of Microscopic Studies,
Jarrell-Ash _Reprint No. 18.
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47.4 MICROPHONIC IMPACT DETECTION
Aerosol particles can be detected by impacting them on a pressure
sensing detector. Particles striking such a detector transfer their
momentum to the impacting surface. 11iis transient pressure generates an
electric pulse by means of the transducing action of the deLeCtor. These
sensors in essence are piezoelectric, electromagnetic, capacitive, etc,
microphones which have been used on various rockets, satellites and space
probes for the detection of micrometeorite impacts. The magnitude of the
pulse generated appears to be a function of the particle momentum (some
disagreement exists on this point) and not its kinetic energy. Particle
mass can be determined if the impact velocity is known. Wind blown parti-
cles can, in principle, be detected by utilizing their air flow imparted
velocity. Aerosol particles, in general, can be accelerated artificially
by means of forced air flow, electrostatic forces, etc. The limitation
of this technique for aerosol measurements lies in the low signal to noise
ratios which can be obtained. Noise is originated not only in the electric
elements of the system, but also in the detection phase itself, due to wind
or artificially induced air stream impingement flow past the detector. This
air induced noise severely limits this technique to the detection of fast
and large (massive) particles. Its use seems to be more adaptable tc the
Martian low air density environment than to the thick Venusian atmosphere,
both in terms of noise and with respect to impaction size discrimination.
7,4.1 PIEZOELECTRIC PARTICLE IMPACT DETECTOR SYSTEM
7.4.1.1 NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTRUMENT
Instruments of this type have been developed for
micrometeorite detection and also for experimental aerosol laboratory
studies. No instrument exists at present which include an artificial
impaction mechanism. Any system of this type consists of a detector or
detector array, a pulse amplifier and pulse height discriminator for the
determination of particle mass throu gh an independent velocity measurementCp
(anemometer, flow meter, etc.).
7-4o1.2 INTERPRETATION OF THE MEASUREMENT
Additional information needed to interpret measurement
1	 1	 4	 4	 4	 41C .: 	 1impactspeed for blown parLLCL=S# rarLLL;imp  V%:: VL;L- Y VL " LL-	 C1
acceleration,
Method for analySis and interpretation of data
Pulse count indicates number density and pulse height indicates particle
mass.
7.4.1.3 INSTRUMENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total and dynamic ranges - The minimum particle diameter
(specific gravity	 1), dependent on impact velocity and noise, cannot be
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Ispecified at this point, probably not less than 10 microns under optitmui),
conditions. The minimum detectable particle momentum is of the order of
10-5 dyit-sec, on the basis of recent laboratory experiments,
Accuracy " Mass value of the order of 1*10 to :L15
percent for known particle velocities.
Signal to noise - Dependent on particle momentum and
environmental noise. Minimum size would be noise limited.
Frequency rosponse - Virtually zero time constant for
wind blown particles ) and of the order of 0.1 sac for artificial sampling
7.4.1.4 INSTRUMENT OUTPUT
Output signal - The output for telemetry consists of
a pulse train with telemetry channel mss identification. For wind blown
particle detection, already available anemometer measurements would provide
velocity information. For artificially induced impaction, flow velocity
is measured and telemetered.
I
Bits.per observation - In addition to direct pulse
counting, 4 to 7 bits for particle mass information, and 7 bits for flow
velocity information (not required for blown particles for which anemometry
would already be available).
7.4.1.5 PAYLOAD INTEGRATION and STATE OF DEVELOPMENT
This type of instrument has not yet been developed
for airborne particle evaluation; however, micrometeorite detection
instruments are available, and could be adapted for this particular appli-
cation, their design being suitable for space environments.
0
i
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7.5 ACOUSTIC ATTENUATION ANALYSIS
The description of this technique will be brief since it has not
been carried beyond isolated laboratory experiments, and will be restricted
to the physical principle and the possible applicability for remote plan
-
etary operation.
The attenuation of sound waves over a given air path is a function of
the particulate concentration in the gas.
	 Furthermore, the particle diam-
eter defines the acoustic frequency of maximum attentuation, or in more
general terms, a mean diameter of a 	 polidispersed aerosol determines a
chara.Gteristic frequency at which the attenuation is maximum.
	 The discrep-
ancy between various distribution functions has been found to be remarkably
low (Tempki.n and Dobbins, 1966) . 	 Vie attenuation equation for a polidispersed
aerosol, which has been confirmed experimentally, is
i R
l	 o0	 3	 CUT d	 C ► 	 WT t
...P
2	 2+ (7+1)(^ a	 R	 Nr(R)R 2	 2
l^ku T	 l-ku
dR
n
o
p	 Td	 t
Nr (R)R3dR
_	 cap
where	 a	 attenuation per wavelength per unit mass fraction = 	 o
C = speed of sound in gas,
cx = coefficient of energy attenuation (cm 1 ) ,
Po = mean gas density,
m = mass concentration of aerosol,.
W = circular frequency,
R = particle radius,
Nr (R) ='particle size distribution function,
	 2p R2
n T	 = dynamic relaxation time of particles - ---k'—d	 9µ
.
article density,
pP _ P
	 Y,
µ = coefficient of gas viscosity,	 1
y = ratio of specific heats of gas,
C ► = specific heat of particle,
P	
w1C	 = specific heat of gas at constant pressure,
P	 3P Cp'Td
xt	 = thermal relaxation time of particle =	 -----ZCµC	
`
j Pr	 = Prandtl number of gas =
	
--k --	
i
k - thermal conductivity of gas.
f ;
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The particle diameter Do	 tit whicli the maximum attenuation occurs is:
Do	 =	 (18p/a^.	
1/2	
-	
I	 I
The sensitivity of this technique depends on numerous factors as
can be seen from the above equations.	 A typical example will be given
to illustrate the range of applicability.	 Assuming a path length of
one meter, a frequency of 100 kHz	 (w= 6.28 x 105 sec -1 ), a relative
attenuation of I percent, the minimum detectable aerosol concentration Mat
on the surface of Mars would be of the order of I mgr/m3 , while on Venus
, % the sensitivity would be degraded, to about 1 gr/m3 due to the high
Venusian surface air density.	 The level of the minimum detectable aero-
sol concentration can be reduced by increasing the path length and the
sound frequency.
REFERENCES - ACOUSTIC ATTENUATION ANALYSIS
Dobbins,	 R.A., and S. Temkin,	 1964:	 Measurements of particulate acoustic
attenuation.	 J. AIAA 0 2,	 1106,
Temkin,	 S,, and R.A. Dobbins,	 1966:	 Attenuation and dispersion of sound
by particulate relaxation processes. 	 J. Acous.	 Soc. Am., 40, 	 317.
1966:	 Measurement of attenuation and dispersion of sound by
an aerosol.	 J.	 Acpus.	 Soe.	 Am., 40,	 1016.
Additional references are provided at the end of the above papers.
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7.6 - BETA RADIATION ABSORPTION
A mass evaluation of aerosols can be obtained by measuring the
attenuation of 1 radiation as it traverses a layer of collected particles.
The collection substrate can either be a filter cnedium or a thin impaction
film. The attenuation of the i3 radiation is only a function of the mass
density and is independent of the chemical composition of the collected
articles, their shape, density, optical properties, physical phase, etc.p	 ap ,	 Y, p	 P P	 p Y	 p
Thus this technique provides direct information on mass concentration of
airborne material.
7.6 .1 ^ ABSORPTION.IMPACTOR MASS MONITOR
7.6.1.1 NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTRUMENT
This instrument is being developed for air pollution
studies and a schematic of a prototype is shown in Figure 7-4. A 60 1/min
pump provides the flow for the device which samples at 30 1/min ambient
air, The 2 to I pressure ratio establishes sonic flow at the impaction
nozzle thus providing a constant flow control. Lower flow rates can be
accommodated by using a smaller diameter nozzle (present size is 1.5 mm
diameter). The impaction substrate is a 6.3 micron thick mylar film resting
on a C beta source with an activity of 2 microcurie (higher activities
will be used in subsequent models). The detector is an end window Geiger
Miller tube which operates at about 600 V, with unlimited lifetime and
75 µsec dead time.
The collection-detection geometry is such that essen -
tially all the particulate collection is concentrated in a very small area.
(about the size of the impaction nozzle orifice) and all the detected
radiation is constrained to pass through the-mass collected. The G-M
tube requires a regulated 600 V supply at negligible current. For prolonged,
unattended operation an ivnd.exing mechanism for periodic advancement of the
w	 mylar film would be requir#: ,U.
7.6.1.2 INTERPRETATION OF THE MEASUREMENT
if not	
Additional information needed to interpret measurement-
Flow rate predetermined and constant. Air density to determine cut-
off particle size. 	
1
Method for analysis and interpretation of data The
output of the. G-M tube consists of a grain of pulses of constant. amplitude.
The pulse rate is related to the total, mass collected in a given sampling	
_ ')period, which, related to volumetric sampling rate, indicates the mass
concentration of aerosol„
7.6.1.3` INSTRUMENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total and dynamic ranges - Particle diameters from
about 0,1 microns up(dependent on air density). Minimum particle mass
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Am concentration dependent on sampling period. 	 Minimum detectable mass of
the order of 1 µg.
r
Accuracy - fetter than 10 percent for particles
above 0.5 microns and for integrated collections of less than about 10 µg.
Accuracy is also dependent on number of pulse:; counted per data point,
the counting error being equal to the square root of the number counted.
_ Signal to noise - Dependent on shielding against,
and intensity of extraneous ionizing radiation sources. 	 This aspect may
be more serious on Mars.
rv,
Frequency response -
	
The response time of this
device is a function of count rate (typically of the order of a few counts
g per second per microcurie) and aerosol concentration.
Environmental effects - Accuracy and actual operation
can seriously be affected by ambient ionizing radiation levels if improperly
shielded.
7.6.1.4	 INSTRUMENT OUTPUT
Output signal -	 Pulse train of the order of 1-V
amplitude.
f
Bits per observation - Not applicable for direct
pulse transmission; for analog rate output, 10 bits.
r3
h	 1
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7.7	 CHARGED-PARTICLE MOBILITY ANALYZER
By imparting a known electric charge to aerosol particles, as a
function of particle size, it is possible to infer this size by the
measurement of total charge.	 The degree of electric charging which a
particle acquires when exposed to an ionized gas environment, in the
absence of an externally applied electric field, is a function of the
particle residence time and the gaseous ion concentration. 	 By control-
ling these two charging parameters, the mobility of a particle of a given
size can be predicted.	 These charged particles can then be sized by means
of an electric field. The aerosol concentration or the size distribution
can be determined by selective current measurement.
7.7.1	 WHITBY AEROSOL ANALYZER
7.7.1.1	 NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTRUMENT
A schematic of this instrument is shown in Figure 7-5.
This instrument has been designed for air pollution studies, aerosol analysis,
etc. and some of its features could be omitted or simplified for remote oper-
ation.	 Particles Are charged in the aerosol charging chamber by means of a
sonic ionizer.	 The charged aerosol is injected into the mobility analyzer,
which in essence consists of a concentric electrode pair across which a
variable controlled potential is applied. 	 Particles with a mobility below
a minimum value, defined by the applied potential, are merely deflected by
the field and escape the analyzer and are collected at the current collecting
^' filter, their charge being transferred to ground through a current sensing
^d`
elect , rom,eter.	 Particle size distribution and concentration Are obtained by
programmed step adjustment of the analyzer potential to govern the threshold
of particle mobility required for collection on the axial analyzer rod. 	 The
^_
Variation of applied potential results in v, corresponding variation  f elec-
trom6ter current.
7.7-1.2 INTERPRETATION OF THE MEASUREMENT
Additional information needed to interpret measurement
Charged aerosol flow rate. Ionizer current can be internally regulated, and
analyzer potential can be internally programmed and regulated.
Method for analysis and interpretation of data
Particle size distribution is inferred from the relationship between applied
potential and detected current, and concentration is derived from the magni-
tude of the detected current.
7-7.1A INSTRUMENT CHARACTERISTICS
Total and dynamic range - Particle diameters: 0.015 to
1.2 microns for a typical product of charger ion concentration times particle
residence period of about 107 see cr,1-3. Minimum particle rates of the order
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Aci f  10 3 sec- I , which at a sampling flow rate of 10 I/min corresponds Lo
6 X 10 3 particles per liter,
Accuracy - Sizing accuracy approximately 10 percent.
Signal to noise - Increases linearly with ptrirtiele
rate (SIN - I for minimum detectable rate).
Frequency response - Response time is of the order
f	 tens of seconds.
Environmental effects - Natural ionizaLioa 
of 
parti-
Ix	
cles would affect the measurements. However, this background condition
can iLself be monsured by alternately operating and shutting off the jet
ionizer. Natural charge on particles could thus be measured,
7,7.1,4 INSTRUMENT OUTPUT
Ntput signal - Analog signal follcawing changes
produced by prograilimed analyzer potential changes. Logarithmic ampliEi-
cation would be required before telemetry.
Bits per observation - Total of about 11(7 for log
of signal aixt 4 for voltage step identification) Four bits for flow r at e ,
if required (the two mentioned f law rate measurements could be required).
7.7.1.5 PMrLOAD INTEGRATION
'This t ype of instrument would have- to be (lesii-,,ned
and developed for a planetary surface applictition. The existing device
in its present design is totally unsuitable for SLIC.11 purpose.
Special requirements - Absence of strong; ionizing;
sources.
7.7 1..6 STATE OF DEVELOPMENT
See above.
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7 , 8 IllakV D FILAMENT DETECTOR
The description of this technique will be restricted to its funda-
mentals and no instrument details will be furnished since this approach
has received only limited experimental laboratory use, Furthermore, its
application is limited to liquid particles which precludes its use on
most natural aerosols with the notable exception of togs (liquid droplet
suspeosions). In this context the
 heated wire detector can serve to dis-
criminate between solid and liquid aerosols. Furthermore, its use may be
extended to the detection of liquid precipitation. Particle detection by
this technique is based on the cooling; effect of the impinging droplet on
	 --
a heated wire, filament or wire grid. The basic principle of operation is
identical to that o,t a constant current hot wire anemometer ; where each
particle generates a voltage pulse due to the transient: decrease in wire
resistance as the temperature decreases ,^t the point of impact. Discrim-
ination against wind induced signal is accomplished through Frequency
selective ;filtering. Particle mass (for a given specific heat) determines
the voltage pulse height for a given filament current; thus, information
on particle size can be inferred through pulse heights discrimination. The
instantaneous output voltage e is equal to
C 
t ) 3/2 _R 1 /2
dt	 1/2
dm 
n
where	 w = mean value of wire resistance,
m	 particle mass,
e	 induced signal,
Cp = particle specific heat,
(w-Ro)/o
R  = re sistance of wire at ambient temperature,
a = wire temperpture coefficient of electric resistivity,
k
A = constant proportional to wire length and inversely c
proportional to fix,
B = constant proportional to the square root of the wire
diameter, and inversely proportional to ce,
V = mean air stream velocity,-
t = time.
The signal to noise ratio is
2C^j 3
S _ P
N	 CAB
a
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Particles with diameters as low as 1 micron have been detected by this
method.	 The low limit of detection is determined by the signal to noise
ratio, which depends on the specific heat of the particle as well as on
the turbulence of the medium.
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7.9 COULTER COUNTER
The Coulter counter bases its operation on the measurement of changes
of electrical conductivity of a liquid electrolyte, flowing through a small
orifice, due to the presence of suspended particles. 	 Each particle, as it
passes through the orifice increases the resistance of the path between two
electrodes submerged in the electrolyte, one at each side of the orifice.
For aerosol measurements this instrument is combined with a means of
_s
suspending the airborne particles in the liquid electrolyte.	 This operation,
can be accomplished by an impinger or bubbler associated with the Coulter
counter,	 This method will not be dicussed in detail because it has a very
limited appli^ation to aerosol evaluations,	 its particle size range is of
the order of 20 to 1, the actual range given by the orifice size. Particles
down to one micron in diameter have been detected.	 Sizing is accomplished
by the measurement of the magnitude of the ,change of resistance as each
particle traverses the sensing orifice.'
5
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I8. 1!MOTE SENSING FROM ORBITERS OR FLYBYS
The inclusion of remote observation techniques in the present study
throws open a wide range of possible experimen t-c for both orbiters and
flybys.	 Successful remote observations depend not only upon an ac^,urate
instrumental observation, but also on the validity of the inference tech-
aique used. to
	 deduce the particular meteorological or thermodynamic
parameter one is attempting to measure,
	 Thus, as opposed to in-situ obser-
vations, where, having made the observation, one can usually interpret it
without great difficulty, remote observations must be processed with some
sort of inversion technique, which depends upon the xadiative transfer
characteristics ok the atmosphere, to derive the atmospheric parameter one
4-ois after.	 Hence,
	
.4	 analyze possible remote experiments that can be used
for the measurement of me t eorological and thermodynamic properties of Mars
and Venus, one must first know°
	 something of the radiative transfer char-
acteristlics of these atmospheres.
	 It is only then that a logical list of
candidate experiments can be suggested.
	 In the following pages are
indicated some,
 of the possible techniques that, based on our current
knowledge of the radiative transfer ,
 charatteristics of the atmospheres
of Mars and Venus, seem appropriate.
	 Since the major thrust of the present
study was on in-situ observations, the discussions of the remote sensing
techniques and instruments are not as detailed as those for the in-situ
observations.	 The emphasis in these discussions is on the technique, ani
instrumentation details are kept to a minimum.
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8.1	 RA!TEMt. VAPOR
8.1.1 ABSORPTION AND EMISSION RADIOMETRY
Water vapor has absorption bands in the near-infrared, infrared,
and microwave regions of the spectrum. Observations of the intensities of
reflected or transmitted solar radiation in these bands can be used teo
determine the amount of water vapor in the absorbing path. The vertical
profile of water vapor could be determined from slant path observations of
the absorption of solar radiation as the planet occults the sun, The
absorption bands are pressure sensitive and a knowledge of the pressure
distribution would be required for water vapor inferences to be made.
The basic equation is of the form
ex p	 k p ds)0
where I is the observed intensity of radiation, 10 is the :'L,ntensity of
radiation outside the atmosphere, k is the absorption coefficient, p is
the water vapor density, and ds is an incremental length of path.
The water vapor absorption bands in the infrared and micro-
wave regions can be used to determine the amount of water vapor in a
planetary atmosphere from thermal emission observations. 	 The observed
intensity of radiation from the planet-atmosphere system in a water vapor
band depends upon the amount of water vapor, the temperature distribution,
and the pressure distribution.	 Thus, to determine the water vapor content
with this technique, a knowledge of temperature and pressure profiles is
required.	 In addition, if 4 microwave band is used, the emissivity of the
surface would have to be known since microwave emisdivi ll-ties depart from
unity for many naturally occurring surfaces.
The basic equation is of the form
I	 e BT	
+	
5 d-r
s	 s
where I is the observed intensity, e is the surface emissivity, B	 is
blackbody intensity, a fuaction of temperature, and -r is transmissivity,
a function of water vapor content and pressure. The subscript s refers
to the surface.
A radiometer similar ,ta tha-t , flQwn on Mariner Il'(Schwarz
a-ad Ziolkowski,	 1964) could be t,istd 4^^'urriagtan et al.,	 1967) for the
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infrared observations. Ilie instrument would observe the radiation in the
6.311 band and would have a spectral tange of 5.5 to 6,5µ. Other candidate
bands lie in the near-infrared region of the spectrum. The characteristics
of a pro?osed radiometer system are discussed in Barrington et al. (1967).
A single-channal soperheterodyne Dicke radiometer operating near 1.35-cm
wavelength would be suitable for the microwave experiment.
8.2 WIND VELOCITY
8.2.1 PHOTOGRAPHS OF CLOUDS AND TRACERS
Unfortunately, there. is no satisfactory technique for remote
determination, of wind velocity. Sequential television photographs of
cloud systems or cloud details from an orbiter would furnish information
on cloud displacement, from which winds could be inferred. For Mars, pic-
tures in the visible portion of the spectrum could be utilized for this
purpose. For Venus, where no cloud structure is apparent in the visible
region, analysis of UV photographs using techniques similar to the ground-
based techniques employed by Smith (1967) is a possibility. There is also
the possibility of releasing a tracer into the atmosphere from a descending
capsule. Sequential photographs of the tracer cloud could then be analyzed
to infer wind velocities. Possible tracers include the alkali metal vapors,
which are discussed in the section on in-situ observations of wind velo -
cities.
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8.3	 PRESSURE,
 AND DENSITY
8.3.1 NEAR-INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY
Surface pressure on Mars may be determined with the use of
techniques similar to the Earth-based spectroscopic techniques (see, for
example, Belton and Bunten, 1966). For very weak carbon dioxide absorption
bands (such as 0.87µ and 1.05µ), the amount of absorption of solar radiation
by the Martian atmosphere depends upon the CO2 amount and is essentially
independent of atmospheric pressure. For the stronger CO2 bands (such as
at 1.6µ and 2.0[1), the absorption is a, function of both the CO 2 amount and
the pressure. Thus, by spectrometric observations of both weak and strong
bands, the surface pressure as well as the CO2 amount can be inferred. The
experiment can be performed in two possible modes - looking down at Mars
from an orbiter and measuring reflected radiation or looking at the sun
through the atmosphere of Mars as Mars occults the source. The second mode
allows the vertical distribution of pressure to be inferred. The required
instrument is a near-infrared spectrometer.
,An experiment similar in concept to the second mode of the experi-
ment discussed above has been described by Coogan (1967). Rather than using
the sun as a source of radiation, Coogan suggests a split trajectory dual
planetary fly-by mode. If one of the fly-bys carries a suitable light source,
such as a solar mirror, and the other a spectrophotometer, absorption versus
altitude profiles can be obtained as the line of sight between the two fly-
bys sweeps through the planetary atmosphere,
8.3 .2 RADIO OCCULTATION
Radio occultation experiments for an orbiter or fly-by similar
to the ones conducted by Mariner IV and Mariner V, can be used to infer
atmospheric density and pressure. Such experiments require observations of
perturbations to the amplitude and frequency of radio signals transmitted
through the planetary atmosphere to the Earth by a spacecraft. The observed
phase and amplitude changes depend upon the density distribution and composi-
tion of the planetary atmosphere, and are used to infer the refractivity
versus altitude profile of the planetary atmosphere'. From the refractivity
profile, scale height, surface density and pressure can be deduced. This
type of experiment can be bonducted for both Mars and Venus. However, since
the surface pressure on Venus is very high, the'radius of curvature of the
propag'ati.on path is smaller than the planet's radius. Under such conditions,
the radio link between the spacecraft and the Earth never becomes tangential.
to the planet. Thus, the observed refractivity profile does not extend to
the surface but to a level of critical refraction. This level depends not
only on the surface pressure but also ` on the atmospheric composition. A
possible way of extending the occultation technique to probe the atmosphere
be-low the level of critical refraction is a bistatic radar experiment of the
type discussed by Fjeldbo (1967). In such an experiment, scattering by the
surface of the planet provides the radio link between the spacecraft and the
Earth.
J
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IA beam of electromagnetic radiation is affected in two ways
when passing through a neutral atmosphere having a higher index of
refraction: the signal is retarded and the path of the radiant energy
deviates from a straight line if the index of refraction is nonuniform,
The total change in the observed Doppler velocity of the spacecraft is
given by:
d
TL (Al + AR)
where N and AR are the differential phase path lengths due to bending
and retardation of the ray, The path length due to ray bending isrelatc-d
to the angle of refractive beading, e(h), where h is height, by the
expression
R 
c (h 2
'A	 2
where R. is the distance of the spacecraft from the planet and
h
f (h) exp	 f (h) dh
	
c. (h) = 2x10
- 6
N 
s -f	 1/2	
dr
	
R	 (R/r)2 ]
where Ns is the refractivity near the surface of the planet, R is the
distatice from the center of the planet to the closest approach point of
the ray, r­ r 0 + h - R A c, where r 0 is the radius of the planet and
f (h)	 ^P-
p dh
where p is atmospheric density. The expression forAhe differential phase
path length,Z^R(h), is similar to that for e(h) except that f(h), where
it appears before the exponential fuqction,is absent. By matching the
signals that would be produced by atmospheres of different compositions,
surface pressures, and density profiles, with the observed Doppler velocity
changes, it is possible to deduce these parameters for ra planetary atmos-
phere.
The Mariner IV Mars and Mariner V ­ Venus occultation experi-
meats used S-band telemetry frequencies. Information on instrumental details
may befound in Kliore et al. (1965) and Fjeldbo (1967).
J!
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8A.3 GAMMA RAY SPECTROSCOPY
From measurements of gamma rays emerging from a planet-
atmosphere systemit should be possible to deduce variations in surface
pressure and, possibly, the magnitude of the surface pressure itself
(Asaf and Kruger, 1966). The sources of gamma radi ion gr: (1) natural.Aradioactivity produced by radioactive substances (K
	 T , U238h	 and U235
and their daughters) at the surface of the planet and (2) cosmic rays.
which upon striking an atmosphere, initiate reactions that result in the
production of gamma rays. The natural radiation received by a detector
on a spacecraft orbiting Mars can be written as (Asaf and Kruger, 1965)
f-S A A exp, [- ^FAI
where f is a geometrical factor opproximataly equal to 1/2, S is the
concentration of natural radioactivity in the surface in dpm per cm2,
6A is the detector area	 g is the atmospheric absorption coefficient in
this energy range in cm^ 8-1 , 7 is the average distance the radiation
passes through the atmosphere in g cm- 2 .	 In the energy range of inter-
est (0.5 to 3.0 MeV), the absorption coefficients are nearly independent
of atmospheric composition.
	
Since R is related to the total pressure,
changes in the observed signal can be used to obtain surface pressure
variations.	 Asaf and Kruger (1965) indicate that surface pressure vari-
ations of about 0.3 mb could be detected on Mars. 	 in theory, total
pressure can be measured by comparing the intensities of spectral lines of
different energies whose percentage yields are known. 	 One must also be
able to substract out the cosmic ray background in order to deduce the
magnitude of the total pressure.
The instrument would be a C S I(Tl ) crystal surrounded by aplastic scintillator and anticoincidence circuitry to discriminate against
charged particles.	 Ebeogly (1966) presents detailed information on instru-
ment characterisitics for this type of observation.
Because the amount of Rayleigh scattering is a functim of
atmGzpheric density and composition, laser observations of the light
scattered back by a planetary atmosphere can be used to infer the atmo-
spheric density profile if the composition is known. From the atmospheric
density profile, a pressure profile could be constructed with the use of
the hydrostatic equation. Instrumentation details for some ground-based
laser systems intended for remote atmospheric musing are given in the
discussions of laser techniques for in-situ observations.
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8.3.5 STELLAR RVRACTION
The stellar refraction technique relates the refraction, angle
of'a star whose light has passed through some of a planet's atmosphere to
atmosphoric density, Refraction, measurements are made from a satellite
platform in orbit. The satellite provides the neasurement of refraction
tingle of a known star as a function of time and the satellite ephemeris
gives position- as a function of time. This information gives the radius
to the satellite, rs, as measured from the center of the planet. With the
knowledge of the true zenith of the star and the refraction angle, the
zenith angle of the refracted ray is known. Snell's law yields an important
constant: anywhere on the ray the product of refractive index, radius, and
sine of zenith angle is constant. This constant is called the impact param-
ej-P.r. The refractive index is unity at the satellite, and r. sin Z = Poro,
whore the subscript o indicates the point where the ray is tangent to the
planet's atmosphere. Therefore, the basic measurement is refraction angle
	
as a function of the impact parameter µ 0 r 0	 the ray path changes,
Integrating Snell's law along the ray path gives the following
expression:
0	
dktR = 2 r 0 11  
	
1/2
	
1-L1µ 
22 -r	 ! L2 2r0 0
This expression gives the refraction angle as a function of
the impact parameter. An inversion of this equation gives the index of
refraction [t, as a function of height r. The inversion of the last equa-
tion is given by
CO
^t = exp 
f-	
2 2
	
2 2
	
.1 f	
-r	 [A r
	
1A,	 0 0
she effects of this equation areas follows:I	 111 11(1) It proves the existence of a unique inversion from refraction
angles to densities.
(2) it permits aprecise evaluation of the function including the
ability to computerize the reduction of refraction data to density,
temperature, and pressure.
(3) It permits a complete, definitive error analysis.
Since g is proportional to density, it is a simple matter to determine
density as a function of height if the composition of the atmosphere is
known.
The basic observing equipment is a star-tracking telescope. A
complete system for Eaith-atmosphere application is described by Fischbach
(1965).
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78.4 TEMPERATURE
8.4.1 INFRARED AND MICROWAVE RADTOMETRY
Surface temperature on Mars can be conveniently mapped from
an orbiter with the use of an infrared radiometer observing in the 8-12p
water vapor window.
	
The basic princip le upon which such an experiment
depends is that the intensity of radiation emitted by the surface is
proportional to some power of the surface temperature.	 In an atmospheric
window, there is negligible absorption of this radiation by the atmosphere.
Thus, the measured intensity can be converted to a surface temperature.
The proportionality factor depends upon the emissivity of the surface.
For most common surface materials, infrared emissivities are close to
unity,	 Clouds would hamper such an experiment; however, clouds on Mars
are rare.,	 A similar experiment has been flown. on the TIROS weather
satellites, and the radiometer characteristics are well described in the
literature (see,	 for example, Bandeen et al., 1961).
Because of the cloud cover, surface temperature mapping of
Venus presents a problem. 	 Infrared radiation from the surface will be
absorbed by the cloud layer.	 'Microwave radiation, however, can penetrate
the cloud layer, and surface temperature mapping of Venus could be
accomplished from an orbiter with a microwave radionvater operating at cm
wavelengths.	 A Dicke type radiometer, similar to the one flown on Mariner
11 (Jones, 1966), is indicative of the type of instrumentation required.
Temperatures near the cloud level on Venus could be determined from
infrared 8 to 12µ window observations.
If the carbon dioxide mixing ratio is known, the vertical
temperature profile of Mars or Venus could be determined from horizon
radiance observations in the 14t CO2 band.	 MeasurementS of the horizon
radiance as a function of tangent height obtained from a zenith angle scan
of the planet and its atmosphere can be inverted to obtain temperatures.
The relevant instrumentation is a 15µ band radiometer fRith a narrow field
of view and instrumentation to determine the pointing angle of the radio-
meter with respect to the nadir.
8.4.2	 INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY
The vertical distribution of temperature above the surface of
Mars and above the clouds of Venus could be inferred from intensity versus
wavelength scans of the infrared thermal emission in 	 carbon dioxide
absorption band, such as the 15µ band or 4.3µ band.	 A successful inversion
of the observations depends upon a knowledge of the carbon dioxide amount.
The techniques make use of the variation of absorption coefficient with
waveleng th in the band.
	
At the center of the band, where the absorptiod
coefficient is high, the measured radiation intensities originate in the
upper layers of the atmosphere.	 At the edges of the band, where the P0
absorption coefficient is low, the measured radiation intensisites originate
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in the lower part of the atmosphere. Thus, a wavelength scan of the
intensities essentially allows one to probe different levels of the atmo-
sphere. And since the radiation intensities depend upon atmospheric
temperature, it is possible to deduce the temperature structure.
Several spectrometers for performing similar observations in
the Earth's atmosphere are under development. These include the satellite
infrared spectrometer (SIRS) of E$SA (Hilleary et al., 1966) and the
infrared interferometer spectrometer (IRIS) of the Goddard Space Flight
Center (Chaney et al., 1967).
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8.5 PARTICULATE SUSPENSIONS
8.5.1 POLARIZATION AND SCATTERING OBSERVAT
IONS
- Observations of the polarization of the radiation em!'.rging
from the top of a planetary atmosphere can be used to infer aerosol
content, aerosol sizes, and possible, vertical distribution of aerosols.
The inference of these parameters from such observations requires an
understanding of the relevant scattering (Rayleigh and Mie)and absorption
processes.	 Atmospheric aerosols affect the ambient radiation field.
Kano (1964) has theoretically investigated the situation in which a con-
centrated aerosol layer is situated either at the top or bottom of a
planetary atmosphere. 	 It is 'found that the polarization features are
very sensitively dependent upon the physical location of the aerosol layer.
Polarization and scattering observations during twilight can yield aerosol
information with good altitude resolution; such observations have been
conducted for many years from ground-based sites on Earth to obtain infor-
mation on stratospheric aerosols.
.The observations should include the degree of linear polar-
ization, the orientation of the plane of polarization in a predetermined
coordinate system, and relative intensity variations of the emergent
radiation in several spectral intervals (band width M 100 X) in the
visible region.	 The required instrumentation is -a - photopolarimeter of
the type described in Ohring (1966).
A scattering experiment in the near infrared spectral region
has been suggested for the detection of particulate matter in the atmo-
sphere of Mars (Barrington, et al., 1967) ..	 At near-infrared wavelengths,
Rayleigh scattering is negligible and, thus, aerosol scattering would
be easy to detect.	 Barrington, et al. (1967) suggest a wavelength of
r 3.5p,, an atmospheric window, for the observations. 	 The measurements of
the scattering of the solar beam by the atmosphere would be made during
periods immediately,prior to or Following occultation of the sun by the
planet.	 A filter radiometer sensitive to the spectral region 3-.4 to 3.6µ
is the required instrument and is discussed by Barrington, et al. 	 (1967).
8.5.2	 LASER OBSERVATIONS
Measurements of the intensities of light scattered back by a
planetary atmosphere yield information on the atmospheric constituents
causing the scattering.	 Atmospheric particulates participate in a Mie
scattering process, which is sufficiently different from the Rayleigh
-	 scattering process due to atmospheric-gases to permit deductions about
the presence of the particulates.
	
Height discrimination is obtained
by the time delay of the laser pulse.
	
Such a technique has been
used to observe upper atmosphere particulates in the Earth's' atmosphere
from ground-based observations (see, for example, Focco, and SmuLlin, 	 a'
1963).
	 A high power , short pulse type of laser radar system is required.
k The operating characteristics of lasers stems for atmospheric observationsP	 g	 Y
^i
are discussed in the secticri	 on in-situ observations.
i
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I`L.	 LIST OF WATER VAPOR MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUEF,
AND ASSOCIATED; INSTRUMENT TYPES
2.1 CONDUCTIVITY HYGROMETERS
2.1.1	 Phosphorous Pentoxide
2.1.2.	 Aluminum Oxide
2.1.3	 Barium fluoride
2.1.4	 Lithium Chloride
2.1.5	 Lithium Bromide
Y 2.1,6	 Lead Iodide
2.1.7	 Carbon Strip
2.1.8	 Ceramic Sensors
2.2 DEW/FROST POINT HYGROMETERS
2.2.1	 Peltier
2.2.2	 Gaseous Coolant
2.3 CAPACITIVE HYGROMETER.
2.4 SPECTROSCOPIC HYGROMETRY
2..4.1	 UV/Lyman Alpha
2.4.2	 Infrared
2.4.3
	 Laser Scattering
2.5 PSYCHROMETER
2.6 THERMAL HYGROMETER
2.7 COOLED VAPOR TRAP
j
2.8 HAIR HYGRO14ETER
2.9 MICROWAVE REFRACTOMETER
2.10 COATED CRYSTALS
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3.	 LIST OF WIND VELOCITY MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES
AND ASSOCIATED INSTRUMENT TYPES
C
3.1 THERMAL (HEAT LOSS) ANEMOMETERS
3.7.1	 Not Wire - Resistance Anemometer s
r#, 3.1.2	 Heated Thermocouple Anemometers
3.1.3	 Wake Detector4i
3.1.4
	
Kata Thermometer"
j{ 3.2 ACOUSTICAL TECHNIQUES
3.2.1
	
Sonic Anemometer
3.2.2	 Grenade Soundings
l
3.3 ION-TRACER ANEMOMETER
3.4 PRESSURE ANEMOMETRY
3. 4.1	 Pressure-Tube Anemometer
3.4.2	 Pres sure-Plate ,Anemometer	 1
t
3.4.3	 Bridled Anemometer
3.4.4	 W-Prime Anemometer
3.4.5	 Wind Vane
3.4.6	 Sphere Anemometer	 j
3.5 ROTATING ANEMOMETERS
m`
3.5.1	 Windmill 
3.5.2	 Rotating Cups
3.6 TRACERS
3.6.1	 Balloons
3.6.2	 Parachutes
3.6.3	 Dipole Chaff
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3.6.4 Aerosols
I
3. 6.5 Electromagnetic Acoustic Probe
3.6.6 Chemicals
3.7
	
ACTIVE FALLING OBJECTS
^r
3.7.1 Gyroscopic Sensor
3.7.2 Angle of Attack Sensor
~
1
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	 4. LIST OF DENSITY MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES
I
	
AND ASSOCIATED INSTRUMENT TYPES
h
4.1 DECELERATION OF 'FALLING BODIESi	 r-
. 4.2 LOW DENSITY IONIZATION GAUGES
4.3 CORONA DISCHARGE DENSITOMETER
4.4 VOLTAGE BREAKDOWN GAUGE
w 4.5 ACOUSTIC TECH1;IQUE
4.6
}
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY GAUGES
4.6.1	 Piran
4.6.2	 Havens
4.7 SCATTERING TECHNIQUES
4.7.1	 X- Ray
t
4.7.2
	
y- Ray
c
4.8 EXCITATION TECHNIQUES
4.8.1	 UV
4.8.2	 Electron Beam	 -
f 4.8.3	 BremsstrahYung
y,
4.9 VISCOSITY GAUGES
I	 Y	 =_
4.9.1
	
(quartz Fiber Gauge
4.9.2	 Molecular ;Gauge
4.10 ABSORPTION TECHNIQUES
4.10.1	 Filter Photometer
4.10.2	 Beta and Alpha- Particle Absorption
4.11 MICROWAV E REFRACTOMETER
4.12 VIBRATING REED
1
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5.	 LIST or. PRESSURE MEASURE -WT TECHNIQUES
AND ASSOCIATED INSTRUMENT TYPES
5.1 DIAPHRAGM GAUGES
5.1.1
	 Aneroid
5.1.2	 bellow6 Type
5.1.3	 Vibrating Diaphragm
5.1.4
	
Capacitance Type
t
5.2 BOURDON TUBE GAUGE
5.3 HYPSOMETERS
5.4 PIEZOELECTRIC CRYSTALS AND S	 - CONDUCTORS
5.5 LIQUID BAROMETERS
5.6 IGWDSEN RADIOMETER GAUGE
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6. LIST OF TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES
AND ASSOCIATED INSTRUMENT TYPES
F
6.1 RESISTANCE: THERMOMETERS
i
6.1.1
	
Resistance Bulbs
6. 1.2 	 Thermo Ribbons
6.1.3	 Thin Wires
6.1.4	 Thermistors
6.1. 5	 Thin Films
6.1.6	 Junction Diodes
6.2 THERMOCOUPLES
6.3 DEFORMATION THERMOMETERS
6.3.1
	
Bimetallic
6.3.2	 Bourdon
6. 4 ACOUSTICAL TECHNIQUES
6.4.1	 Sonic Thermometer:
6.4.2	 Rocket G;,'enade
6.5 RADIATION THERMOMETRY
6.6 LIQUID THERMOMETERS
Tai . 7 CRYSTALS
6.8 LASER PROBING
6.9 MICROWAVE REFRACTOMETER
6.10 MELTING POINT THERMOMETER
^^	
Y
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7. LIST OF PARTICULATE SUSPENSIONS Ml:AaSUR . E NT TECHNIQUES
AND ASSOCIATED INSTRUMENT TYPES
7.1 LIGHT TRANSMISSION MEASUREMENT
7.1.1 Collected Aerosol Analyzer
7.1.2 Atmospheric Attenuation Analyzer
7.2 LIGHT SCATTERING ANALYSIS
7.2.1 Discrete Particle Counter
7.2.2	 Bulk Scattering Analyzer
7.3 TELEVISION PARTICLE ANALYSIS
7.3.1
	
Microscope-TV Analyzer
7.4 MICROPHONIC IMPACT DETECTIONt
7. 4.1	 Wind Blown Particle Detection
7.4.2	 Artificially Accelerated Particle Detection
x
7.5 ACOUSTIC ATTENUATION ANALYSIS
7.6 _ BETA RADIATION ABSORPTION
1
7.6.1	 Absorption - Impactor Mass Monitor
7.7 CHARGFD PARTICLE NOBILITY ANALYZER
7.7.1	 Whitby Aerosol. Analyzer
r
;#c
F.;	
7.8 HEATED FILAME1iT "DETECTOR
79 COULTER COUNTER
l
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8. LIST OF REMOTE SENSING TECHNIQUES
8.1 WATER VAPOR
8.1.1 Absorption and Emission Radiometry
8.2 WIND VEI0CITY
8.2.1 Photographs of Clouds and Tracers
8.3	 PRESSURE AND DENSITY
8.3.1	 Near Infrared Spectroscope
8.3.2	 Radio Occultation
8.3.3	 Gamma Ray Spectroscopyw
8.3.4
	
Laser Backscatter
8.3.5	 Stellar Refraction
8.4 - TEMPERATURE
8.4.1
	
Infrared	 Microwave Radiometryand
8.4.2	 Infrared Spectroscopy
8.5	 PARTICULATE SUSPENSIONS
8.5.1	 Polarization and Scattering Observations
8.5.2	 Laser Observations
Ar
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APPENDIX A
SURVEY OF SIGNIFICANT METEOROLOGICAL
INSTRUMENT DEVELOPMENTS SINCE 1956
ABSTRACT
This report summarizes some of the recent (post 1956) innovations
in meteorological instrument development. Included are discussions of
instruments and techniques for the measurement of pxessure, density,
temperatuve, humidity, and wind speed and direction of the atmosphere.
Extensive bibliographies of papers on meteorological instrumentation,
arranged according to atmospheric parameter, comprise a major portion
of the report.
IA.l. INTRODUCTION
As part of the effort on JPL Contract No. 951954, Aerometry Instrumentation
Study, a concise survey of recent devC!6pments in meteorological observations
of the Earth f s atmosphere was performed. Recent developments have included
new innovations as well as the refinement of standard techniques. Both types
of developments are summarized in this report, which covers the post 1956
period.
Descriptive information ► is presented on the operating principle of each
instrument category i the altitude range of operation, sources and magnitudes
of instrument errors, response times, and other details pertinent to particular
instrument types or techniques. Following the discussion of recent instrumen-
,tation developments for each atmospheric parameter, a pertinent and comprehen -
sive bibliography on post 1950 instrumentation development is presented.
`o s o recent instrument development roved tryThree survey-type publicati ns n	 ^,	  _ p
be extremely useful in the preparation of this report. These publications were
by C.W. Thornthwaite Associates (Mather, et al., 1965 and 1967) and were con -
cerned primarily with upper-air meteorological sensors to an altitude of 50 km,
although some discussion was included of instruments designed to measure above
this level. The bibliograpi ►ies in the present report were compiled from the
above publications, the Meteorological and Geoistrophysical Abstracts, and
"A Bibliography of Meso-- and Micro-Environmental Instrumentation (Griffiths
and Griffiths, 1966).
1
Mather, John R. et a1, Recent Developments in Meteorological Sensors and
Measuring Techniquesto 150,000 Feet, Pt. 1, Analysis.
	 C.W. Thornthwaite
Associates, Laboratory of Cl.imatology,Centerton, N.J., Contract No.
DA-28-043-AMC-00001(E) Final Report April 20, 1965; Recent Developments
in Meteorological Sensors and Measuring Techniques to 150,000 Feet, Pt. 21
Bibliography.	 C. W.Thornthwaite Associates, Laboratory of Climatology,
Elmer, N.J., Publications in Climatology, 	 18(1), Pt. 2,	 1965, 296 p.,
Contrast DA-28- 043`-AMC-0000 1(E).
John R	 et 	 D	 o	 isMeteorologicalSesoisanMa then, , 	 	 ,	 evel p^nen	 ^.n	 n	 d Measuring
Techniques to 150 , 000 Feet, 1966.	 C. W. Thornthwaite Associates,
Elmer, N.J., Climatology Lab, Final Report, 1 March 66-28 February 1967,
June 1967 ,_ 183'p., Contract DA-28-043-AMC -00001(E).
Griffiths,. and Griffiths 	 M.John_ F	 ,	 Joan, A Bibliography of Meso--and Micro-
Environmental Instrumentation. 	 U. S. Weather Bureau, Technical Note
43-EDS, 2 ' July 1966, 352 p.
Jim
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A.2 TEMPERATURE
Most of the recent development in temperature measuritg instruments
has been directed toward upper air measurements. The sensitivity range and
xesponse times for these devices generally exceed those required for surface
temperature measurements. Soundings have been performed using a variety of
sensor techniques including; grenade rockets, sonic thermometers, thermo-
couples, bimetal units, electrical resistance elements, and indirect methods.
Of these, only the electrical resistance thermometers or thermistors are
employed routinely as sounding; devices
A.2.1 THERMISTORS
Rod and bead thermistors represent the standard temperature sensing,
elements used aboard the radiosonde and rocketsonde, respectively. Rod
thermistors measure temperature with an accuracy of it C o up to 25 km. Abovi".
this altitude, radiation errors contaminate the observations (Armstrong ) 19^'.
The bead thermistor is employed on rocketsondes to 60 km. Wagner (1964)
examined possible errors in the measurements in the 30-60 km layer. His
analysis included initial temperature of the sonde after nose-cone ejertion,
ltit d	 t	 t.	 f 11	 1 't a d forced convection vi cous di cf ^,A anona.	 u e a	 exec ion,	 a	 ve ocx y	 n	 ,	 .^	 p
and aerodynamic heating, radiant 'heating, self-heating, and heat cone' astion
alone the lead from the instrument package.	 He found that the error ;ncreased
from 4.5C° at 45 km to 19.00 at 60 km
Aft
A.2.2	 THIN FILM SENSORS
., Thin film sensors are valuable where the molecular mean free path is
long compared to the size of the sensor. 	 Convective cou lin	 of the air andg	 P	 pl g 	 1
the bead thermistor is less efficient above 55 km. 	 It was felt that this
difficulty might be resolved with a larger sensor which is transparent to
solar and infrared radiation.	 For thisur ose : thin film sensors have beenp	 p 
developed.
	
Films of the desired material are deposited on a transparent
substrate.	 However, temperatures derived from a 'thin film sensor and a bead
thermistor showed man y discrepancies on a series of flights in 1965 conducted
by Scallenger Research Institute.	 Efforts were continuing at than time to	 {
ascertain the causes.
i
A.2` .3	 ROCKET GRENADE TECHNIQUE
rtThe rocket grenade technique involves the explosion of a series of
charges along a known rocket trajectory for determining the temperature profile
between 30 and 90 km.	 Knowing the position and time of each explosion from
optical or radar tracking and the times of arrival of the acoustic wave at an
array of microphones on the ;round, it is possible to determine the high-level
r. 279
wind and temperature profile between adjacent bursts. From the known co-
ordinates of the grenade explosions and the measured incidence angles of the
sonic wave at the ground, one can determine the wind drift between consecu-
ttve explosions. Subtracting the wind effect from the total propagation
velocity leaves the local sonic velocity, which is related to the local
average temperature in the layer between the grenade explosions.
The greatest source of error is due to the uncertainty to determining
the arrival time of the acoustic burst at the ground (Nordberg and Smith, 1964).
Maximum temperature errors ranged between about 3°C at the first layer (between
30 and 40 km) to about 14°C at the highest layer, around 80 to 90 km.
A.2.4	 SONIC THERMOMETERS
The principle of acoustic measurement of temperature relies on
the relation between the local speed of sound in the atmosphere and the
iambient temperature. 	 With the sonic thermometer it is not necessary to
make assumptions that the thermometer is in thermal equilibrium with the
environment since the measured temperature is determined by the measured
speed of sound in air.
	 As such the response times are high.	 In addition,
radiation errors are not encountered since the intrinsic temperature of
the transducer does not affect the measured speed of sound (except that
the heat from the transducer influences the temperature of the air along
the acoustical path).
There are two primary sources of error that are difficult to deal with.
The first occurs when there is a wind component normal to the acoustical path.
As a result, the acoustic wave follows a distorted pathway, thereby increasing
the path by an unknown amount. 	 The other major source of error is variability
in atmospheric water vapor.	 This is a serious problem for Sonic thermometry
at the surface or Low atmospheric levels where the error may be as large as
70C. 
A.2.5
	 RADIATION THERMOMETERS
This instrument operates on the fact that in certain electromagnetic
wave bands where atmospheric gases are strongly absorbent, the radiant emis-
sion of the gas is essentially equivalent to the emission in that Piave band
of a blackbody having the same temperature as the gas.
developed'An infrared thermometer operating at 15 micronsn	 has been 	 by
Asthe ;vier (1963).	 This instrument, for use in subsonic aircraft, passes the
incoming radiation through a narrow pass-band filter and chops it to produce
an ac signal proportional tothe difference between the temperature of the
atmospheric CO2 and the regulared 50°C reference temperature of the optical
cavity.	 The measured temperature represents a spatial average over the solid
angle of the field-of-view and along a depth-of-view which depends on the
absorptivity of the atmosphere in the wave band of operation. 	 The best accur-
acy claimed for the system is 0.25°C achieved at 30°C.
4
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,Y,anzler (1964) has developed a frequency scanning device between 13
and 15 microns that can detect temperatures up to 20 miles from the instrument.
This device is being tested for possible detection of clear air turbulence.
A pyronometer measures the combined intensity of incoming direct solar
radiation and diffuse sky radiation. The instrument consists of a recorder
and a radiation sensing element which is mounted so that it views the entire
sky. A specific design (called ARDONOX) for measuring low temperatures has
been developed by Lorenz(1960),. It consists of e cylindrical case in 'which
a thermocouple of nickel construction senses the received radiation. For
meteorological purposes, the instrument is provided with a filter which
reflects short-wave radiation and is transparent to long wave radiation.
High altitude measurements (at the nightglow and aurora levels) have
been performed by Hilliard and Shepherd (1966) with a modified (wider angle)
Michelson interferometer viewing the Doppler width of atomic oxygen lines.
The wide angle instrument has a 5-degrees field"of-view as compared to 0.2
degree for a Fabry-Perot spectrometer which made measurements with 50°K
accuracy for moderately bright auroras. The luminosity of this instrument
may be of the order of a thousand times greater than the spectrometer at the
same effective resolution. Hilliard and Shepherd found that a systematic
relationship between the auroral brightness and observed temperature is often
obtained over periods of a few hours. Brightness and temperature are inversely
related. This inverse relation, is crudely interpreted as following the atmo-
spheric density curve: that is, that a uniform excitation per atom exists
down to some cutoff line determined by the particle energy. Aurora! bright-
ness (and temperature) changes result primarily from changes in the particle
energy spectrum.
Temperature errors for nightglow were estimated at i50 9K when the time
for each measurement was 15 to 20 sec, However, since nightglow is a fairly
stable phenomenoii, averages over a large number of temperature points can be
made and this error reduced significantly. The aurora errors are estimated
at il5°K at 200 *K to t30 *K at 100°K.
A-2.6 LASER PROBING
The Raman laser measurement technique involves shifting the frequency
of the ruby laser pulse thereby "tuning" the optical pulse t,-9 a desired atmo-
spheric absorption band. The optical radiation is passed through a Raman
shifter, either a liquid or high pressure gas, before being transmitted through
the atmosphere. Thus, the radiatioa is shifted in energy by different multi-
ple8 of the totally symmetric vibrational energies of the molecules of the
Raman shifter. The measurement of the rate of change with height of the ratio
of the intensities of backscattered radiation at the center of the absorption
band and the backscattered radiation at the center of the adjacent window
will, in principle, permit the determination,of the tetnperature structure ., as
well as that of density and pressure. White, Nugent, and Cornier (1965)
state that
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this method for the determination of temperature, density,
and pressure could be very dependent on the absorption line
strength, the line half-width, the number and extent of over-
lapping lines, the laser frequency stability and control, and
the accuracy and precision w ith which the intensity and frequency
measurements can be made.r
It is necessary that the frequency of the giant pulsed laser be matched
precisely with the spectral line before 'PLIDAR (polychromatic light detection
and ranging) temperature soundings can be considered feasible. The required
frequency stability is achieved by controlling the temperature of the ruby
to within 0.1°C. Effort is also needed to select materials for the Daman
shifter that will not excessively broaden the frequency bandwidth of the
output pulse.
A.2.7 INDEX OF REFRACTION
Fischbach (1965) devised a method for determining the atmospheric
density below 40 km by measuring the stellar refraction from an orbiting
satellite. The fundamental mathematics for the method is an inversion of
the integration of Snell's law along the ray path. This is an inversion
from refraction angles to densities. The initial pressure can be estimated.
and the densities integrated downward to yield pressure and temperature, A
temperature accuracy of 5 percent at high altitudes would improve to about
0.1 percent near the surface,
A..2.8 POTASSIUM AND SODIUM CLOUDS
_.a„
8lamont (1961) studied the variations of the width of the resonance,
line of potassium with temperature at twilight. Earlier, he had conducted
a similar study with sodium clouds above 100 km The potassium study led
to an experimental model of the temperature structure between 100 and 200
km.
A.2.9 JUNCTION DIODES
S€f^
Temperature sensitivity of a P-N junction volt-ampere characteristic
is due principally.to
 the variation of reverse saturation current (Sargeant,
1965). The basically exponential dependencies of reverse current on temper-
ature and forward current on junction voltage interact to yield a linear
junction voltage versus temperature relation. Also, the temperature sensi-
tivity depends primarily on the energy gap of the material, and excellent
uniformity of the diodes is possi^,le with present manufacturing processes.
The time constant for still air is 80 seconds based on a temperature step
of 10'C. The most useful range of the instrument is from--30°C to 60°C,
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A.3 PRESSURE
No really new pressure measuring; techniques have been developed in
the past several years. The research efforts have been directed toward
improving existing instruments,
,Atmospheric pressure measurements at: high altitudes have been ob -
tained in the following three ways: 1) calculation with the equation of
state and the hydrostatic equation, 2) by an instrument on board a vehicle
moving slowly with respected to the air, and 3) by measurement of the
aerodynamic pressures exerted at selected points on the surface of a high
speed vehicle, such as a high performance aircraft or rocket.
A.3. 1 HY?SOMETERS
The hypsometer measures pressure by determining the boiling point
of a liquid.	 The pressure is computed from the temperature-pressure
relationship (Cl.apeyron-Clausius equation) for the particular liquid.
Increasing sensitivity of the instrument occurs with decreasing pressure,
so that its optimum utility is at high altitudes.	 Different designs are
necessary for descending and ascending hypsometers as descending hypsom-
eters require a heating unit to maintain boiling.
Hypsometers have been tested to 70-75 km with plans to extend. their
capabili ty to 90 km.	 The Weather Bureau and Bendix Corporation have devel-
oped instruments for use above 20 km while full atmospheric range hypsometers
have been built by Victory-Engineering Corporation and Cambridge Systems.
The Bendix instrument (Wolber, 1964) avoids many of the difficulties
regarding the location of the thermometer to measure the boiling liquid_ 1
(safrole) by:	 ".... moving the liquid vapor equilibrium interface com-
pletely out of the liquid. 	 This . is accomplished by 'pumping' the super-
heated liquid up onto a thermometer suspended in the vapor.
	
In this manner
a liquid-vapor interface is formed on the thermometer itself. 	 The super-
heated liquid effectively 'boils off' the thermometer into the surrounding
vapor."
The following repeatability characteristics were found with a group
of 25 test model hypsomet.ers;
1 percent of pressure from 35 m, to 15 mm Hg
r ± 2 percent of pressure from 15 mm to 1.5 mm Hg
± 2 percent of pressurea from 1.5 mm Hg to
± 15 percent of pressure at 0.075 mm Hg.
The Weather Bureau hypsometer employes Freon 11 and operates below
60 mb-	 A small bead thermisr_or on a straight glass rod serves as the
temperature sensor, fitted with a tight wick which is immersed in foam
polyethylene that fills a dewar flask.
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It is hoped that the full-range hypsometer may replace the baroswitch
for low altitude pressure measurements.	 An interesting feature of the
Cambridge Systems instrument is the capability to operate for long periods
at fairly high altitudes (minimum of 7 days at 2 mb).	 Measurements withr
this instrument are possible down to 0.5 mb.
A.3.2	 AIAPRRAGM GAUGES
This group of pressure sensors consists of the aneroid barometer,
bellows -type gauge, the barosw',tch, and capacitance-type diaphragm.
The aneroid barometer consists of two thin membranes usually of metal,
forming the walls of a closed, evacuated chamber. 	 One of the membranes is
`	 fixed at its center while the second membrane is free to move as the thick-
ness of the chamber varies due to atmospheric pressure changes.	 The chamber
wall is maintained at a given pressure by a spring element.	 A system of
levers senses the small movement of the membrane. 	 Constant level balloon-
sonde measurements have indicated errors of ±3 mb up to 16 km.
The bellows-type pressure gauge (Wenzel, 1964) consists of several
aneroid barometer chambers stacked on top of each other.	 This instrument
was designed to measure pressure below the region where early hypsometers
were sensitive on rocketsonde flights.
	
As the chamber contracts during
descent, this contraction adjusts a potentiometer connected to the radio- i
sonde circuit.
The baroswitch is similar to the aneroid barometer with a lever t
system connected to a switch.	 The switch is set to trip at a preset pres-
sure or several pressures.„
L
The capacitance-type diaphragm gauge has one membrane which seals a_ J
closed chamber.	 This membrane acts as one plate of a capacitor and as the
pressure changes, the diaphragm deforms changing the capacitance of the -r
system.
	
The sensor has been employed for measurement purposes up to 12-0 km.
A.3.3	 IONIZATION GAUGES
Ionization gauges operate on the principle, that when a sample of air
is ionized, the ionization current, or the relation between the voltage at
which the sample begins to conduct and the voltage at which ionization ceases,
is proportional to the density or pressute of the sample.
The most common ionization gauge is the Alphatron that contains a
radioactive source which emits particles which Ionize: the: gas.	 These ions
are collected at an electrode and, in conjunction with a voltage source,
produce a small current. 	 The pressure range of the gauge is such that it
can be used up to '120 km with errors of 2 to 5 percent.
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kA high voltage gauge (Philips-Penning) applies 1000 volts or more
betwoon two electrically connected electrode plates mounted on both sides
of a ring electrode. A magnetic field of 300-8000 oersteds is passed
through the electrodes. The gas pressure is related to the current output.
The ;Lower limit of application is determined by a decrease in the
ion discharge current to a value comparable with the background current of
electrons emitted from the cathode under the effect of a strdng tlectric
field. The minimum measurable pressure is 10-7 to 10-6 mm Hg (220-340 km)
Generally, the maximum pressures measured are between 10-1 and l mm leg
(68-80 km).
The errors of measurement of gas discharge gauges are mainly due
to instability of the discharge. At pressures of 1.0-4 to 10"g Hg they
reach i-10 percent which is somewhat higher than for other ionization
gauges.
The thermionic ionization gauge is similar to a glass triode radio
tube containing a heated cathode,a grid, and a plate. On the plate, a posi-
tive potential of 100 to 250 volts is maintained. Ionization is caused by
the heated cathode emitting electrons which are accelerated by the grid and
collide with the gas molecules in the gauge chamber. The grid collects the
electrons and negative ,Cons while the positive ions are collected by the nega-
tive plate. Gas pressure is related to the ratio "of plate to grid current. The
range of pressures for bestuse of this device is between 10-3 to 10'e'mb
At pressures above 10" mb cathode disintegration occurs. The electron
impact on the grid causes a soft X-ray radiation which liberates electrons
from the plate at pressures below 10- 8 mb. When the plate is in the form
of a small wire suspended in a helical grid element, the range of the gauge
is extended to 10- 1D mb (Bayard-Alpert ionization gauge)
A.3.4
	 THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY GAUGES
These gauges measure density and pressure by determining the heat
transfer coefficient from a heated element to the atmosphere.	 At pressures
below 13 mb, the heat transfer coefficient is a sensitive, virtually linear
function of density, and hence pressure. 	 in order to derive the heat trans-
fer coefficient, it is only necessary to know the heat input to the thermal
element and its temperature.	 These instruments_ are accurate but delicate.
Also, the measurement is dependent on the atmospheric constituents.
The Pirani gauge is a thermal conductivity gauge where a fine wire
element is heated to between75 and 400°C and can be used for pressure
between 10-3 and 10-8
	The temperature of the wire is measured by
thermistors or by determining the resistance of a heated element in a bridge
' circuit.	 A Havens gauge is essentially a Pirani gauge mounted S.nside a
bellows which is alternately compressed and released by a geared e?etric
motor.	 This results in fluctuations of the output voltage which can be amp-
lified and rectified to determine the ambient pressure.	 This modification
' of the Pirani gauge can be used up to 135 km ( 	 10` 5
 mb).
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A	 TA. 3.5	 1'T TOT 5^ATIC TUBE
This is a device for measuring pressures in a moving fluid to
determine the velocity.
	
In this case, the velocity of the research
r	 vehicle is measured and it is density and temperature that are derived
from the tube pressure measurements'.	 The pitot-stat ic tube consists of
a concentric pipe arrangement in which the inner pipe is open at one
end (pointing upstream) and the outer pipe is per,fora,ted along a circum-
ference and closed at both ends. 	 Each pipe is connected to a pressure
measuring device.	 The inner pipe measures the total pressure and the
outer pipe measures the static pressure.	 The difference in these two
pressures is proportional to the density of the fluid and the square
of the velocity.	 When the velocity of the vehicle is known, tI.e density
can be determined from the Rayleigh pitot-static tube equation. {
Errors in the angle of attack, aerodynamic effects at supersonic
speeds, and the particular configuration of the openings lead to correc-
tions to the measured pressures. 	 Deviations from the proper alignment
of the pressure ports can introduce serious uncertainties in interpretation
of the data.	 The possibility of losing the proper alignment is greatest
Dense	 errors of 5 to l5 percent are estimated on flightst high speeds.	 y 	
between 20 and 60 km of the X-15 aircraft.
	 A rocket experiment using a pitot-
static tube with diaphragm capacitance sensors 	 had	 density errors of
5 to 10 percent between 45-90 km.
A. 3. 6	 LASER PROBES
E
Pressure could be calculated from laser-determined temperature and
density profiles (White, Nugent, and Cornier, 	 1965).	 Remote measurements
of pressure appear to be feasible but are beyond the present state-of-the-
artHarris 	 Nugent and Cato	 1965^	 ^	 g	 ^	 )
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A.4 DENSITY	 I
Until this past decade, nearly all density profiles were calculated
from readily available pressure and temperature profiles through the ideal
gas law and the hydrostatic equation. Missile and satellite programs have
required information on the densities of the upper atmosphere. Therefore,
greater development of direct density measurements has resulted.
A.4.1
	 FALLING MERE, 'MET110D
This metht-,)d is based on the measurement of the decleration of a sphere
due to aerodynamic drag.
	 Tho, drag force depends on several factors including-,
the shape oi the object,
	
drag area,	 nuiss,	 fall velocity relative to the air
and th y' density of air.	 At prosont,	 the difficulty of accurately determining
the drag coofficiont represents the wonkest link in finding density by this
mothod.	 F%.-ir spboros,
	
the drag coefficient is a	 f-urcLion of the Rk"ynolds and
Mach numbers. 	 The drag coefficient varies slowly with Mach number except in
the transonic zone (M - 1).	 In this region the drag coefficient changes very
rapidly with Mach number any	has not been well defined empirically.
A.4.1.1	 The Inflatable, Sphere
A standard density measuring system is the ROBIN (ROcket
Balloon INstrument) inflatable sphere with a corner reflector. 	 Upon
rocket ejection at altitude,	 the 100 gram,	 0,5-mil mylar plastic balloon
is inflated to a superpressure of 12 nab.	 Assuming proper inflation,
	
the
balloon yields useful data between 30 and 70 km with errors of 2 to 3
perceat between 30 and 60 km. At 70 Rm the balloon is passing throu.gh
the transonic region so that an error assessment is difficult within this
immediate region.
	 With a now metallized sphere (CarLeti,1966) 	 the altitude'
range is extended to 100 km.
Another inflatable sphere was developo.d by the University
of Michigan (Poterson, 	 et al.,	 1965).	 This 50-g instrument was used	 for
mcasorements in the region from 32 to 120 km.
A.4.1.2	 The Rigid Sphere
The University of Michigan has performed density measure- IF
iiients with a 7-inch, 5-kg aluminum shell sphere with the accelerometer in
a fixed position at the center surrounded by telemetry equipment.	 With
this large mass-to-area ratio,
	
the fall velocity remains supersonic, and
the	 above	 transonic drag coefficient difficulties are not encountered,
A.4.1.3	 The Active Sphere
r.
The draa acceleration data are acquired by telemetering
the output from the accelerometer to a ground tracking station.	 The first
of the two types of accelerometers that have been employed is called the
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ntransit-time accelerometer. The time required for a freely falling mass
to drop a fixed distance is measured and the drag acceleration is equal to
the distance divided by the square of the time elapsed. This method is
not satisfactory when there are rotations or abrupt changes in the wind
(which often occur below 50 km) thus producing spurious accelerations.
The second acceleration device involves a system of three
mutually perpendicular linoxr accelerometers which comprise a seismic
system and associated position-error detector, a restoring mechanism, and
a servo error -signal amplifier.	 This arrangement allows the transmission
of continuous data along three orthogonal axes. 	 Any rotational or wind
accelerat y,.ons can be separated and corrected for in the data.
j A.4.2	 PRESSURE-DENSITY GAUGE 	 -S
-
The diaphragm gauge, the ionization gauge, and the 	 thermal con-
1 ot-static tube confiductivit	 gauges used in the	 is configurat on measureY g	 g	 P'	 g
" pressure, although the density can be calculated. 	 These instruments were
described in the previous section on pressure measurements. 	 Diaphragm
gauges ran measure the density directly from balloonsondes. 	 With rocket
probes, all three instruments can be used in pito..a^static tubes to measure
pressure.
	
Then, the density can be calculated from the Rayleigh pitot
t formula for a diatomic gas when the ambient pressure, the impact pressure,
xi and the velocity of the rocket are known.	 A modified form of the Rayleigh
equation is used at high supersonic speeds. 	 In this case, the ambient
t"	 ted	 A	 t'	 st be	 ade fo	 the	 ket	 cce 1nV.pressure is es ima	 .	 correc .lon mu	 111
	
r	 roc	 a	 {
ation when diaphragm gauges are used.
The accuracy of the diaphragm gauges ranged betwen 2 to 10 percent
k from 20 to 100 km for data obtained by Ainsworth. The accuracy of the
Spencer radioactive ionization gauge w°s 5 percent from 30 to 100 km. A
'	 5-to 10-percent error is expected for the DENPRO (Density Probe Program)
F	 for altitudes between 40 and 90 km (Masterson, 1964; and Nordbera, et al.,
E	 1964) •
A.4.3 REMOTE SENSING TECHNIQUES	 F
From high velocity rockets and boosters, the ambient density must
be measured beyond the region of thermal shock, and boundary layer effects.`
As a result, remote sensing devices have been developed, all of which are
suitable for rocket, • probes .	 -
A.4.-3.1 Forward Scatterinitchn.i ue
k
	
	 The forward scattering of beta rays for density measurements was
developed by Parametric, Inc. The main sources of errors, which arg estima-
ted to be aboutL15 percent, are the short penetration distances of the beta
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rays at low altitudes, cosmic ray interference at high altitudes, and the
interaction of the beta rays with the Earth's magnetic and electric fields.
Mounted in a rocket probe on the wing of the X 15, this method can be used
between 30 and 75 km.
A.4.3.2	 Backs ,cattering Technique
This technique is based on the same principle as forward
,Scattering.	 The only difference is that the particles are reflected back
in a direction that will return them to the detector located near the
source.	 The number of backscattered particles is related to the density
of the air as long as the source strength is strong enough to penetrate
the region where the scattered particles will be deflected into the
detector.
A.4.3.2. 1 Beta Particle
This type of backscatter is caused by Rutherford scattering
in which the beta particles interact with the electric field of the nucleus
and the orbital electrons. 	 A proposed method (Cato ) 1964) indicates that
densities up to 30 km can be measured by _averaging the counting rate over
a 2-sec period.	 Statistical stability is achieved at 30 km by a backscat
ter pulse count of 1600,
A. 4.3. 2.2 X-ray Backs catttering
Ideally, this method has an accuracy of 3 to 5 percent at
60 km according to laboratory tests conducted by NASA-Langley. 	 The instru-
ment is intended for operational use in a re-entry apace vehicle.
A^
A.4.3.3	 Filter Photometer Air Density Gauge
+
This is a proposed system for density measurements above 75
km that would measure the absorption of the sun's ultraviolet energy at
selected wavelengths to derive a vertical profile on an ascending rocket.
Changes in density are sensed as a filter ;photometer measures the changes
in the absorption between two levels based on a known air con{position.
Shock waves of the ascending rocket have no effect on the system and rocket
contaminants constitute only a very small portion 	 of the total air column.
It is estimated that densities can be calculated between 40 and 200 km with
ata10-percent accuracy.
o p
electronics
	
e needed 	 telemeter  the d
and. it is required that measurementsbemadeinfour wavel engths in order
to cover the altitude range.
A.4.3.4
	
Electron Beam Density Gauge >`
An electron beam with an energy of 10 kev or higher is "shot"-
into `space and causes fluorescence. 	 This is a method for density measure-
ments above 75 km.
is
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A.4.3.5	 Ultraviolet Air Density Gau e
This is another fluorescence method that is feasible above
75 km.	 Molecular nitro en will 	 low in the visible if the emitted wave
lengths are between 500	 and 700 .	 The density of the nitrogen molecules
is a function of the intensity of the fluorescence,	 When the proportion
of nitrogen in the air is known at a given height, the density of the air
can be calculated.	 The estimated error for the initial tests ranged
between 10 and 20 percent; errors of l to 2 percent are anticipated for a
final operational system.
A-4.4
	
INDEX OF REFRACTION
This stellar refraction method for measuring the density profiles
below 40 km has been described under temperature sensors.
A.4.5
	 LASER TECHNIQUES
Using lasers the density profile can be inferred from the measure-
ment of oxygen concentration using a pulsed device.	 The density is pro-1
portional to the oxygen concentration since the percentage of the oxygen
in the atmosphere is essentially constant at lower levels,.
A . 4.6	 OTHER METHODS
Two other methods for measuring density are the tracking of ionized
trails of meteors (above 50 km) and satellite drag perturbations (above
120 km)
`F
f The meteor trail technique basically involves the serial photography
of meteor trails and the theoretical relation between density and the accel-
eration and luminescence -of the trails (Kramer, 1962; Babadzhanov, 1966).
Atmospheric drag is one of several perturbing forces acting on a
satellite in motion.	 Other forces include the irregular shape of the Earth,
the pressure of solar radiation, and the attraction of the nearest celestial
f bodies.	 The drag force is related to density and is mathematically separated
from the other forces.
t 	 .: 4
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A.5
	 HUMIDITY
Attempts to accurately determine the moisture profile above 7 km
have motivated nearly all of the research on moisture sensing devices during
'	 the past decade.	 Cold temperatures and low water vapor contents cause
failure of the standard radiosonde electric hygrometer above this level,
host of the recently developed instruments could be applied for surface
measurements in situations where extreme conditions are encountered. Of
the recently developed instruments, the frost-point hygrometer is the
only device available for measuring the small amounts of moisture found
in the stratosphere.	 Other techniques require further development. 	 Of
these, several types of electric hygrometers have shown the most promise
for the immediate future.
A.5.1	 DEW/FROST POINT HYGROMETERS
In the dew point technique, an air stream impinges against a small
thermostated mirrored surface and the mirror is cooled until dew or frost
'forms.	 Stable dew formation is maintained by controlling the mirror temper-
ature through the use of a sensing and control circuit. 	 The dew point is
the temperature of the mirrored surface.	 Dew/frost formation is sensed
by an optical system. 	 This, optical, system plus the mirror refrigeration
system lead to relatively large instruments.	 Recent models have been
compacted by taking advantage of improved thermoelectric techniques to
regulate the mirror temperature. 	 Since careful shielding of the optics
is necessary, air samples must be aspirated.	 As a result, moisture con-
tamination of the samples might occur. 	 At low humidities, any moisture;
carried from lower levels presents major difficulties in obtaining repre-
sentative samples. 	 Honeywell	 has developed a technique to determine
frost layer thickness using alpha particle absorption by the moisture
film.	 This device has the advantage of not requiring optical shielding,
and it is claimed to be free of errors due to uncertainty in film thick-
ness.	 This instrument will measure frost points as low as -100°C.
have	 ±0.50C underGenerally, these 	 yg	 an accura c	 of	 sea0 hrometerslevel conditions and *2C at frost points below -•60^C under laboratory
conditions.	 The response speed is approximately 2 C sec -	although it is
directly proportional to relative humidity.
	
The instruments have theo
capability of detecting dewpoint-temperature spreads up to 70 C for dew-
points higher than x-80 C.
"	 Below temperatures of '-90 0C water molecules tend to lose their
s
mobility and frost formation is slow.	 Thus, it is difficult for the dew/
frost point hygrometer to accurately determine frost points below this
level.
An instrument which can measure dewpoints below -86°C with a slow
response time is 'a temperature controlled gaseous coolant (nitrogen) tech- .
'	 nique that has been described by ''Fraser and Weart (1961).	 This instrument
A
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is capable of measuring dewpoints as low as =190°C.	 The ,gauge itself con-
f ssts of a "cold finger" of gaseous coolant projecting into a chamber. The
gas whose dewpoint is to bo, measured is directed onto a cold surface whose
temperature has been lowered by the coolant.	 The surface of the cold
finger is highly polished stainless steel to facilitate the observation
of the frost formation.
	
A 30-minute response time is required for dew-
points at -1600C.
A.5.2	 ELECTRIC HYGROMETERS
An electric hygrometer works on the principle of a change in the
conductivity of an electrolytic strip in response to changes in relative
humidity.	 The standard	 U.S. radiosonde contains a strip with a hygroscopic
lithium chloride coating.	 An increase in the resistance indicates a decrease
in relative humidity. 	 Moisture absorbed by the soluble hygroscopic salt
changes the ionic mobility.
The lithium chloride element has a high lag coefficient at low temper-
atures so that it is relatively inefficient at the higher levels reache
d
 by
the radiosonde balloon.
	
In addition, if the element picks up water droplets
it suffers from a washout effect.
	
Also, in a direct current circuit, caution
- must be
	
exercized	 top rotet the element from polarization effects. 	 The
instrument has an operating rangA 'of 11 to 100 percent relative humidity.
Substitution of lithium bromide extends the operating range down to a
I
`'
relative humidity of 5 percent (Asheson, 1965).
rV The carbon strip sensor is the standard element in the Army-Navy
sounding systems.	 In the carbon humidity element, absorption of moisture
x
alters the dimensions of the insoluble matrix containing dispersed carbon
particles which constitute the conductor.	 Changing separation of the
particles varies the resistance.	 Some improvement in response time is
noted.	 Also the carbon film does not seem to be damaged by passage through
rain clouds.
A barium fluoride sensor was developed as_a result of a continuing
investigation of materials for use in evaporated-film electric hygrometer
elements.	 Absorption of moisture affects the surface electrical conductivity
of several materials.	 Than films of these	 materials have a short diffusion
path for water molecules which yields a rapid response to changes in ambient
humidity.	 Barium fluoride and head iodide films produced by evaporation
under vacuum have resistance changes of 3 o 4 decades for a relative humidity
change,from 100 to 10 percent.
	
The time constant: for 90 percent response at
-20 C for the barium fluoride sensor is around 2 seconds, as compared with
more than 100 seconds for lithium chloride.
	 The median value of hysteresis
for the film was about 1.5 percent RH with a maximum of 4 percent.	 Recently,
considerable improvement in storage stability has been achieved thus offer-
ing a partial solution to a serious calibration drift problem with age.
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xAn equivalent resistance-capacitance circuit constitutes the
basics of operation of the aluminum oxide sensor, Moisture absorbed by
the sensor leads to changes in both resist-mce and capacitance. Changes
in circuit resistance occur as moisture is absorbed along the side walls
of the pores in the oxide layer, Moisture absorbed by the base of the
pores changes the capacitance. Hysteresis appears to be negligible for
both resistance and capacitance. These instruments measure down to the
-80 to -90°C range, The response is about one second for a 10-percent
change in relative humidity.
The electrolytic hygrometer with the application of phosphorous a
pentoxi.de is described by MacCread'y and Lake (1965)
The phosphorous pentoxide moisture sensor is 	 in theory, a; chemical`
moisture trap and electrolytic cell.	 The trapping agent, P205, maintains
a very low water vapor pressure and equilibrates quite rapidly.	 The
electrolytic cell has two platinum electrodes wound as a very tight double
helix on the inside of a small glass tube.	 The electrolyte,	 the P205, H2O,
is introduced as a 10-percent solution in acetone.	 When the acetone has
evaporated, a potential is applied across the two electrodes to drive off
the moisture which is present in the hydrate. 	 The sensor is then prepared
to pick up moisture from the atmosphere, electrolyze it 	 and pas. the
current necessary to read.'
Response times are on the order of l to 10 seconds, depending on the
cell.	 The cell will operate at temperatures down to -200C but it is not
certain whether low temperatures affect the response time. 	 The operating
range is from 0.01 to 30 g./kg.mixing ratio.	 Accuracte sensing of the mass r
flow rate is critical to the mixing ratio determination. 	 The mass flow
sensor can detect changes of less than 0.05 cc/mina
A.5.3	 SPECTROSCOPIC HYGROMETRY
These instruments are more experimental than those discua.sed above.
Basically the technique is to sense radiation in a water-vapor absorption
band to determine the water-vapor concentration in the atmosphere. 	 'Exper-
iments have been performed at Lyman-alpha (1215.6K), and water-vapor
absorption bands in the infrared. 	 Moisture determinations for layers can
be made by incremental changes in the absorption by the atmosphere as a
rocket or balloon passes through the atmosphere.	 Other experiments have
scanned the infrared spectrum to deduce a water-vapor profile.
One instrument (which senses in the water-vapor band at 1.3425µ)
has a	 sensitivity of 1 to 2 ppm at_low humidities and several ppm at very' r
high humidities.	 Stability of the calibration is good up' to one week and
varies somewhat between instruments a month after calibration.
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A.5.4 CAPACITIVE HYGROMETER
This device employs the change in capacitance following changes in
the absorbed moisture in a thin hygroscopic liquid layer. The hygroscopic
ligi ►id is thinly coated on granules of Fluorapak, an inert fluoracarbon
prepared for chromatographic columns. If the equilibrium between the
layer of hygroscopic fluid and water vapor in the ambient air is ideal,
then it is possible to apply Raoult's law. This law states -.hat the
partial pressure of water vapor over the hygroscopic fluid is proportional
to the fractional molecular weight of water absorbed in the film. Also,
the dielectric constant is a function of the quantity of water in the
liquid phase. Thus, changes in capacitance are related to changes in the
relative humidity.
Laboratory tests have shown that this instrument can measure partial
pressures of water vapor of 1 mb with 10-percent accuracy. The instrument
appears to have a lower limit of 0.1 mb which corresponds to a frost point
of -40'0.
A5.5 LASER TECHNIQUE
The PLIDAR technique has been proposed to determine the molecular
number density of water vapor up to 10 km by Harris, Nugent, and Cato (1965),
and White, Nugent, and Carrier (1965). This techn que employs two pulsed ruby
lasers (or a single laser providing two simultaneous ralses at different
frequencies by Daman shifting). One of the pulses would be tuned to 6933.88,
the wavelength of a strong water vapor absorption band while the other would
be tuned to an adjacent atmospheric "window".
The molecular number density of the Water vapor can be determined`
from measurements of the height derivative of the ratio of the intensities
of light backscattered from the two pulses provided that the water-vapor
absorption is known.
	 This coefficient is related to temperature and pres-
sure.
	 Therefore, the temperature profile must be known.
	
It has been sug-
gested that the temperature profile be determined from the relation between
absorption line structure and temperature, but the functional relation is
' not well known.
Another approach involves the time history of the spectral distri-
bution of the backscattered energy.	 This energy is interpreted in terms
of the spatial distribution of water vapor.
ti - A.5.6	 MICROWAVE REFRACTOMETER RADIOMETER
Microwave hygrometers work on the principle that the resonance
frequency of a cavity at microwave frequencies depends upon the refractive
index of air, which is a function of water vapor content.
	 Also, it has been
proposed that microwave radiometers could be used to determine the _total
r
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Iprecipi0blo liquid water in clouds and precipitation, since the absorption
of microwave radiation depends upon the amount Of 1120,
A-5.7 ICE SPHERE
Measurement of the rate of mass change of a ventilated ice sphere
enables the relative humidity in its environment to be determined, The
sphere is suspended from a sensitive quartz spring and the vertical move...-
ments accompanying the mass changes are indicated, by means of an optical
device, by pulses recorded on an electromagnetic counter. M.Asured rela-
tive humidities are accurate to .4:5 percent over the temperature range 0 to
-6000.
A.5-8 COBALT METHOD
Benzina (1966) describes a colorimetric method for determining the
relative humidity of the atmosphere based upon variations in the color of
a cobalt salt solution with absorption of moisture and on the fact that
water solutions of H2SO4 are characterized by a definite amount of water
vapor above their surfaces depending upon their concentration, Using
filter paper moistened by a 16-percent solution of COCI a color scale
was established for relative humidities between 15 and 100 percent. Corre-
spondeoce was established between relative humidities measured colorimetric-
ally and psychometrically.
A.5.9 COOIXD-VAPOR TRAP
This method freezes out the water vapor and carbon dioxide from the
air directly, by drawing the air through a vapor trap cooled in liquid
nitrogen (Barclay, et al., 1960).	 The amount of carbon dioxide collected
is then used as a measure of the total amount of air sampled, assuming the
ratio of carbon dioxide to air to be constant.	 This apparatus was flown
once at a mean altitude of 27 km.
A.5.10	 THERMAL, ULTRA-DRY BULB) HYGROMETER
A flow of air is passed through a hygroscopic porous bed.	 In transit,
the temperature of the air rises (temperature of adiabatic drying),	 The
temperature rise of the air is a measure of absolute humidity.	 This method
seems primarily designed for measuring humidity over a fairly wide range as
the instrument retains its sensitivity at low humidity values.
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A.6 WIND DIRECTION AND SPEED
Three general techniques for upper air wind measurement have been
developed or refined during the past decade. These are 1) passive tracking
of a target, 2) acoustic (grenade) technique, and 3) measurement of the wind
sensitive aspect of a rocket. The passive tracking technique is the most
widely used and extensively developed, Tracking is accomplished with both
optical and radar techniques with rising and falling spheres, balloons,
parachutes, and chaff as well as vapor and meteor trails. These techniques
have provided some wind information up to 300 km.
Developments in surface wind instrumentation have focussed on measuring
very light and very strong winds (primarily with hot wire anemometers). In
addition, increased interest in atmospheric turbulence and diffusion studies
has resulted in the development of more responsive anemometers and wind
vanes. Further, these mierometeorological efforts have brought about
instruments for measuring the vertical component of the wind.
A.6.1 PASSIVE TRACKING OF A TARGET
In this technique a ground-based instrument is utilized to view
the movements of a sensor passing through the atmosphere. The assumption
is made that the senso'f is responding in a known fashiaito the ambient
winds. It is obvious that this assumption is not completely valid and
that the degree of responsiveness is dependent on the characteristics of
the individual sensors,
Passive tracking of the radiosonde balloon was first performed by
theodolite but in the past decade sophisticated radar has permitted tracking
of the sensor over long distances. 	 The development of radar has coincided
with an increasing need to learn about the fine scale structure of the s
upper altitude wind field.
A.6.1.1	 Balloons ;.
Most of the balloon effort has concentrated on the development
of sensors that are independent of Reynolds number. 	 Operation of a balloon
at a Reynolds number which is supercritical gives random lateral balloon
motions which obscure all but the gross features of the sounding. 	 Also,
flight in the subcritical regime gives satisfactory balloon-wind measurements
because the self-induced spiral or zigzag movements tend to be regular and
average out over a vertical distance commonly used for wind calculations
(MacCready,
	
1965),
Balloons that are currently used for detailed wind sounding
e purposes include 1) ROSE (a metalized superpressure rising balloon), 2) ROBIN 4
(a small mylar descending balloon with integral radar target), 3) Jimsphere'
(a superpressure ROSE balloon roughened with the addition of a number of
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conical cups pointed outward from the surface of the balloon). Scoggins
(1965) has reported that the drag coefficient for the J'i.msphere is essen-
tially independent of Reynolds number. The roughness elements satisfac -
torily reduce the induced motion of smoother spheres. The Jimsphere and
ROSE balloons are generally used from the surface to 30 km while the
ROBIN is employed from 30 to 7 0 km.
The rms errors for the ROBIN balloon sphere are as follows
(Lenhard and Wright, 1963): 1) 4.4 kts between 60 and 70 km, 2) 1. 8 kts
between 50 and 60 km, 3) 1.1 kts between 40 and 50 km.
A.6.1.2 Other Passive Sensors
Radar-reflective parachutes and dipole chaff are two fre -
quently used sensors. The parachute is ejected from a_rocket at about
65 to 70 km and is useful down to about 30 km. Chaff is effective from
15 to 90 km. Light chaff gives the best results above 40 km due to the
slower descent rate.
The total wind error for the 15-foot parachute used with
the ARCA.S launch vehicle is about 3 m/sec for 1-minute average winds.
Errors for the chaff depend on the altitude and the type of
material. Estimates differ widely, ranging from ±4 kts (Aufm Kampe and
Lowenthal 1963) to a 30--kt difference for simultaneous chaff and parachute
observations at 65 km (Jenkins„ 1962). In the 30-to 40-km range, Bruch
and Morgan (1961.) estimated the error to be between 12 and 14 kts.
A.6.2 ACOUSTIC-GRENADE SOUNDING
Shock waves from rocket-grenade explosions have been used to deter-
mine the wind structure of the upper atmosphere from measurements of the
travel time to microphones at ground level. The wind for the layer between
grenade explosions (usually 1.5 to 3 km) can be determined by analysis of
the generated acoustic waves reaching the ground-based recorder. These
wind profiles lack: the detail that is available from other methods. Most
of the recent work on the acoustical technique has primarily involved
improvements in the acoustic recording system, especially the microphone.
The acoustic technique requires careful calibration and handling of sizeable
!4	 amounts of equipment and is not practical for experiments where size is a
factor.
I
{
s	 A.6.3 RESISTANCE FILM
This is an aircraft-borne heated device for detecting
	
jet"et stream.
The system was designed to detect wind velocity differences of 0.01 miles per
{ hour with a time averaging ability such that the period of averaging of the I
1	
_	 instantaneous wind is only long enough to allow the jet stream velocity
gradients along the wing of an airplane to become clear.'
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ITemperature differences are measured between thermal probes (heated
platinum films) mounted on each wing-tip of an aircraft. Each sensor oper-
ates as an arm of half of a four-arm reWsistance bridge. Sensitivity is
increased by heating the film to high temperatures.
A . 6.4 LASER TECHNIQUES
The wind is sensed by the application of optical Doppler techniques
to PLIDAR signals from atmospheric aerosols moving with the wind.
For successful measurement of winds by PLTDAR, the Doppler frequency
shift must be greater than the output pulse frequency bandwidth. The Doppler-
velocity measurements are satisfactory for particle velocities to about 500
m/sec. At	 ,higher velocities the laser beam must be subcarrier modulated.
White, Nugent, and Carrier (1965) state: 1 '... it is readily apparent that
transmitter characteristics are critical factors in any laser system designed
to measure wind velocity by Doppler techniques. Direct optical Doppler will
require excessive receiver bandwidth; however, it will allow better range
resolution. Subcarrier Doppler, on the other hand, while requiring receiver
bandwidths of only tens of kilocycles, will require absolute transmitter
frequency Stability on the order of kilocycles, and range resolution can
be seriously degraded."
A.6.5 PRESSURE DIFFERENCE TRANSDUCER
There are two techniques that are described by Morrissey (1965) of
F_R	 for wind measurements from sensors released from aircraft	 1A C L	 m	 ( ) The
first instrument is a transducer which is able to determine pressure differ-
ences on opposite sides of the rotating sensor. 	 Gyroscopic action is used
to rigidly orient the sonde in the vertical direction and the angle of
attack is sensed. 	 The sensor is rotated at one revolution per second which'
provides sampling in all directions every 100 feet of altitude for fall -°
rates as high as 350 ft/sec.
	
(2) The sonde is sensitive to the angle of
attack and its inclination to the vertical is sensed. 	 Further, the sonde
is designed to seek a zero angle of attack.
	
A rotating accelerometer is
the sensor whose sensitive "plane" (plane instead of axis due to rotation)
is normal to the aerodynamic axis of the sonde.	 The angle between the ,plane'
a
and the vertical is the output of the sonde wh,,ch is related to the wind
at any level.
A.6.6	 DISPLACEMENT OF THE OZONOSPHERE
{
Wurtz and Neiswander (1963) have developed a technique for the
measurement of upper level winds by using the ozonosphere as a target.
	 If.
structure could be observed, the pattern could be followed as it moves
	
by
a fixed-field ozonosphere radiometer.
	 This gas target is more responsive
_	 to wind movement than any introduced sensor (balloons, chaff, etc.) and -
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Icontinuous observations would be possible. This technique would be most
fruitful in the 15 -to 22-km layer. Early studies have been generally
inconclusive.
A.6.7
	 IONOSPHERIC DRIFT
Fraser (1965) describes a method where the horizontal wind is
measured b	 round-based radio
	 `-	 'y g	  equipment by the M^.tra (spaced rece iver)
technique, This technique measures ionospheric drift velocities. The
motion of the electron density fluctuations in th e upper atmosphere is
detected by a radio wave diffraction technique. The elctron cloud velo-
city thus determined can be interpreted as movement of the neutral air if
the collision frequency between the electrons and the neutral air mole-
`	 cules is high enough. so
 that the anisotropy introduced' by the Earth's
magnetic field can be neglected. This assumption seems valid to 120 km,
Solar control of the ionization processes does not allow continuous
measurements all day (with a single radio frequency). Observations can
be made down to 75 km in the summer and 65 km in the winter.
Approximations introduced in the technique can cause the calculated
velocity to be 50-percent higher than the true velocity and vector direc-
tion errors of 200 to 300
 are possible. The height of observation is
accurate to about 3 km below 100 km, and between 5 and 8 km at heights of
120 km,
A.6.8	 LIFTING SENSORS
The vertical wind profile can be measured from the surface to 30 km
in 10 to 15 ,minutes by a missile-like body with a;large cruciform or
annular wing (Stengel, 1966), Using the linearized equations of motion
to determine the wind response transfer, a sample configuration is shown
to have a maximum resolution more than an order of magnitude better than
a drag wind sensor (balloon, chaff, etc.) with the same fall velocity.
By employing an iterative technique, the accuracy of the wind-profile
estimate can be increased by at least an order of magnitude.
A.6 i9 CHEMICAL RELEASE
There are two types of chemical clouds that have been used for wind
measurement. One is composed of tr' ep	 trimethyl aluminum (TMA) and the other.. of
alkali metals. The combination of both techniques has _permitted _wind deter-
r1
-	 minations through..the :.night from twilight to twilight in the .. high atmosphere.
A-6.9.1.
	 Aluminum (TMA) Clouds
The
 liquid is ejected from a rocket and subsequently vaporized
_	
at the low pressures. It then chemically combines with one or the other of
x
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the oxygen allotropes and emits visible radiation. Spectra of the radia-
tion have been analyzed to show both line and continuum emissions
(Rosenberg, et al,, 1963a). The lower end of the usable light range is
about 100 km due to the failure of the compound to produce an excited
state because of a diminished percentage of the TMA-oxygen reaction at
lower heights (Rosenberg, et al., 1963b).
The cloud is visible against the sky background both at
twilight and at night. Triangulation photographs of the visible cloud
allow a determination of the wind. identified slopes on the cloud photo-
graphs permit height determinations to within 100 meters and wind velo-
cities within 3 m/sec (Rosenberg, el al., 1966).
A.6.9.2 Alkali Metal Clouds
The vaporization of metallic sodium, cesium, and lithium and
their subsequent release from a rocket have been used to form photograph-
able trails from about 85 km up to 200 km, The radiation from these clouds
is a resonance scattering phenomena. Therefore, they are limiteO to twi-
light situations when the solar-illuminated clouds can be photographed
against reduced sky background intensities. Typical sodium vapor trail
photographs have been analyzed to give wind velocities every kilometer.
1
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